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Foreword
This Manual is a hands on guide to social mobilisation as undertaken by the Rural Support
Programmes (RSPs) of Pakistan.
The approach of the Rural Support Programmes is based on the firm belief that poor people
have the ability to make significant changes in their own lives, despite the serious constraints
they face. What is required is for the support programme to address those constraints, be
these money, skills, technical knowledge and others. Poor communities have committed and
honest activists amongst them who are willing to take their communities forward, to initiate
change and transform the lives of their people. Social mobilisation is critical to this process.
People coming together to harness each other's potentials, to strengthen their collective
voice, to attain economies of scale and, most importantly to manage development initiatives
through a consultative and transparent process, is key to achieveing change and development
with poor communities. Social mobilisation is about building and strengthening institutions of
the poor, federated at various levels for people to be able to engage effectively with
government and others, to improve local governance and more accountability of government
to the people.
Until 2004 most RSPs and the rural communities they work with, focused on mobilisation at
the sub-village level, encouraging women and men to become members of community
organisations. By 2004 the oldest RSP ie the Aga Khan Rural Support Programme (AKRSP)
started working with village organisations in northern Pakistan to cluster or federate these.
These Local Support Organisations, commonly formed at the Union Council level, were a
manifestation of the capacities built in communities over years of working with the AKRSP.
Most importantly, there was a need for people's organisations to come together at a higher
level in order to influence and work with government. Examples of federating 'basic'
community groups at higher levels were also seen outside Pakistan, in Andhra Pradesh, India,
through the Government of India and World Bank supported Society for Elimination of Rural
Poverty (SERP) and through the Aga Khan Foundation's Mountain Societies Development
Support Programme (MSDSP), in Tajikistan. In fact, SERP and MSDSP have now enabled
community groups to federate at the district level, with federations working closely with local
governments to plan and deliver development services.
The Pakistan RSPs have encouraged sub-village level or 'basic' Community Organisations
(COs) to federate at the village level intoVillage Development orVillage Organisations (VDOs
orVOs) and then into Local Support Organisations, which are federations of theVOs orVDOs,
commonly at the Union Council level. While initial social mobilisation focused on horizontal
expansion of COs and on household coverage as CO members, the focus of federating these
groups concentrates on their 'vertical' institution building, providing LSOs with capacities to
become legal entities, to be able to undertake work with other, non-RSP partners, on their
own. This process presents its own set of challenges, as federations are representative in
nature, requiring specific guidelines and rules of business to remain transparent and
accountable to their constituent COs and VOs/VDOs. LSOs are also expected to gradually
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interface directly with government. Today, this challenge is being taken up by some LSOs,
providing lessons of great value to the development community in Pakistan.
RSPN has designed this manual for its partner RSPs but also for those who seek to benefit
from the learning that the RSPs have had in social mobilisation.The manual provides detailed
steps and guidelines for fostering people's organisations, i.e. COs,VOs/VDOs and LSOs. New
initiatives and activities included in this process by the RSPs over the years have also been
included in the manual e.g. the use of the Poverty Score Card, the work of Community activists
as social mobilisers (Community Resource Persons), Village Planning, Union Council level
Planning by LSOs, etc.
This manual is a living document and will be revised in future, based on RSP field experience.
The RSP Network would like to thank the staff of the Rural Support Programmes who worked
hard to put this manual together and who brought a wealth of field experience to shape this
process.

Shandana Khan
Chief Executive Officer RSPN
Islamabad
July, 2009
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Chapter One:
Introduction to the Manual

1. Purpose of the Manual
A unique characteristic of RSP social mobilisation is its “learning by doing” approach. Due to
this, the programme is constantly evolving and therefore accommodating newly acquired
lessons. Though they share the basic principles and values; each RSP follows an organic,
pragmatic and sociological approach. This is done as to best suit the requirements and
environment of that particular field area. However, amongst the RSPs, certain approaches and
practices have became standardised with the passage of time and in 2007, these generally
accepted principles and practices were compiled by RSPN and published as the Guidelines for
RSP Social Mobilisation.
Over the last three years, the Government of Pakistan has accepted social mobilisation as its
key strategy towards reducing poverty and has allocated resources to scaling up social
mobilisation across the country. Other events in social mobilisation have also included the
successful piloting and completion of the three tier approach of social organisation in Pakistan.
In addition to this, the Poverty Scorecard was piloted as a tool for identifying the poorest
families for targeted programmes, along with using Community Resource Persons in the
process of social mobilisation. It is with these new additions to the social mobilisation
approach that RSPN has decided to come out with an updated social mobilisation manual.
This social mobilisation manual is being revised and updated so that it will provide a set of
guidelines to systematically scale-up social mobilisation while improving the institutional
landscape at the grassroots level. It aims to enable the RSPs to successfully help rural
communities across Pakistan to mobilise themselves and to form their “institutions of the
poor”. Additionally (as mentioned above), it features the use of new tools and approaches
such as the Poverty Scorecard, the use of Community Resource Persons to scale up coverage
and using a more holistic and focused approach to rural development and poverty reduction,
i.e. the UC Poverty Reduction Plan.
The manual, while providing a standard set of procedures, is open to adaptation. Due to the
geographical and socio-cultural diversities present across Pakistan, it is only natural that each
RSP would modify these guidelines according to their own specific situation and requirements.
Hence this is a living document and not something cast in stone.
2. Methodology of Developing the Manual
The methodology which was followed in writing this manual started with the development of
the outline.The initial outline of the manual was able to be developed only because reviews of
the current social mobilisation practices of the RSPs and of new approaches being used such as
the Poverty Scorecard had taken place (through field visits, case studies and organisational
capacity assessment studies).
The first draft of the manual was written in February 2009 and shared with the RSPs' Social
Mobilisation Resource Team (SMRT), in order to obtain their feedback. Following on from this,
selected members of the SMRT were asked to review the manual in depth and each member
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was assigned an area for development of social mobilisation formats for the manual.
It was decided that the training component of the manual would be developed by the Institute
of Rural Management (IRM). Along with their suggestions, the manual was revised and on the
25th of May 2009, the manual was shared with 28 activists from 21 Local Support
Organisations (LSOs) in Azad Jammu and Kashmir. Activists from this region were chosen
based on the fact that these LSOs were at the most advanced stage of social mobilisation; with
most of the LSOs using Community Resource Persons (CRPs) to not only form COs, but to
form VDOs, LSOs and to train them.Their comments along with a second meeting with SMRT
members led to another draft of the manual.
Having incorporated all the comments, the revised draft of the manual was shared with
representatives from the RSPs (which included a SMRT member, a District Manager/Social
Mobilisation Team In-charge and a senior Social Organiser) on the 9th of June 2009. In addition
to this, several members from the RSPs' Gender Resource Group (GRG) were also present in
order to provide their feedback on the manual.
After this final feedback session, comments and suggestions for both the operational manual
and its formats were included into the final draft; after which it was developed into a more
user-friendly and professionally appeasing manual by a consultant hired by RSPN.
The final draft of the manual was then submitted to Mr. Shoaib Sultan Khan for his comments
and approval. Mr. Khan very kindly reviewed the contents of the manual in detail and gave his
valuable comments for its improvement.
3. Using the Manual
This manual has been divided into two parts:
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1.

The first part is the main operational manual which takes the
reader/practitioner through the process of social mobilisation and its various
steps/procedures in an orderly manner. From how to go about planning the
Poverty Scorecard survey, to forming COs, VDOs and LSOs, right down
through to facilitating organised communities to develop their village
development plans. Included towards the end of the operational manual are the
annexure which include the forms/formats which are used for carrying out
social mobilisation.

2.

The second part consists of the training material required to carry out the
above-mentioned processes of social mobilisation. The training manuals will
consist of modules both for training and for Training of Trainers(ToT). It is
advised that the reader uses both parts in order to develop a complete
understanding of the overall process of social mobilisation, as well as of the indepth knowledge of each step or tool, such as the Poverty Scorecard.

3.

Lastly, this manual should be used in consultation with the Urdu Social
mobilisation Manual1, as the latter contains the principal procedures of social
mobilisation, which are still relevant and mentioned in manual as well.

1 Azizi, M.A, (2007) “Guiding Principles of Social Mobilisation: RSPN

Chapter Two
Introduction to Social Mobilisation

1. Introduction to Social Mobilisation

First Dialogue at Sherqilla, Gilgit (1982)

Social mobilisation has been used extensively as a way to achieve sustainable development for
the masses. It does this by bringing communities together in order to better achieve their
common-goals and to meet their needs. At the heart of the social mobilisation approach, lies
the belief that every individual, be they poor or rich, man or woman, has the capability and
potential to carry out activities for their own benefit and for that of their own families.This is in
contrast to the orthodox development approaches whereby external organisations take the
lead in all decisions from what activities or projects need to take place in a community, to how
they should be implemented. The downside to this orthodox approach is that as all the
development initiatives are driven by outsiders, there is no sense of ownership from within the
communities; resulting in the discontinuation of the project or activity as soon as the outsiders
exit. In addition to this, the community members fail to gain any long-lasting benefits or skills
during the process of the development activity being undertaken by the outsiders.
In contrast, the social mobilisation approach to development enables communities to identify,
prioritise, plan and think about their developmental needs jointly. In other words, social
mobilisation is a way of building social capital, whereby cooperation and reciprocity is
encouraged and in fact sought after. Moreover because individuals are brought together
through their common goal, they are able to achieve much more than they would if working
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separately. Seeing that it is the communities which are the driving-force behind development
initiatives, there is also a greater sense of ownership. Since the social mobilisation approach to
development expects communities to carry out the majority of their own local-level
development work, this results in a phenomenon whereby once docile rural communities are
transformed into active communities which are trained empowered, confidant in their own
abilities and active in local decision-making; they not only mobilise their own resources but
offer a development platform for other organisations who may want to work with them.
2. Social Mobilisation in Pakistan
In Pakistan, social mobilisation has proudly been the forte of the Rural Support Programmes
(RSPs) and its umbrella-organisation, the Rural Support Programmes Network (RSPN).
Member organisations of RSPN are: the Aga Khan Rural Support Programme (AKRSP),
Balochistan Rural Support Programme (BRSP), Ghazi Barotha Taraqiati Idara (GBTI), National
Rural Support Programme (NRSP), Punjab Rural Support Programme (PRSP), Sarhad Rural
Support Programme (SRSP), Sindh Graduates Association (SGA), Sindh Rural Support
Organisation (SRSO) and Thardeep Rural Development Programme (TRDP).
AKRSP was the first RSP in Pakistan which was set up in 1982 and sponsored by the Aga Khan
Foundation. Under the leadership of Mr. Shoaib Sultan Khan, AKRSP sought its conceptual
approaches in the work of Dr. Akhter Hameed Khan and the experiences of cooperative
action in 19th century Western Europe and 20th century South-Eastern Asia2.

Akhtar Hameed Khan and Shoaib Sultan Khan; the Founding Fathers of RSPs
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Khan, M. H (2009) “Participatory Rural Development in Pakistan: Experience of
Rural Support Programmes”; p. 50, OUP

AKRSP started its work with communities in the Northern Areas (Gilgit, Hunza, Nagar,
Baltistan) and Chitral in the North-West Frontier Province (NWFP) by offering a
development partnership, whereby the communities were expected to do their part in terms
of fostering an organisation of the people which allowed for participation from all segments of
the community, democratically electing their leaders, meeting regularly, and initiating a savings
programme. These new Village Organisations and Women's Organisations (VOs/WOs)
consisted of membership from the households in the village. Later on, some areas in AKRSP
felt the need for a higher-level organisation and as a result several V/WOs along with other
social welfare societies started to cluster together. These were then formally recognised as
Local Development Organisations (LDOs). These LDOs were capable of achieving the
developmental needs at a much larger scale and of carrying out development work of a greater
magnitude and impact, but gradually the grassroots representation in the LDOs decreased to
a great extent.
Over the last 3-4 years, AKRSP has been following a more structured approach to involve
grassroots institutions to address this natural need of the communities for clustering,
particularly for them to play a more active role in improving local governance and linking up
with other non-RSP sources of support. This has come in the form of Local Support
Organisations (LSOs). LSOs are representative organisations of the poor at the Union
Council level. An LSO in AKRSP consists of all V/WOs in one Union Council, where
nominated members from the V/WOs are elected into the General Body and Executive Body
of the LSO.The LSO is then able to carry out those activities required by its members and for
which resources are available across the entire Union Council. Besides self-help initiatives, the
LSO (because of its sizable membership and area-coverage) is also able to develop linkages
with local government and government line departments, the private sector and donors.The
LSO also has representatives from other social sector and welfare organisations present in
the UC.
Leading on from the success of AKRSP3, other RSPs were formed in the rest of Pakistan, to
take to scale the approach developed in the northern districts; the first being SRSP in 1989 to
SRSO, the youngest RSP formed in 2003. It is noteworthy that four of the RSPs were provided
seed capital by the government: NRSP, GBTI, PRSP and SRSO.The RSPs believe in the idea that
each individual, especially the rural poor, has the potential and capability to do many things to
improve his/her poverty status.The only reason why people are not able to achieve this is that
they are not organised and hence they lack visibility, capital, training and a voice. It is the RSPs'
mission to socially organise the rural poor, so that they become visible, can access capital, skills
and gain a voice.This indeed is the rationale of the RSPs' existence.
The social mobilisation methodology adopted by the down-country RSPs consists of
organising communities (including the poorest of the poor) into groups of 15-25 individuals
with a common interest from a neighbourhood, into Community Organisations (COs). COs
are mostly gender-segregated, i.e. into men's COs and women's COs; however some areas
also have mix COs and youth COs. These COs provide a multiple array of benefits to their
members; such as being a forum for savings, obtaining credit, receiving trainings from the RSP,

3

Within a span of 16 years, AKRSP was evaluated by the World Bank four times.
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developing a micro investment plan at household and group level for upgrading their human
skills encompassing managerial, productive and cooperative skills and enabling community
members to meet every week/fortnight to discuss their plans and problems and support each
other. As a result, existing social capital is strengthened and becomes more development
oriented.
As mentioned above, the other RSPs increasingly felt a demand from communities to cluster
or federate at higher levels. In several areas, a growing phenomenon of mature COs federating
into higher tiers was already taking place. Due to the nature of this organic demand, RSPN felt
the need to structure this process so that the RSPs and other communities could benefit from
it. The South Asia Poverty Alleviation Programme (SAPAP) following the AKRSP approach of
social mobilisation had taken the fostering of institutions of the rural poor to scale in the state
of Andhra Pradesh in India. RSPN arranged a study tour of Andhra Pradesh by all the RSPs to
expose them to the three tier structure of the institutions of the people. After this study tour,
member RSPs agreed on pursuing the three-tier model methodically. The three-tier model
consists of a structure where COs are federated at the village-level into Village Development
Organisations (VDOs)4, which are then further federated at the Union Council level to form
Local Support Organisations (LSOs)5. By federating community-level organisations, these
comprehensive structures (of VDOs and a LSO) are formed which make it possible for rural
communities to mobilise their village, as well as their entire Union Council. This results in a
structure at the Union Council-level which is able to succinctly gather the collective
requirements of its members across the Union Council and form links with those external
organisations and government line-departments which best serve the developmental
requirements of its communities. In other words these federations provide the communities
with a unified vision and voice to avail resources and services which were previously
inaccessible to them; a Union Council level social mass is created which then is difficult to
ignore by stakeholders. It supplements and complements the representative structure of the
elected Union Council, as a socio economic structure of the communities.
As of December 2008, RSPs are present in 95 districts of Pakistan, working with 2,206,474
rural households; which have been organised into 142,318 COs (47,427 WCOs, 94,891
MCOs) and 113 LSOs.While this represents a major achievement, the fact remains that RSPs
have covered only about 15-20% of rural households with the exception of Northern Areas
and Chitral where 89% of the households have been organised. Given all the learning over the
past 25 years, now is the time to develop a more structured approach that will facilitate rapid
social mobilisation across all areas of the country and in the process contribute to changing
public policy and making it more pro-poor.
3. The Characteristics of RSPs Social Mobilisation
The following are the characteristics of the RSP's social mobilisation approach:
ThreeTiered Structure
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Central to the social mobilisation approach lies the belief that the rural poor have to have their
own organisations at the community level and beyond, if they are ever to unleash their own
potential. Within RSPs, this is referred to as the three-tiered approach to social mobilisation:
4

Even a government project 'Crop Maximisation Project 2' working in 26 districts across the country
follows the federation approach, i.e. Farmers Associations in a village come together and foster a village
level Village Organisation. Social mobilisation of this Project is managed by RSPN and partner RSPs.
5
This model is similar to that found in the Society for Elimination of Rural Poverty (SERP)'s Andhra Pradesh model.



Fostering of COs - women's COs (WCOs) and men's COs (MCOs)



Federating COs in toVDOs, and



Agglomerating VDOs into UC level LSO.

Local Support Organisation
•
•
•

Federation of Village Development
Organisations
LSO Leaders: Executive Committee and
General Body
All villages represented in the LSO

LSO

Village Development Organisation
•
•
•
•

Federation of Community Organisations
VDO Leaders: General Body and
Management Committee
100% inclusion of the poorest households
All COs represented in the VDO

VDO

VDO

VDO

Community Organisation
•
•
•
•

Participatory Body
Separate COs for men and women
Each CO to have 15-25 members
At least 50% are women’s COs

CO

CO
CO

CO

CO

Figure 1: Federations of Community Organisations

Community Organisations: The most important element of this three-tier structure is its
COs, as their strength has a direct impact on the VDOs and LSO's long-term stability and
functionality.
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A CO Meeting in Progress

A CO is made of 15-25 individuals with a common interest from a neighbourhood (usually
gender-segregated). Other types of COs found in the RSPs are mix COs and youth COs.
Functions of COs include:
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Planning: Preparation of micro investment plan at household and group level



Human resource development: Human resource development through
trainings such as CMST (Community Management Skills Training) and LMST
(Leadership and Management Skills Training).



Savings: Members of the CO find it very convenient to have a forum where
they can save an amount as little or as large as they would like. It is also a forum
where they can easily check on the status of their savings (being that the CO is
in their own neighbourhood) and withdraw it when required.



Support: Most importantly, the CO is an organisation which supports
its members; where fears, problems and issues are discussed in a personal and
familiar environment.



Microcredit: COs are also a forum for providing microcredit to its members
from the RSPs. Additionally, members are also able to receive loans from its
CO's savings, i.e. internal lending. These loans tend to be more flexible as
compared to RSP microcredit. The CO plays its role by identifying and
appraising potential loan recipients.



Trainings: The CO is an ideal organisation to identify potential training
recipients. It is through the CO that the RSP is informed of what kinds of
trainings the CO members require. Areas of trainings given to CO members
are numerous, such as agriculture, livestock, marketing, health and hygiene,
poultry farming and vegetable-gardening. The CO is also an organisation which
can ensure the correct utilisation of trainings.



Membership Fees: CO members are also encouraged to provide a small
amount in the form of membership fees (if decided so by the CO's members).
These membership fees are then forwarded to its VDO for its operational
costs.A part of that also is then given to the LSO for its operational costs.The
purpose of this is to increase the ownership of the CO members on the higher
tiers, in order to decrease chances of “elite-capture”.

Village Development Organisations:
The second tier consists of the federation of COs in one village; on average a VDO consists of
6-7 COs (depending on the size of the village).The VDO is made up of a General Body and a
Management Committee.

Members of a VDO in UC Haranpur, Tehsil Pind Dadan Khan
attending a Planning Workshop

The General Body of the VDO consists of the Presidents and Managers of its member COs.
The Management Committee consists of the office-bearers of the VDO, such as the President,
Vice-President, and Treasurer. Posts are assigned according to elections held in the VDOs'
General Body.
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The VDO plays a vital role in the social mobilisation approach as they are the link between the
lowest and highest tiers. Functions of VDOs include:


Carrying out common development work at the village level: These are
activities which are required by member COs from across the village.
Therefore a weak VDO can result in either no development work being
carried out in the village or even worse, carrying out development work which
is not required by its member COs.



VDOs are also the supporting body of the COs, where it supports in
the record keeping and monitoring of its member COs.



It also is able to act where household coverage is low and thus increase
the household coverage by coordinating with the respective CO.



In terms of resource mobilisation, the VDO is an ideal tier for being able
to generate local resources in the village and its just distribution for activities
required by its COs.



VDOs gather membership fees from its COs and forwards a portion of
that to the LSO for its operational costs; in order to increase their ownership
over the highest tier.



VDOs also play an active role in provision of social sector services to
its members.

Local Support Organisations:
The third tier consists of a LSO which is a federation of VDOs, at the Union Council level. It
too is made up of a General Body, in addition to an Executive Body, which is a made up of both
office-bearing posts and non-office bearing posts. The members of the LSO come from its
member VDOs and are decided through elections. Similarly, posts for the Executive Body are
decided through elections, held in the General Body of the LSO. Functions of a LSO include:
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Coordinating programmes and funds amongst its members through its VDOs.
Since the LSO is a body at the Union Council level, it has a birds-eye view of
which village requires what resources.



The LSO is also a monitoring body, where it supervises its VDOs in terms of
their record-keeping and implementation of its activities.



The LSO would also be able to support its VDOs in increasing their household
coverage or coverage of specific groups such as women and the poorest, i.e. in
social mobilisation.

Women Members of LSO Nabipur District Khanewal in a UC level meeting



The LSO collects membership fees from its VDOs for its operational costs.
However it is responsible to the VDOs in terms of reporting the utilisation of
the membership fees.



Key to its role, the LSO is an organisation which enables its owners
(community members) to interact with external organisations such as local
government, donors, NGOs and the private sector. Ordinarily, it is the poorest
households which are delinked from such organisations; the LSO therefore
provides a way for these disadvantaged households to bring up their
developmental issues/needs to external organisations. It is through the LSO
that an entire Union Council is able to present a unified voice to external
organisations.
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Table 1: Basic Roles and Responsibilities of COs,VDOs and LSOs6
Role of COs, VDOs and LSO
VDO
LSO
Monitoring/supervising
Monitoring/supervising
COs and their records,
VDOs and their records,
attendance and savings
attendance and VDO
programme activities
Verifying the results of the
Coordinate with VDOs in
Poverty Scorecard of the
order to make a UC level
households in the village
development plan
Credit identification and
Identification of activities at Supporting VDOs and COs
appraisal
village level with COs
in their activities, where
required
Ensuring utilisation of credit Develop a village
Form linkages with external
development plan with its
agencies such as local
COs
government, private sector
and donors
Inclusion of non-members
Provide assistance to COs
Represent the interests of
into the CO; especially the in implementation of
its member VDOs and COs
poorest and women
development activities like
at all platforms
CPIs
Identification of members
Mobilise local resources
Mobilising internal and
for trainings and its
and ensure their fair
external resources for its
utilisation
distribution across its COs VDOs and COs
Reporting to VDO on
Reporting to LSO on
Proper utilisation of
activities
activities and situation of
membership fees and
COs
reporting to the
VDOs/COs
Collecting membership fees Collecting membership fees
from its COs and
and forwarding it to the
forwarding it to the LSO
VDO/LSO
CO
Needs assessment at
household level and
planning (micro investment
plans)
Savings mobilisation

Supremacy of COs andVDOs
It is of vital importance that the main focus should be placed on the COs as they are the
foundation of this approach and structure.The VDOs also play an important role because they
are organisations which operate at a natural level, i.e. at the village level. It is also a level which
has a direct link to social sectors that are relevant to all community members while at the
same time it has the ability to perform larger development activities, e.g. infrastructure.
Community Driven
What is unique in the social mobilisation approach is that the three-tier structure is entirely
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6

Please see pages 32-47 of the Urdu Social Mobilisation manual, for more information on COs

community-owned and managed. Its members are naturally from the community; more over
the individuals who manage and lead these COs, VDOs and LSOs, such as presidents,
managers, treasurers, secretaries, etc are also all community members.
Expanding local social mobilisation, i.e. to include more women or more poor households, can
also be facilitated by these structures through the use of local Community Resource Persons
(CRPs) who are ordinary activists in the communities.They are identified and recruited by the
COs,VDOs and LSO to carry out social mobilisation in their villages first and then to extend
to neighbouring villages.
Monitoring from the RSP is a requirement in order to ensure quality of COs. Therefore
whenever a CO is formed (male CRPs form men's COs while female CRPs form women's
COs), the RSP Social Organiser (SO) has the duty to verify whether a CO is truly formed and
ready to function, or not.
Another way in which the social mobilisation approach is community-driven is the fact that all
development planning is done by the community members; through their COs, VDOs and
LSO.The role of RSPs is only to provide technical support, if required by the community.
Resource mobilisation is another area which is handled by the actual community members. It
is widely acknowledged now that raising funds internally through membership fees and
donations (both cash and kind) increase ownership of community members over their COs,
VDOs and LSO.
Funds and programmes are also arranged with external organisations; however at the behest
and hard work of theVDOs and mainly of the LSO.
Scaling up Coverage
CRPs can speed up local level social mobilisation, i.e. more women and more poorest
households can be socially mobilised. One of the main reasons for this is because, as
mentioned above, social mobilisation is carried out by community members themselves.
Therefore in a way, these “community SOs” are working in their ideal element, i.e. in their own
homes.
This new approach in social mobilisation can achieve 70% household coverage at the village
and Union Council level in a relatively short time and in a cost-effective manner. Most
importantly, it is also able to cover 100% of the poorest households and that out of those
100%, women also become a part of COs, VDOs and LSO. This demonstrates that this new
method is one which ensures that coverage is high, as well as inclusive of the poorest and
women.
Inclusive
As mentioned before, the social mobilisation approach is an inclusive one and the way this is
done is through the Poverty Scorecard (PSC).The Poverty Scorecard is a questionnaire based
on 13 simple and easily-verifiable questions; together which result in each household being
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allocated a poverty score ranging from 0 to 100 with 0 being the poorest and 100 being
rich/non-poor7. These results are verified by community members as well, in order to
eliminate any measurement errors.
The Poverty Scorecard has the ability to be carried out by CRPs, thereby ensuring that it is
community-driven. It also shows the CRPs and the VDOs and LSO (along with the RSP) which
households are still uncovered. More importantly, it shows clearly the list of poorest
households which are uncovered; thereby focusing CRPs' energies towards those households
that require development assistance the most. The social mobilisation approach therefore
makes it a priority to include those households which ordinarily get overlooked by
development agencies and to focus their attention on mobilising the women of these
households.
Gender Empowered
The social mobilisation approach is overwhelmingly focused on women's inclusion and their
involvement in decisions which affect their lives. By including women from 100% of the
poorest households in a Union Council, it ensures that those women who need development
assistance the most are included into COs,VDOs and the LSO.
In addition to including women, the approach also advocates that women should be
represented equally in positions of leadership.This is done through including gender-equitable
clauses in the By-Laws of both VDOs and LSOs. With more women in leadership positions,
the approach ensures that any planning, budgeting, monitoring and reporting of development
activities which takes place is gender-sensitive.

Women Members of a Mix CO Discussing and Debating their Development Plans
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The PSC range of 0 to 100 can be separated into different poverty bands, according to the specific programme

Integrated and Focused UC Poverty Reduction Plan (UCPRP)
With the exception of AKRSP, other RSPs have followed a roll out plan that was often
determined by donor requirements.This meant that while the geographical coverage of RSPs
expanded, there was a dearth of overall coverage of households within an area. In addition to
this, RSPs have undertaken various activities and developed 'best practices'over the past 25
years, but alas in a stand alone situation. In 2008, Planning Commission of Pakistan requested
Mr. Shoaib Sultan Khan to chair a Special Committee on Poverty Reduction, Social Protection
and Women's Inclusion. Special Committee members included officials from the federal and
provincial governments, civil society organisations, RSPs and academics. The Special
Committee proposed a national level 'Union Council Poverty Reduction Plan'. In December
2008, the President of Pakistan approved a plan for the implementation of UCPRP in 35
districts of the country.
UCPRP brings together 25 years of RSPs' 'best practices' into one integrated approach. At the
heart of UCPRP lies social mobilisation, i.e. fostering and strengthening institutions of the
poor at community level and beyond. The Poverty Scorecard exercise is undertaken before
social mobilisation starts; this is to ensure that the poorest households (including womenheaded households) are included in COs. Other key aspects of the UCPRP are:

Income generation and asset creation for the poorest and chronically poor
households; in the form of grants and small loans from VDO managed
Community Investment Funds (CIF).

Vocational training and scholarships for the poorest households

Construction of community physical infrastructure projects for immediate and
short term job creation

Improving village sanitation, including solid waste management

Provision of micro health insurance to the poorest households

Public-private partnerships in education8

Beneficiaries of Government of Sindh’s UCBPRP Project

8

Planning Commission, GoP (2008), “Report of the Special Committee on Poverty Reduction,
Social Protection and Women's Empowerment”, p.19.
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Chapter Three
Procedures for Carrying
Out Social Mobilisation

Procedures for Carrying Out Social Mobilisation
The following are the procedures for implementing the social mobilisation approach:
1. Training/Orientation
Having identified the regions, districts or tehsils where the social mobilisation approach is to
be adopted, the first activity in the implementation of the social mobilisation approach is
training which has to be carried out for relevant RSP staff as well as of activists in the targeted
communities.The training process includes:


Training of Master-Trainers: A Training of Trainers (ToT) should be held
for progressive male/female SOs in the social mobilisation approach and the
concept of using CRPs for social mobilisation.This training should be held at the
regional/district level and should be accompanied by a one-day exposure visit
to a progressive LSO/VDOs/COs9.



Training Roll-Out: The male/female ToT graduates should go ahead and
provide trainings to the remaining male/female staff at the District Office or at
the SMT Unit10.



Identification of CRPs: The SMT should identify competent male/female
community activists to work as CRPs. Criteria for this should include:
o

Their CO should be in “A” category11

o

They should be active members

o

They should be willing to work as a CRP.

The RSP should then develop a directory of CRPs with information about their
special skills, training received and annual performance.


Training of CRPs: The ToT graduates/other trained SOs should give training
to male/female CRPs at SMT Units.This should include a one day exposure visit
to a progressive LSO/VDOs12.



Use of CRPs from Other Areas: In case of a new uncovered Union Council,
the RSP should carry out social mobilisation to form COs, with the help of
experienced CRPs from other areas. Appropriate time should be given for said
COs to settle and for members to grow along with their COs; some of which
will become future-activists and CRPs.

2. Poverty Ranking at village/Union Council level using the Poverty Scorecard Tool

One of the vital elements of social mobilisation is the use of the Poverty Scorecard (PSC),

9

Please refer to the Training manual, for details on the ToT
Please refer to the Training manual, for details on staff training
11
The hallmark of such COs is that they have regular meetings, savings, updated and correct records and
MIPs for their members.
12
Please refer to the Training manual, for details on CRP training
10
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which provides a poverty band break-down of an entire Union Council, household by
household.
Procedure:
The procedure for carrying out a Union Council level PSC survey is as follows13:


Data Gathering through Secondary Sources: The SMT should gather
data of the Union Council from secondary sources; sources such as the latest
National Government Population Census data and Provincial Government
data (revenue village-wise) regarding sectors such as livestock, health,
education, etc.



Dialogues to Introduce PSC: In case of a Union Council where there has
been no intervention, a meeting/first dialogue should take place with elders
of the Union Council/village, to explain the purpose of the PSC and to seek
their support.



PSC through Organised Forums: The PSC exercise should be carried out
by RSP staff and activists (or CRPs) from other areas/RSPs. In case of an
intervened Union Council, PSC should be carried out by involving and using
existing LSO/VDOs/COs to conduct the poverty survey through their trained
activists.The activists would have already been identified and provided training
on how to carry out the PSC survey.



Supervision at all Levels: In both cases, the SMT must supervise the PSC
survey exercise at all levels.

PSC Survey Procedure for SMT
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Development of Plan & Route: The SO in the SMT, supervising the activists,
should develop a plan for interviewing the households in the Union Council.
The SO should develop and assign a route and schedule for each activist.



Provision of all Relevant Material: The SO should provide the activists
with relevant material such as PSC forms, stationary, their route-maps and
schedule.



Collection of filled-out PSC Forms and Scrutiny: At the end of each day,
the SO should make sure to collect the filled out PSC forms from the activists.
Having done so, it is the responsibility of the SO to check through the forms to
see that they are filled in completely. If there are incomplete forms, the SO
should make a note of it and return it to the activist the next day for them to
visit the household within the next 3 days.

See Annex 1 for PSC Guidelines and Forms

A Field Worker Filling in the Poverty Scorecard in Sindh



Sample Verification of PSC: The SO should also pick a random sample of
PSC forms to physically verify themselves, in order to make sure that the forms
being filled by activists are accurate and reliable.



On the Spot Checking of PSC: In addition to this, the SO must carry out
on-the-spot checks on the activists to make sure that the activists are filling out
the forms honestly. The SO has to make sure that the activists are actually
physically going to each household and that the forms are not being filled out by
a third person.



Submission of Progress Report: Having acquired accurate/complete PSC
forms, the SO should fill out a progress report to give to their SMT in-charge
(along with the PSC forms) regarding the week's progress in the PSC survey
exercise. Ultimately these forms will be required for data programmers to
enter the data into the PSC MIS.

PSC Survey Procedure for Activists


Door-to-Door PSC Survey: As for activists, the PSC survey exercise
consists mostly of going house to house and ensuring that the data collected is
accurate and provided on a timely basis.
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Working According to Given Instructions: The activist, after being
trained, should work according to the route and schedule provided by the SMT.



Ensuring Accuracy of the PSC Form: The root of the PSC survey is the
PSC form; utmost care should be taken into making sure that the form is filled
accurately. To this end, the manner in which the interview is conducted is
crucial. Activists should be aware of the following while conducting their
interviews:
1.

Introduction: The activist should make sure to introduce themselves
and the purpose of their visit to the household. Making sure that this
first step is carried out properly will guarantee that the interview will
proceed with the full cooperation of the household.

2.

Confidentiality: The activist should make sure to convey that the
interview and its results would be kept confidential.

3.

Interviewee: The activist should make sure that they interview an
actual member of the household14. In addition to this, the interviewee
must be over the age of 18 (unless the household is run by a young
couple). In case there is no suitable interviewee, the activist should
arrange for another time for the interview.

4.

Order of Questions: The activist should follow the order of
questions as presented in the form, in order to avoid any unnecessary
confusion.

5.

Checking: The activist, where possible should check the household's
CNICs.

6.

Neutrality: The activist should make sure not to influence the
interviewee in any way or try to indicate that the interviewee has
provided an incorrect answer.

7.

Expectations: The activist should be extremely careful of raising
expectations of the households.They should not guarantee or state any
benefits that the household might receive. In each and every case, the
activist should simply state that the reason for the interview is to get a
better idea of the poverty status of the households in the Union
Council and that the interview is no indication whatsoever of future
benefits that the household might or might not receive.

8.

Control of the interview: The activist must make sure to keep the
interview on track according to the questions on the form. If the
activist should find that the interviewee is going off-track, they should
wait patiently until the first opportunity for diverting the interview

Member of a household constitutes a person who might not live necessarily under
the same roof, but someone who cooks from the same stove.

back on track. The activist must also make sure that this is done in a
polite manner in order to avoid any offence or hostility.


The roles of both SMT and activists are shown below:

Table 2: Role of SMT and Activists
Role of SMT
To plan routes for activists for
interviewing households
To provide a schedule for activists for
interviewing households
To provide activists with PSC forms and
necessary stationary material such as pens.
To collect filled out forms at the end of
each day
To go through the filled forms to see that
they are filled in correctly/completely
To give incorrect/incomplete forms back
to activists for them to visit household
again
To periodically carry out on-the-spot
checks on activists
To physically verify a sample of filled forms
at least once a week
To provide correct/complete forms to
data programmers to feed into PSC MIS

Role of Activist
To work according to route provided by
SMT
To carry out interviews according to
schedule provided by SMT
To carry forms and required stationary
material while carrying out household
interviews
To provide SMT with filled forms at the
end of each day
To ensure that each form is filled in
correctly/completely
To re -visit household within 3 days of SMT
identifying error in form
To ensure complete cooperation while
being monitored by SMT
To ensure that interviews are conducted
honestly and from the actual household
member
To ensure that interviews are conducted
in a professional manner



Verification of PSC Results by VDO: After the forms have been entered
into the MIS, it will enable the SMT to have village-wise lists of households of
the entire Union Council. In the case of a village with a VDO present, the SMT
should share the village-wise list of households with the VDO and its members.
This will result in the VDO verifying whether the results of the PSC are
accurate or not. In case of any errors, these would be removed by the VDO.



Generation of Reports: After community-verification (where possible), the
MIS will be able to generate different types of reports for the benefit of the
SMT.



Gathering of Additional Information: It should also be noted that if a RSP
chooses to do so, it can also ask additional information at the time of the PSC
survey. An additional questionnaire can be attached with questions regarding
health and children's nutrition for example.
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Final PSC Lists to be Provided to COs/VDOs/LSO: Final village-wise
household lists should be given to the COs, VDOs for their use, when
providing products such as Community Investment Fund loans, grants, etc to
the poorest households.

In addition to the above, this poverty data will be the basis of the latest social mobilisation plan
in the selected Union Council, as it will have information on which households are the poorest
and whether they have been organised or not.Targets can be set up for LSO/VDOs/COs for
inducting these poor households into their COs.This can be done either by forming new COs
or by inducting these households into existing COs.
The final list can also be used to identify and to set up targets for those households which have
no female member as a part of a WCO; thereby developing a plan for including more women
into the three-tier structure15.
3. Social Mobilisation
With the RSP field staff having a clear idea of the situation on the ground, they can carry out
their social mobilisation implementation in the selected villages.The procedure for this is the
following:

3.1 CO Formation - In new areas
The SMT staff should carry out a village-wise situation analysis of the Union
Council, according to the revised format16. The SMT should keep in mind the
Poverty Scorecard data and use this in their situation analysis instead of the
orthodox PRA method.
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Situation Analysis of Villages: A situation analysis of a village should entail
the following steps:
o

The SMT should start off with secondary data, in most cases, the
Government of Pakistan's latest Population Census data has most of
the necessary information

o

In addition to secondary data, the results of the PSC survey can also
provide the poverty profile of a particular village in the target Union
Council

o

Other ways of gathering primary data, is to interview key informants
from the community; such as school teachers, local landlords, tradespeople, farmers, etc

Please refer to the Training manual, for details on implementing the Poverty Scorecard and developing its reports
See Annex 2 and 2.1 for Village and Union Council Situation Analysis formats
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o

Based on the interviews (which should aim at identifying needs), a
prioritised list of needs should be developed by the SMT.

o

Along with this prioritised list of needs, the interviews should also yield
information on the village itself, its facilities, area, climate, culture, etc.

o

With the above-mentioned information in hand, the SMT should be
able to develop a village profile. In addition to this, if village profiles are
consolidated, these will produce a Union Council profile.

Programme Introduction: Having obtained a concrete idea and picture of
the area of operation, i.e. the Union Council and its villages, a first dialogue or
programme introduction should take place with the community at the village
level by the DM/trained Senior SO. The agenda of the dialogue17 should
include:
o

Introduction to the RSP and its philosophy and belief in the inherent
potential of each and every individual.

o

Explanation of social mobilisation and its concept of organising
individuals to work together to carry out their own development.

o

In addition to this, the community should be told how the RSP works
with the community; by organising communities into COs,VDOs and
LSOs. Naturally the senior staff member does not have to go into great
detail regarding VDOs and LSOs (as it is a process which the
community will face later on); however time should be spent on
explaining a little about what the CO is, what being a member entails,
etc.

o

Discussing expectations with the community at the village dialogue; of
both what the RSP expects of the community and what the community
should expect from the RSP. For example, it should be explicitly
mentioned to the community that the RSP is not an organisation which
can build schools or hospitals. The communities should be made to
understand the difference between what a RSP does and what the
government does.

o

Having cleared any misunderstandings or over-expectations, the senior
staff member should go into explaining that the RSP is offering a
partnership for development. The senior staff member should always
ask the RSPs' key questions to the community. Questions such as, “Do
you want to improve your situation?”;“Do you have some resources?”;
“Do you have good, honest and competent activists?”.

o

At this point (and during the introduction), the senior staff member
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See Annex 3 for Social Mobilisation dialogue

should have an idea of the community's response, as to whether they
are open to the idea of being organised or not. If the community are
willing, the next step in a programme introduction should be the
identification of CRPs.
o

In case a community is not so responsive to the idea of being organised,
the senior staff member should ask the community to discuss and
debate amongst themselves. Another date should be fixed for the SMT
to visit the village. It should be noted that the cooperation and a natural
need from the community should be present, for a programme and for
development to succeed on a sustainable basis.

o

It should be noted that the following is an initial identification of CRPs,
not a final list of CRPs.This is due to the fact that the SMT will have to
vet each CRP and make sure that they are able to carry out their tasks.

o

In a programme introduction, the concept of CRPs is introduced to the
community by informing them that for the RSP to work effectively,
input also has to be provided from the community. In the initial social
mobilisation process, community input is provided in the form of CRPs.
CRPs should be individuals who are already Presidents or Managers of
good WCOs/MCOs18.These are individuals who are active and honest
in their community. They should be respected people and caution
should be exercised when the community or even a part of the
community oppose a certain individual. In these cases, it is best to avoid
allowing such people to become CRPs.

o

Having explained the concept of CRPs, what their characteristics
should be, their responsibilities as CRPs and how they would be shortly
visiting the households of the villages, the senior staff member should
ask for volunteers from the community, for becoming CRPs (from
amongst Presidents and Managers of existing COs, where possible).
People from the community will identify themselves, at which point
their names and contact details should be noted down by the SMT.

o

Lastly, the senior staff member should end by informing the community
of their local RSP staff and that they would be in touch with them;
namely the SOs. After thanking the community for their participation,
the programme introduction should end.

o

Following from the programme introduction, in the coming days and
weeks, CO formation should be taking place with the help of CRPs.

CO Formation: With the acceptance of the community, CO formation should take place on
the following lines:
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In villages where there are already a few COs and if they happen to be good COs, their Presidents and Managers
should become CRPs. However in villages which have no COs, Presidents and Managers from neighbouring villages
should be asked to work in the said village. In case of a completely uncovered UC, CRPs from neighbouring UCs
should be hired to work in the said UC.

o

CRP's Visit to the CO: The CRP should visit the neighbourhood assigned to
her/him and set a day and time for those interested to become members of a
CO. On the set date, the CRP should come to the neighbourhood (with the
PSC list of households) and make a list of those individuals who wish to become
a part of a CO. A CO can have membership ranging from 15 to 25 members.

o

Registration: The member households are then registered as members of
the CO.

o

Resolution for Formation of CO: The CO then passes a resolution stating
that they have unanimously formed the organisation.

o

Elections: The next step in the CO formation process is to hold an election to
select the President and Manager of the CO.The results of the election should
be recorded into the new CO's registers, with signatures of all the CO
members

CO Formation Meeting in District Zhob, Balochistan

Resolution for Opening of Bank Account: A second resolution should also be written
for the opening of a bank account in the name of the CO, with 2 members of the CO being
authorised to be the signatories.These are usually the President and Manager; however any 2
CO members can be elected to be signatories19.

19

In mix COs, at least one signatory should be a woman
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o

Depositing of Savings: Each member should deposit their savings according
to their own financial situation. The members’ savings will be pooled and
deposited into its bank account.

o

Membership Fees: Members should also agree on paying an annual
membership fee to CO

o

Setting of CO Meeting Day and Time: The CO members should also set a
day, time and venue for their CO meeting. The CRP should remember to put
focus on the importance of attending CO meetings; not just to deposit savings
but also to view CO meetings as a support system in which they can discuss
and seek advice on any problems that they may face.

o

CO's ToPs: The CRP should also provide the written ToPs to the CO. The
ToPs should be read aloud to all the CO members after which all members of
the CO must sign the ToP.

o

CO By-Laws: The newly formed CO should also take time to set some basic
rules and regulations of its CO. These should be in the form of its CO
By-laws20and should be signed by all of its members.

o

CO Registers: The CO would also be given the following books for their
records:
1.

Karwai register (Minutes Book)

2.

Savings and Attendance register

3.

Members' savings passbook

4.

Register for noting down cash expenditures21

5.

Format for CO's members list22

It should be noted that throughout this process, the SMT should be supervising the abovementioned steps. Before the CO opens their bank account, the SO should physically visit the
to-be-formed CO and its members and verify whether they fulfil the minimum criteria of
being a newly formed CO, which is given to CRPs (mentioned below).
On completion of these steps including opening of the bank account, the organisation comes
into formal existence23. However, even after the CO is approved and is formed, the SO should
still physically visit the CO to check their records, attendance and savings.
Community Resource Persons (CRPs) and Social Mobilisation
One of the chief additions to the social mobilisation techniques of the RSPs is the inclusion of
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See Annex 4 for sample CO By-laws
Format of this cash register can be seen in the Training manual for VDO/LSO book-keeping
22
See Annex 5 for CO members list
23
Please refer to page 32 of the Urdu Social Mobilisation manual, for details on formation of COs
21

CRPs Attending a Training Session

CRPs. CRPs are individuals from the community who are both active and committed to the
development of their area. Specifically, they believe in bringing about betterment through their
own initiatives and hard work. They are activists who are hired on a short-term contract by
their CO/VDO/LSO (or SMT) to organise uncovered communities into COs. In terms of
choosing CRPs, SMTs should keep in mind that the following characteristics should be sought
after:


They are the Manager or President (must be the individual who normally
maintains the records of the CO) of a mature CO



They are able to travel outside their own village if necessary

The role and responsibilities of CRPs and of the SMT:
The role and responsibilities of CRPs and of the SMT should include24:

24

See Annex 6 for details of Responsibility Matrix of SMT and CRPs/activists
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Tale 3: Role and Responsibilities of CRPs and SMT

Formation of new male/female COs
(naturally female CRPs should form
women’s COs and vice-versa for male
CRPs)
Reactivation of dormant COs
Attending meetings of COs in order to
help the SMT in monitorin g of CO
meetings; in terms of the attendance of
their meetings, regularity of savings and
maintenance and record of their registers
(for the contract period)
Submission of monthly reports to the
respective organisat ion (CO,VDO, LSO)
(for the contract period)
Training community members in basic SM;
under supervision of SMT (for the contract
period)

Developing SM work plan for the CRP.
Physically visiting newly formed COs and
verifying them
Verifying and approving reactivated COs
Verifying attendance of CRP in meetings

Conducting village dialogues in order to
form VDOs; using CRP as an aide
Monitoring/supervising reports of CRPs
given to their respective organisation
Training CRPs in SM and supervising their
trainings to community members
Physically verifying progress/work of CRP
for honorarium (if any), by visiting the
COs

In order for the CRPs to achieve the above-mentioned, the RSP has to train the CRPs25.They
should keep in mind that trainings for CRPs should last a week at least, to ensure that the work
that the CRPs carry out is of a good quality. Failure to do so might result in a cadre of
untrained CRPs spreading the wrong message amongst the communities and fostering fake
organisations.
The process for carrying out social mobilisation with the help of CRPs is the following:
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Mapping out the Social Mobilisation Plan: The first step that the SMT
must carry out is to map out a social mobilisation plan.This social mobilisation
plan will rely heavily on the result of the PSC survey.



Assessment of Remaining Households to be Organised: With the help
of the PSC MIS, information such as village-wise households list of members
and non-members (in an intervened area); along with their poverty scores,
should be used to determine which households (with their PSC scores) are yet
to be organised. In addition to this, in intervened areas, with the help of CRPs

Please refer to the Training manual, for details of CRP training

and the SO's knowledge dormant COs can also be listed down26
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Estimation of Number of CRPs Required: This information will enable
the SMT to view the ground-reality (in terms of social mobilisation) of a
particular village. At the same time, it will allow the SMT to estimate how many
CRPs it might need for completing the social mobilisation of a particular Union
Council and its villages.



Finalisation of list of CRPs: The next step is to finalise the list of CRPs. Using
the potential list of CRPs (listed down in the programme introduction), the
SMT should carry out enquires about the potential CRPs and their reputation
amongst community members. If the SMT feels that the individual fits the
characteristics of being a CRP and they are accepted widely in the community,
the individual should be contacted and offered to become a CRP for their
community.



Development of Workplans for CRPs: Following from this, the SMT
should develop social mobilisation/workplans for each CRP which should
include:
o

Targets for CO formation, including the poorest and women members

o

Targets for reactivation of inactive COs

o

Targets for attending CO meetings to carry out follow-up on the spot
training of CO Managers/Presidents regarding conducting effective
meetings, writing minutes, recording and assuring attendance,
recording of savings, resolutions, development of household and CO
level Micro Investment Plans (MIPs)27 and how to deposit savings in a
bank28.

o

CRPs, before being asked to start work, should be told of the minimum
requirements29 of a newly formed CO; pertaining to details such as
number of member households, inclusion of the poorest, election of
office-bearers, CO formation and bank account opening resolution. In
addition to this, each CRP should have information on their COs and
its members, such as list of members with their parentage, PSC,
education level and status in the CO.

o

Having started their work, CRPs should be given progress formats on
which they should report their progress regarding COs to the SMT
(for the duration of their contract, which can be for 1-3 months).These
should be regarding issues such as:
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See Annex 7 and 7.1 for social mobilisation mapping formats
See Annex 8 and 8.1 for household and CO MIPs
28
In the case of CRPs who are Managers/Presidents of exceptional COs. Where there are completely new CRPs, they will
simply ensure that CO meetings are being attended by all members and that savings are taking place.
29
See Annex 9 for Minimum Requirements for “To be Formed COs”
27
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Table 4: Activities of CRPs

No. of new COs formed (with no. of member households, by PSC)
No. of meetings attended
No. of COs with Managers/Presidents trained in record-keeping
No. of bank accounts opened


Signing of ToPs with CRPs: After informing each CRP of what their
potential work would be and the level of reporting that they would have to
carry out, CRPs should be asked to sign ToPs30 with clear terms of references.
For added ownership, in intervened areas, CRPs should sign their ToPs or
contracts with the VDOs/LSO. This will result in the VDOs/LSO taking a
greater interest in the progress of their coverage and in the quality and amount
of work that the CRPs carry out.



Physical Monitoring of CRP: It should be kept in mind that the SO must
monitor the performance of the CRPs as well31. In case of a new area, the ToP
should be signed with the SMT. To this end, the SMT must physically verify each
and every CO that the CRP either forms or reactivates.The SO should also be
monitoring whether the CRP actually is attending meetings of COs or not.
Ideally theVDO (and if there is a LSO) should be monitoring the CRPs as well.

The following monitoring indicators can be used in this regard:
Table 5: Responsibilities of CRPs and Monitoring Indicators

Formation of new CO

Reactivation of dormant CO
Training of CO President and Manager
Attend CO meetings for six months

Opening of bank account (see bank deposit
slip and bank account opening
letter from RSP DM or SMT in - charge)
Minutes of the CO meeting after
Reactivation/reorganisation
Status of CO record -keeping
Minutes of CO meeting

As COs are formed by CRPs and verified by the SMT, CMSTs should also be
arranged for the newly formed and reactivated COs.
In future, after both the community and SMTs get familiar with the correct use of working
with CRPs (and depending on their experience of it), the SMT can also use trained CRPs to
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See Annex 10 for CRP ToPs and Progress Reports
See Annex 11 for Monitoring of CRP activities by SMT
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assist them in delivering CMSTs to new COs. Additionally, the SMT can also decide on training
CRPs in how to gradually deliver CMST sessions themselves, in order to do them in a manner
more easily understandable to communities (i.e. in their local manner/dialect, etc).
What should be noted here is that the use of CRPs should not be over a prolonged or
continuous period. CRPs should be given short-term contracts to perform a specific task; such
as forming new COs, reactivating dormant COs, i.e. to increase coverage.The majority of the
work should be the responsibility of the CO/VDO office-bearers. This will ensure that the
COs and VDOs have ownership and work towards the strengthening of their organisations.

3.2 VDO Formation - In areas with mature COs
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Signs of Need for Formation of VDO: In areas where social mobilisation
has already been initiated and where there is suitable household coverage,
before federating them into VDOs, the COs present should have been given
time to settle down32. Some signs of COs which can be federated are the
following:
o

Their attendance is regular over a period of 6 months

o

They have trained managers in record-keeping and their records are
well-maintained and up-to date over a period of 6 months

o

Their savings are regular over a period of 6 months

o

They have Micro-Investment Plans (MIPs) developed for their
members

Dialogue for Introduction to VDOs: The DM/Senior SO should hold a
dialogue with the COs, in a central location in the village, regarding
VDOs and their benefits. The dialogue should include the following aspects:
o

The COs should be told about what VDOs are and why they are
formed. Details of these should also be linked to actual cases of VDOs
in other RSP areas and COs should be told of the real benefits that
those communities are reaping. Basically the COs should be informed
that with VDOs, development on a larger scale (i.e. at the village level)
can take place; something not possible with community-level COs.

o

The senior staff member should also inform the COs of the make-up of
a VDO (of its General Body and office-bearers) and of how it equally
represents all the COs in the village in an equitable and systematic
manner. Extreme stress should be placed on the supremacy of the
COs in the VDO; that even if the VDO is a larger organisation and at a

VDO formation can take place earlier as well, depending on how fast the COs mature or settle down. COs which
are provided with several activities (such as in the UCPRP) mature much faster than others.
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higher tier, it is still dependent on the COs for its source of power and
existence.
o

Following this, the COs should also be told of the roles and
responsibilities of the General Body and of the different office-bearers
of a VDO. Equally, attention should be paid to what sort of individuals
should be office-bearers of a VDO, for example, they should be honest,
respected village members and have the time to dedicate to carrying
out the wishes of the General Body of theVDO.

o

Lastly, the senior staff member should inform the COs of how a VDO
is formed, i.e. by COs writing resolutions stating that they wish to
federate into a VDO at the village level33. The resolution should also
state the CO nominees for inclusion into the VDO General Body.
These nominees should have been acquired through fair elections in
the CO by all its members.

o

By this time, the senior staff member should have an idea of whether
the COs are interested in federating into a VDO. However they
should confirm this by asking the participants present to state
whether they are interested. In case of acceptation of federating into a
VDO, a person from the community should be nominated who would
have the duty of collecting the CO resolutions and giving them to the
SMT. Additionally, a date should be set for a VDO Formation
Workshop, in a central location.

VDO Formation Workshop
Having gathered all CO members at the pre-set central location and time, along with
resolutions from all COs signed by all CO members, the VDO formation workshop can
commence on the following lines:
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Introduction and Requirements of VDO General Body Nominees:
Introductions should be made, at the same time noting down the
details of the nominated General Body members34; details such as their name,
parentage, PSC, CO name, status within the CO, education level and any
trainings received. It should be noted that around 50% women and around 25%
poorest members be elected into the VDO General Body. In order to achieve
this, the COs should strive to have at least half of their COs be women's COs.
In addition to this, the COs should be encouraged to elect one poorest
member as their leader. If this has not been achieved at the time of the VDO
formation workshop, the COs should make out a plan for achieving 50%
WCOs and to elect either an additional poorest member into the General
Body or to elect one poorest member to become one of the CO officebearers.

See Annex 12 for sample CO resolution for joining a VDO and nomination of its member into VDO General Body
See Annex 13 for list of VDO General Body members
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Setting of Vision and Objectives of VDO: Having done so, the vision and
objectives of the VDO should be discussed amongst the participants.The vision
of the VDO relates to how the VDO would like to see their village or
community in the future, for example in 15 years. It is a long-term goal that the
VDO sets in order to strive towards achieving it in the long-run. A vision can
literally be just one or two sentences such as: Our vision is that all households
should have improving livelihoods, access to social services, practicing patience
and tolerance and linked with multitude of agencies for the benefit of all,
particularly the poorest and women.



Visioning Exercise: In order to develop a vision, the participants have to
carry out a visioning exercise35; where in groups of 5 participants, with
facilitation from the SMT, a few points (relating to development or the
betterment of the village) are noted down.These groups would also list down
the hurdles/difficulties and their possible solutions, which they face regarding
achieving their vision or “dream village”. Each group's ideas are then combined
to develop a common vision that all participants agree on.



Objectives of the VDO: Following on from the vision, this will lead onto
developing the objectives of the VDO.
Objectives relate to more specific
development issues that the VDO would
want to work towards. Additionally, the
source of objectives arises from
common issues and problems that the
households of the village face. Again, it is
best if objectives are initially discussed
in groups of 5 (with facilitation from the
SMT) and then ultimately be combined
into a group discussion to pick the
common objectives. It should be noted
that not more than 5 objectives should
be chosen as it is important that the
objectives are not simply a “wish-list” but
are objectives with a logical link to
their vision.
Deciding on the final vision and
objectives of the VDO would be carried
out through voting by the General Body
of theVDO.
What should also be noted is that the
vision and objectives of the VDO are the
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Please refer to the Training manual, for visioning exercise in VDP training

Women from a VDO in UC
Nabipur, Khanewal Writing their
Objectives
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start of the VDO's By-laws36. At this stage, the actual By-laws of the VDO should not be
developed as it is best to do this when the VDO has received some basic VDO Management
training.
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Elections of VDO Office-bearers: The next step in the VDO formation
workshop is to hold the elections of the office-bearers of the VDO. The
minimum number of office-bearers of a VDO is 3 (President, Treasurer and
Secretary). However, depending upon the VDO, they may wish to elect
additional office-bearers such as aVice-President. Again this decision should be
left to a majority vote of the General Body.



VDO's ToPs: At this point, the VDO should sign a ToP37 with each of the COs
present, which would state the roles and responsibilities of both the VDO and
the CO. The ToP would be signed by the VDO President and Secretary and
from the CO's side, it would be signed by the CO Manager and President.



VDO Registers: The VDO should be given registers for their record-keeping
by the SMT; registers such as:


Karwai register



Cash book



Receipt book



Ledger



PSC list of households in the village



General Body members' list



Importance of VDO Internal Funds: An important factor in the
sustainability of the VDO is its funds. The General Body should be briefed on
the importance of generating funds for the operational costs of the VDO (for
stationary, photocopying, entertainment costs, etc). The chief method of
generating funds for the VDO is by collecting membership fees from the COs.
It should be noted that these fees do not have to be a large sum as the costs of
the VDO would also be low. Therefore even nominal sums can help to kickstart the VDO and its operations.



Resolution for Gathering Funds: The VDO General Body should be left to
decide on what sum they should ask for and upon a final decision, the VDO
should write a resolution (with signatures of all General Body members)
stating to this effect.



Resolution for Opening of VDO Bank Account: Lastly, the VDO should

See Annex 14 for sample VDO By-laws
See Annex 15 for sample ToP between VDO and CO
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also write a resolution regarding the opening of a VDO bank account for its
funds and operational transactions. Having done so, the VDO formation
workshop can come to an end.
3.3 VDO Management Training
In order to take on more responsibilities, the VDO should be given a VDO Management
training which should be for the entire General Body of the VDO (organised for groups of
VDOs)38.
The VDO Management training should refer to how aVDO should be managed; topics such as
the following should be included:


The what and how of a VDO



Roles and responsibilities of member COs



Roles and responsibilities of the General Body



Roles and responsibilities of office-bearers



Accountability of VDO towards member COs



Reporting of VDO towards LSO (when it is formed), donors and other
stakeholders



How to conduct an effective VDO meeting (agenda setting, review of last
meeting's minutes, discussion on new agenda, financial reporting, recording
meeting's proceedings/minutes, etc)



Basic progress reporting of VDO activities



Fund raising



Monitoring of member COs (of the regularity of their meetings, savings, their
record-keeping and coverage of poorest households and women).

In addition to this, the Treasurer and General Secretary of the VDO should receive addition
training on financial record-keeping.The training should cover topics such as:
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Receipt book



Payment vouchers/invoices



Cash book
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Please refer to the Training manual, for details on VDO management training



Bank book



Bank Reconciliation Statement

With the VDO formed and trained, it can now take over some of the responsibilities of the
SMT, such as organising uncovered households, especially those that are the poorest and
women-headed39.
It should be noted that wherever possible, this coverage should be taken on by the VDO and
its members and not by CRPs. By having the VDO and its members ensure coverage,
ownership of the VDO and its COs will increase. Monitoring should be carried out by the
VDOs, with the SMT supervising at all times.
3.4 Village Development Plan
With a fully functioning VDO and trained General Body members, the VDO and its General
Body can start to develop its Village Development Plan (VDP).
A VDP is an essential mechanism for achieving the purpose of VDOs becoming self-regulated
and sustainable organisations of the communities. The VDP process will be instrumental in
developing the following key capabilities in theVDO:


Capability to undertake analysis of existing situation and to identify and
prioritise potential activities at village level



Capability to plan for identified and prioritised activities



Capability to mobilise resources for prioritised activities



Capability to implement prioritised activities



Capability to review, learn and re-plan

A VDP is a plan which includes development initiatives at the village level, as decided by the
VDO and its member COs. It consists of activities (large and small, cash and cash-less) which
the VDO aims to achieve. The VDP includes 2 parts; one which is a three year VDP and the
second is an annual VDP with budget40.
The event should be attended by all presidents and managers of the male and female COs in
the village, along with other important opinion makers.Women must be represented with at
least 50% of participants being women. If joint sessions are not possible on cultural grounds,
separate sessions should be held with women. Similarly at least 25% participants must be from
the poorest families.
Steps for developing aVDP41:

40
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Please refer to the Training manual , for details on developing VDP
See Annex 16 for format of 3-year VDP and annual VDP and budget
41
Developing the VDP with the VDOs should run over four to five days as per demand (with follow-up sessions
if required).
40

The steps for developing aVDP are


Review and Update of Situation Analysis Data: Reviewing and updating
data collected through the situation analysis including PSC.
Depending on the time passed, data from the situation analysis can run out of
date. Reviewing the village profile will refresh and put the thoughts of the VDO
General Body in the context of the village, its environment and present
facilities.
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Review of COs' MIPs: Having done this, the VDO General Body should
review the COs' MIPs to ascertain the type and most requested development
activities.



Formation of Activity Groups: The General Body should be divided into
groups and each group given a sector (such as agriculture, livestock, health,
education, income generation, women and the poorest) to discuss upon.



Presentation of Group Work: After the groups have discussed amongst
themselves and come up with a list of possible development activities at the
village level, the groups should present to the group at large, followed by a
discussion.



Prioritisation of Development Activities: Having recorded and listed all
development activities in the sectors, these activities should be prioritised
through voting. This will form the 3 year VDP. This 3 year VDP would have
details such as name of the activity, who is meant to carry it out, when it would
be carried out, in what duration and how it would be carried out.



Development of Annual VDP: Through the 3 year VDP, an annual VDP and
budget can be developed.The General Body should select those activities out
of the 3 year VDP which they would want to carry out in the first year. Again
this should be done through voting. It is advised that the VDO picks “cash-less”
activities, as this eases the VDO into carrying out their own activities. By
achieving these smaller activities, the VDO is instilled with a great boost of
confidence, enabling it to achieve larger activities later on.



Budgeting for Annual VDP: With a list of development activities, i.e. the
annual VDP, the General Body should assign realistic budgets for each of the
activities.



Development of Resource Mobilisation Plan: Following from this, the
next step should be regarding how the VDO can meet these budgets to carry
out the activities of the VDP. This calls for developing a Resource Mobilisation

Please refer to the Training manual, for details on Resource Mobilisation and Annex 17 for format of VDO/LSO
Resource Mobilisation Plan
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Plan42 which would entail how the VDO could generate resources (both
internal and external) for carrying out activities in the VDP. Ideas again should
be debated and discussed in smaller groups, with results being presented to the
group at large.


Facilitation by the SMT: Naturally this entire process will be carried out
with the help of the SMT.

Having developed the 3 year VDP, annual VDP and budget and the Resource Mobilisation plan,
the General Body should develop plans on how they intend to monitor the annual plan and its
budget. Ideally a committee should be formed who would monitor activities of the VDP and its
budget. This committee's members should be voted in by the General Body, to whom they
would report.
In addition to this, the person responsible for each activity should be regularly reporting to the
VDO General Body at each monthly meeting. Furthermore, the General Body members
should be reporting minutes of the VDO's meetings to its COs, so that the CO members are
also aware of the progress of theVDP activities.
At the end of the year, the entire annual VDP, its activities and budgets, should be reviewed by
the General Body, i.e. what was planned and what was actually achieved. The VDO should
prepare this in the form of a simple annual progress report (both in terms of financially and
activity-wise) and review the achievements of the VDO against the planned targets43. Having
done this, the VDO should re-plan for the second year.
Naturally there will be some activities that could not be achieved; therefore the General Body
should vote on whether it should be carried ahead to the next year in its original form, be
amended and carried forward to the next year or be dropped all together.This review would
lead onto the second annual VDP and budget.Through this annual planning exercise, both the
VDO's capabilities and their activities will continue to be enhanced over the three-year
period.
It is hoped that by the second annual VDP, the VDO General Body would require less
facilitation and help by the SMT; however the SMT should also be there in case the VDO
requires their support.
After three years, the VDO should review its first 3-year VDP and draw lessons from its
successes and failures. Having done this, the VDO should develop a second 3-year VDP for its
village. It is expected that RSPs direct involvement in the development of the VDP2 would be
significantly reduced, as the community capabilities would have been strengthened during the
preceding three years.
3.5 LSO Formation - In areas with matureVDOs
After an appropriate time when the VDOs in the Union Council have matured, they should be
consulted as to whether they would want to be federated at the Union Council level in the
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See Annex 18 for Progress Reporting format for VDP/LSODP Annual Plan

form of a LSO. S igns of mature VDOs are:


Suitable household coverage in the village



By-laws are approved by the General Body



Regular meetings in the last six months



Records (financial/non financial) are up to date



Inclusion of 50% women members into the General and Executive
Bodies



Carried out at least two self-help initiatives



Presence of mature COs in the VDO, demonstrating the VDO's
support and initiative in strengthening its COs

If the VDOs are mature, the DM should hold dialogues with theVDO to inform them of what a
LSO is and its benefits (preferably the RSP should arrange for an exposure visit to a nearby
LSO for some of the VDO members, in order to better demonstrate what a LSO is and what
benefits it can bring to communities). If the VDOs are interested, only then should a LSO be
formed. VDOs should not be pushed into this stage; rather they should be ready and willing to
federate themselves. Sustainable and durable LSOs are those which have been formed
because of their own natural need.
The first step for forming a LSO is the Union Council level dialogue with the VDOs:


Dialogue with VDOs Regarding LSO: The dialogue should be held at a
central location in the Union Council with all VDOs and their member COs
present. The dialogue should be led by a senior RSP staff member, such as the
District Manager or Senior SO.



Introducing the LSO Concept: The participants should be introduced to
the concept of LSOs and be explained what a LSO is and why the need for an
LSO arises. LSOs are the highest tier in the three-tier structure of social
mobilisation. It is a federation of VDOs at the Union Council. The benefits of
LSOs are numerous; the chief benefit being that it allows organisations of the
poorest to have a unified voice strong enough to be able to interact effectively
with larger organisations such as local government, donor agencies and
organisations in the private sector. This is because the LSO represents all the
VDOs, COs and member households in the entire Union Council.



Explanation of Structure of LSO: The participants should also be briefed
on what the structure of the LSO is; namely that it is a representative
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organisation of the VDOs and COs of the Union Council.The LSO is made up
of a General Body and an Executive Body.The Executive Body is elected from
the General Body of the LSO. The Executive Body of the LSO consists of the
office-bearers and of General members.


Briefing on Responsibilities of LSO Office-Bearers: Next the VDO
members are briefly told of the responsibilities of the office-bearers of the LSO,
stressing on the fact that a lot of time and commitment is required at the Union
Council level.



Description of the LSO Formation Process: Finally the participants are
told of how a LSO is formed. In a similar fashion to forming a VDO, resolutions
have to be written from VDOs wishing to become a part of the LSO (of course
after consulting their member COs). In these resolutions, VDOs should also
nominate 2 of their members to be a part of the LSO General Body.



Judging of Community Interest: By this time, the senior staff member
should have an idea of whether the VDOs are interested in federating at the
Union Council level or not. If the VDOs agree, a few people should be
nominated who would be assigned the duty of collecting VDO resolutions44
and giving them to the SMT. The dialogue should end with a date, time and
venue being fixed for the LSO Formation Workshop.

LSO Formation Workshop
The LSO formation workshop should be attended by all member VDOs and their COs at the
assigned venue, date and time.The workshop should be facilitated by the SMT but not to the
extent of controlling all discussion in the workshop. The SMT should be there merely to assist
the VDOs.The following steps should be followed when forming a LSO:


Introduction and Requirements of LSO General Body Nominees:
Participants at the workshop should be welcomed and introductions be made.
The SMT should make a list of the nominated General Body members of the
LSO, with details such as their age, PSC, VDO/CO name, status within the
VDO/CO, education level, etc45. It should be stressed upon and noted by the
participants, that there should be around 50% representation of women in the
General Body and around 25% representation of the poorest.



Visioning Exercise: Next the participants should be asked to carry out a
visioning exercise (similar to that in the VDO formation workshop) where
they should set a vision or goal as to how they would like to see their Union
Council in, for example 15 years.
Having carried out the visioning exercise, the LSO should have its vision and
objectives set out (which should be voted on by the General Body of the LSO).
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See Annex 19 for sample VDO resolution for joining a LSO and nomination of its members into LSO General Body
See Annex 20 for list of LSO General Body members
46
See Annex 21 for sample LSO By-laws
45

The By-laws46 of the LSO would have to be agreed by the General Body;
however these would be developed after the LSO receives its Management
training.


Election of LSO Executive Body: The next step in forming the LSO is to
hold its elections for its Executive Body. The Executive Body consists of
members and office-bearers; it usually consists of 7 or 11 members.The officebearing posts in the LSO Executive Body include that of President, VicePresident, Treasurer and General Secretary. However the number of officebearers can be increased, according to the wishes of the General Body.



LSO's ToPs: The newly formed LSO should then sign a ToP47 with its member
VDOs, which would state the roles and responsibilities of the VDOs and the
LSO. The ToP would be signed by the VDOs' Presidents and Secretaries, while
the LSO's President and General Secretary would sign the ToP from the LSO's
side.
The LSO should also sign a ToP48 between itself and the RSP, again which would
define the roles and responsibilities of each organisation.



LSO Registers: The newly formed LSO should also be given registers for
their records by the SMT; registers such as:


Karwai register



Cash book49



Ledger



Receipt book



Importance of LSO Internal Funds: Next the participants should be
briefed on the importance of collecting funds for the LSO at the Union Council
level, in order for the LSO to effectively carry out its duties.Therefore, to this
effect, the General Body should decide on a way of collecting funds (by
membership fees, or otherwise) and to state this in the form of a resolution.



Resolution for Opening of LSO Bank Account: Lastly, the LSO General
Body should also write a resolution stating that a bank account in the name of
the LSO should be opened; along with nominated bank signatories.

3.6 LSO ManagementTraining
In order to enable the LSO to work to its maximum potential, the SMT should provide
trainings in different aspects of LSO Management. This training would be for the Executive
Body members of the LSO. The training should include the following aspects:
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See Annex 15 for sample ToP between LSO and member VDO
48
See Annex 15 for sample ToP between LSO and RSP
49
For formats of cash book and ledger, please see the Training manual for LSO book-keeping training.
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The what and why of LSO



Roles and responsibilities of member VDOs/COs



Roles and responsibilities of the General Body



Roles and responsibilities of the Executive Body



Roles and responsibilities of the office-bearers



Accountability of LSO towards member VDOs/COs



Accountability of LSO towards RSP, donors and other stakeholders



How to conduct effective LSO meetings



Basic progress reporting



Fund raising through internal and external sources



Social mobilisation planning for the Union Council



Developing social mobilisation plans for CRPs



Individual work-plans for VDOs



Monitoring of member VDOs



Registration of LSO with the government

In addition to this, the Secretary and Treasurer of the LSO should receive record-keeping
training in the following areas:
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Receipt book



Payment vouchers/invoices



Cash book



Bank book



Bank reconciliation statement



Ledger



Financial statements

Please refer to the Training manual, for details on LSO Management training

What is to be noticed is that some parts of the LSO Management training are those areas
which have already been taught in the VDO Management training.This repetition is desirable
as it would refresh the concepts and techniques of the participants50.
Having formed the LSO, the SMT should not just abandon the Union Council level
organisation; instead it should try and facilitate it in any way possible. This is so that the
capacities of the LSO and its members are strengthened on a day-to-day basis.The LSO should
always feel that should it require some support or guidance that the SMT would always be
there for them
In addition to this guidance, the SMT should also carry out monitoring of the LSO and its
activities, to ensure that the LSO is heading on the right track towards carrying out sustainable
development of its communities.The SMT should also maintain a link with VDOs and COs, to
ensure that there is no hijacking51.
3.7 LSO Development Plan
Having trained the LSO and its Executive Body members, the LSO can start to plan its
activities in consultation with its member VDOs and COs. In order to do so, a LSO
Development Plan (LSODP) should be developed by the LSO General Body, with facilitation
from the SMT52. The LSODP consists of a 3 year LSODP and an annual LSODP with budget53.
In addition to the General Body, the event should be attended by other important opinion
makers especially the UC Nazim and Secretary, the Principals of the High/Middle Schools and
the head of the government health unit in the area. Women must be represented with at
least 50% of participants being women. If joint sessions are not possible on cultural grounds,
separate sessions will be held with women. Similarly at least 25% participants must be from
the poorest families.
Steps for developing a LSODP are54:
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Update of Situation Analysis Data: The data from the situation analysis of
the villages and of the Union Council should be updated if required. In addition
to the data being updated, it would also place the LSO General Body in a frame
of mind relating to the context of their own Union Council.



Review of VDOs' VDPs: Secondly, the VDOs' VDPs should also be
reviewed by the LSO General Body to ascertain the types of activities required
by their VDOs. The LSODP, or any plan, should always be according to the
needs of the communities at large and not for the benefit of a few influential
households.



Formation of Activity Groups: The General Body should then be divided
into groups of 5-7 individuals and each group be given a specific sector to
discuss; sectors such as agriculture, livestock, income-generation,
infrastructure etc. Each group should come up with a list of activities, which

See Annex 22, 22.1 and 22.2 for monitoring of COs,VDOs and LSO formats by SMT
52
Please refer to the Training manual, for details on developing LSODPs
53
See Annex 23 for format of 3-year LSODP and annual LSODP with budget
54
Developing the LSODP should run over four to five days as per demand (with follow-up sessions if required).
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(based on the VDOs' VDPs) should be required by their member households.
They should also keep in mind, that the LSO because of its magnitude can
accomplish activities of a larger nature (which benefit the households of the
Union Council), especially by creating linkages between the local government,
donors and other organisations. What should also be kept in mind is that the
LSO should first try to accomplish self-help activities (or cash-less activities).
This would provide them with the confidence to carry out larger activities, but
it would also create awareness about the LSO within the Union Council itself.
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Presentation of Group Work: The results of the group discussions should
be presented to the rest of the participants in a plenary session.



Prioritisation of Development Activities: A discussion should follow the
presentations in which the activities of the different groups should be voted
upon and prioritised. Naturally the activity which receives the most votes, is to
be the first priority of the LSO.



Development of LSODP: By prioritising the activities, this will form a 3 year
LSODP. This 3 year LSODP would simply be a list of activities that the LSO and
its VDOs and COs would want to carry out; in which they would include
information such as who would carry out the activity, who the partnerorganisation would be (if any), what the approximate cost would be, etc.



Development of Annual LSODP: From this 3 year LSODP, an annual
LSODP should be developed. This should be done by picking those activities
which the LSO General Body thinks they should accomplish in the first year.
Again it would be advised that the LSO General Body picks those activities
which are self-help or “cash-less” activities. By completing some of the
activities which are in their own control, it will give the LSO a boost of
confidence from themselves and from their communities. This will enable
them to carry out larger development activities later on.



Budgeting for Annual LSODP: With the finalisation of the annual LSODP
activities, the LSO General Body should develop a budget for the said activities
as well as for its own operational cost. These should be kept realistically and
with due research into what is required to carry out each activity. Help from
the SMT can always be obtained in this regard.



Development of Resource Mobilisation Plan: Having done this, a
resource mobilisation plan should be developed in which the LSO General
Body would make a plan for where they could obtain resources for their annual
LSODP; both internal and external resources. Efforts should be made to
develop some permanent and relatively guaranteed sources of funds to meet
the annual operational cost of the LSO.



Monitoring of LSODP: Lastly the LSO should also decide about who would
monitor which activities and report on them on a monthly basis, to the LSO
General Body, and in turn to its member VDOs and COs.



Review of LSODP: The LSO should also carry out an end of the year review
of the annual LSODP and its budget. In this, they should review what activities
took place and which did not take place and their reasons. The LSO should
prepare this in the form of a simple annual progress report (both financially and
activity-wise) and review the achievements of the LSO against the planned
targets55. Having done this, the LSO should re-plan for the second year.



Amendments to LSODP Activities: Accordingly, the LSO General Body
should decide on either, carrying on with the activity in the second annual
LSODP, amending the activity and continuing with it or to remove it
completely. Having done this, the second annual LSODP would be developed.
It is hoped that the facilitation of the SMT would gradually decrease as each
year passes.

After three years, the LSO should review its first 3-year LSODP and draw lessons from its
successes and failures. Having done this, the LSO should develop a second 3-year LSODP for
its village. It is expected that RSPs direct involvement in the development of the LSODP2
would be significantly reduced, as the community's capabilities would have been strengthened
during the preceding three years.
3.8 Additional Trainings for LSO
In addition to the LSO Management trainings, the LSO can also be provided with other
trainings. One such training is on how to mobilise resources.The content of this training would
include the following areas:


Internal Resource mobilisation
o

Identifying potential sources (cash/kind) and their prioritisation and
How to make individual plans for each source
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External Resource mobilisation - developing linkages with external
organisations
o

Identifying potential donors/external organisations

o

How to obtain funding proposals and understanding criteria of
donors/external organisations for funding

o

Proposal development and submission

See Annex 18 for format on Progress reporting of VDO/LSO Annual Plan
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How to develop a 2 year resource mobilisation plan

Another training recommended for LSOs is that of LSO Gender Mainstreaming.This training
has been developed especially for LSOs, by keeping in mind their staff, resources and needs.
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Glossary of Terms
For the purposes of understanding, in its true spirit, this manual and interpreting the same, the
following terms should be understood as defined.
Activists
Activist is a person who is honest and competent and is willing to lead and facilitate the
community and take initiative for the achievement of development/organisational objectives.
Civil Society
Civil Society is composed of the totality of voluntary social organisations and institutions that
form the basis of a functioning society as opposed to the force-backed structures of a state
and commercial institutions of the market.
Community
People living in proximity to each other and sharing resources whether natural or man-made
of the area over which they exercise control or have potential to exercise control.
Development
The process of improving the quality of lives of the people.
Empowerment
The expansion of assets and capabilities of poor people to participate in, negotiate with,
influence, control, and hold accountable institutions that affect their lives.
Gender awareness
Refers to a state of knowledge of the differences in roles and relations of women and men,
how this results in differences in power relations, status, privileges and needs.
Grassroots
Grassroots means people or society at a local level rather than at the center of major political
activity.
Mobilisation
A process of assembling and capacitating people to transform their potential energies into
kinetic energy that help them undertake action for their own good and for the good of society.
Such assembly or organisation of human beings is bound by a code of conduct .
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Policy Advocacy
Means a strategy to influence policy makers when they make laws and regulations, distribute
resources, and make other decisions that affect peoples' lives. The principal aims of policy
advocacy are to create policies, reform policies, and ensure policies are implemented.
Poverty
A certain level of material deprivation below which an individual suffers physically, emotionally
and socially.
RevenueVillage
The basic unit for rural areas is revenue village, which has definite surveyed boundaries. The
revenue village may comprise several hamlets, but the entire village has been treated as one
unit.
Rights
Rights are legal or moral entitlements or permissions granted by law of the land.
Settlement
An establishment having specific location and occupying fixed and definite positions on the
earth surface.
Social Capital
Represents the active connections between people; including trust, mutual understanding,
shared values, and behaviours that bind together the members of groups, networks, and
communities and make cooperation possible; or, comprises the norms and relations
embedded in social structures that enable people to coordinate action to achieve desired
goals.
Sustainable Development
Development is sustainable if it “meets the needs of the present without compromising the
ability of future generations to meet their own needs.”
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Annex 1

Pakistan Poverty Scorecard Guidelines
(Union Council Level)
By: Khurram Shahzad
June 2009

1. Prerequisite

1.

At least one RSPs professional staff member has complete understanding of the
Poverty Scorecard, checking of all scorecards and use of Scorecard MIS (called the
Team Leader)

2.

At least one RSPs professional staff member has complete understanding of the
Poverty Scorecard and monitor & coordinate field operations (called the Supervisor)

3.

Basic profile of Union Council is available (from the secondary source i.e., Notification
by the District Government, District Census Report, record of Union Council office)
which includes
a.

Name of all Revenue Villages in the Union Council, number of
households and population

b.
c

Complete list of existing COs (both active and inactive) with Name
of CO, type of CO (male, female, mix), number of members (male or
emale), location, Revenue village

d.

Printed copies of the Scorecard (given at Annex 1)

e.

Checklists for field staff

f.

Soft copy of the scorecard MIS

2. Identification and Selection of enumerators
Within each village of the Union Council, young local rural community members should be
identified for Poverty Scorecard information collection. Enumerators should preferably be
locals as then it becomes easy for them to reach out each household.The potential individuals
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for this activity can be the field assistants, VRPs, activists and youth (male & female) who
appeared or passed the exams of Matric/ FA/ BA or MA. Lady Health Visitors and schools
teachers can also be useful. The Social Mobilization team can make the best judgment in this
regard. However, during the selection of enumerators one should be careful that they are
serious, committed, not working for the sake of money, are respected by the community.
A brief interview by the survey team (RSPs professional staff) should be conducted to find the
willingness of the persons towards concerned task.All process of identification and selection
of the team must be taken place at the central place of the Union Council where the Scorecard
exercise is to be undertaken. Each enumerator must be responsible for covering at least one
village depending on the size and population. If the size of the village is large, then its
settlements shall be divided between team members according to the size of village.
3. Training
A concise training session would be conducted after the identification and selection of local
enumerators at same central place of Union Council where all can participate.
Following is the brief summary of the training.
1. Household definition (based on cooking stove)
2. Geographical location and basic information of the household (Section “A” of PSC)
3. Household roaster (Section “B” of PSC)
4. Household information (Section “C” of PSC)
5. Highlighting the importance of each question of the poverty scorecard
6. Internal process controls (Section “D” of PSC)
7. Sharing experiences of most common errors


Enumerators sublet the form filling responsibilities



Incomplete HHs information



Supervisors just facilitating the pick and drop service



Supervisors taking rest in the field/ office and enumerators are
supposed to fill the forms



Supervisors do not check the forms properly



Supervisors don't hand over the forms properly to the Team leader/
focal person
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Those who are not working properly are not immediately fired



Compare the total no. of Scorecards with the Census data of that village / UC /
Tehsil



Not clear understanding of the geographical structure (understands
settlements and revenue village)



Not standardized survey/ rollout message conveying to the community



No proper enumerator kit provided to the enumerators



Lack of communication b/w supervisors and the enumerators

After the brief training, each numerator should be asked to fill the Poverty Scorecard for his/
her own household. This will help in further clarifying the questions and it also gives an
important feedback about the enumerator's understanding of the Scorecard.After verification
of the poverty scorecard results, the short comings shall be discussed with all team members.
A brief training schedule is given at Annex 2.
4. Implementation
After the training, a detailed plan should be prepared with the enumerators as who will be
filing scorecard in which village, how many scorecards to be filled by an enumerator in a day.
Targets must be assigning to each enumerator according to the topography and demography
of the village.After finalizing the plan, each survey team member should be given the Scorecard
formats for data collection.
During the past exercises, it has been noted that some enumerators do not ask all the
questions to the respondents and record it on the basis of their own understanding or
knowledge. This can result in mistakes. For example sometimes enumerators argue that “I
know this household very well, and I know they do not have a washing machine, scooter, toilet
and their children are not studying in school” hence s/he just fill the format on their own
judgment, which is not correct.They must visit each household and ask all the questions.
In some places, especially where COs do not exist or their number is very small, it is helpful to
arrange a meeting with the villagers in which atleast 15-20 local community members must
participate (also includes preferably most knowledgeable and respected personalities of the
village like Imam Masjid,Teachers, Numberdar, etc.). During the meeting the Resource Person
(RSPs staff member who is trained in Scorecard) should describe the general purpose of the
survey to the community.The message should be standardized and it should not increase the
expectations of the local community. Such meetings will be very important to work smoothly
in the area as sometimes villagers question the authority of enumerators, and ask questions as
why the data is being collected, who is collecting it, what is the purpose etc. If the enumerators
are local, and villagers know about RSPs then there would be lesser problems but if we are
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doing the exercise in a new area then there could chances of more problems.
5. Team composition for conducting survey at District level
A central unit will be established in each district to supervise the scorecard data collection
exercise. Recent Scorecard implementation experience in one union council suggests that we
need a team of 14 persons to complete the scorecard data collection exercise in 12 days. Each
team will responsible for two Ucs.

Team Leader
Field Supervisor
Enumerators
Key punch operators

RSP Professional, trained in Scorecard, h/she will
check all scorecards, entries and reports
RSP Professional, trained in Scorecard, h/she will
monitor & coordinate field operations
At least matriculate, age above 20, male and female
Account/Office Assistants, with good computer skills

1
1
10
2

6. Payment to Enumerators
In most of the cases where Scorecard exercises have already been undertaken, the
enumerators were also given honorarium. The decision about honorarium is decided by the
head office/ regional management or the DPOs depending upon the local situation.
Sometimes it is decided on daily basis, area basis i.e., each enumerator is assigned a village and
paid in lump sum after satisfactory completion of the exercise or it can also be on the basis of
fixed amount per form.
7. Monitoring
A meeting of all survey team members must take place on every evening to discuss field
progress and completed formats shall be collected from the enumerators. For verification,
randomly pulled out formats must be re-checked every following day by the Resource Person
(RSPs staff member) to ensure that information is correctly collected. Those enumerators
whose forms are found to be incorrect must immediately be given another round of training
or they should be replaced.
The activity/survey coordinator (Team Leader) will be responsible for checking all poverty
scorecards when collected at the end of the day, making sure that all questions have been
marked completely on scorecard. Question number one, related to family size, second
question related to dependents and the fourth relating to 5-16 year children attending school,
must be verified with the household information collected/ mentioned at the back side of each
poverty scorecard (family roaster). If any scorecard is found incomplete, the concerned
enumerator should be asked to go back to that household and complete the scorecard. For
reporting purposes, some log forms has been developed to know the status of daily, village and
Union Council level enumerations.All log forms are given at Annex 3.
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8. Data Entry in Poverty Classification MIS
Before data entry the completed poverty scorecard forms must be arranged/ organized village
and settlement wise. Manually, a serial number should be allotted to each scorecard form
before its data entry in to Poverty Classification MIS.
The data entry of filled poverty scorecards formats into MIS will take place after data
collection on daily basis. By reviewing various reports through extracting from Poverty MIS
will ensure the accuracy of the daily data entry.After the data entry, poverty scorecard forms
must be organized in its individual village file or family number. During the review of the
reports it is important to generate village wise reports and tally the numbers with secondary
sources.
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_____________________________ 9. Contact Address

4. Mouza

_____________________________

_____________________________

11
12.
13
14
Gender Relation- Marital Date of birth or age (in completed
Male = 1
ship
Status year)
Female=2
With HH
DD
MM
YYYY
Age
Head

Code for Sr No 12: Head =1; Husband =2; Wife=3; Child =4; Father/Mother = 5; Sister/brother = 6;
Grandchild=7; Son/daughter in law = 8; sister/brother in law =9; Father/mother in law =10; Uncle/Aunt = 11;
Grandfather/Grandmother = 12; Nephew/Niece=13; Others=14

12

11

10

9

8

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

_____________________________ 4a. Mohalla/Dhoke

3. Union Council

_____________________________

_____________________________

Mix

3

17.
18.
19. CO 20. CO
Employ- Member Name
Type
ment of CO
Male 1
(from
Yes
1
category
Female 2
No 2 Code list)

Code for Sr No 17: Government =1;
Semi-Government =2; Private=3; Pensioner=4;
Own work=5; un-employed = 6

16.
CNIC number of adult member 18+ year
of age if s/he has it.

___________

__________________________

__________________________

__________________________

Date: _______________

8.a Respondent’s relationship of with HH Head

8. Name of Respondent

7a. Father/Husband Name

7. Name of Household Head

Code for Sr.13: Married=1; Unmarried=2;
Divorced=3; Widowed=4; Separated=5

Yes 1
No 2

15.
CNIC

SECTION B: HOUSEHOLD ROASTER

_____________________________ 6. Field Unit/SMT

2. Tehsil

10
Name

_____________________________ 5. RSP Region

Section A: GEOGRAPHICAL LOCATION OF THE HOUSEHOLD

RURAL SUPPORT PROGRAMME

1. District

Form Number: ____________
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Yes
At least one car / tractor and
at least one motorcycle /
scooter

Does the household own at least one cooking
stove, cooking range or microwave oven?

Does the household own the following engine
driven vehicles...?

Unit of area

At least one buffalo /
bullock BUT NO cow /
goat / sheep

No

At least one car / tractor
but no motorcycle /
scooter

No

No

No

Dry raised latrine or dry
pit latrine

All the children between 5
and 16 years old are
attending school

Less than class 1 to
class 5 included

3-4

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

Acre

2

Neither buffalo / bullock
NOR cow / goat / sheep

Neither car / tractor NOR
motorcycle / scooter

None of the children
between 5 and 16 years
old are attending school

Class 11, college or
beyond

7 or more

4

4

4

4

4

Signature of Supervisor _______________________

3

3

3

3

3

3

Name of Supervisor ___________________________

No buffalo / bullock BUT
at least one cow / goat /
sheep

No car / tractor but at
least one motorcycle /
scooter

There is no toilet in the
household

Only some of the children
between 5 and 16 years
old are attending school

Class 6 to class 10
included

5-6

Signature of Enumerator ____________ Signature/Thumb impression of Respondent ____________________

SECTION D: INTERNAL PROCESS CONTROL

Area

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Name of Enumerator: __________________________

How much agricultural land does the household
own?

Does the household own the following
livestock...?

At least one buffalo /
bullock AND at least one
cow / goat / sheep

Yes

Yes

Does the household own at least one air
conditioner, air cooler, geyser or heater?

Does the household own at least one TV?

Yes

Does the household own at least one refrigerator,
freezer or washing machine?

What kind of toilet is used by the household?

rooms, bathrooms, toilets, kitchen or rooms for business)

Flush connected to a public
sewerage, to a pit or to an
open drain

There are no children
between 5 and 16 years
old in the household

How many children in the household between 5
and 16 years old are currently attending school?

How many rooms does the household occupy,
including bedrooms and livingrooms? (do not count storage

Never attended school

0-2

What is the highest educational level of the head
of the household (completed)?

How many people in the household are under the
age of or
18over the age of 65?

How many people usually live and eat in the
household? (do not list guest, visitors, etc…)

Questionnaire for the National Scorecard for Pakistan
SECTION C: HOUSEHOLD INFORMATION
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-

-

-

Date:

Signature of the Supervisor

-

15

-

-

13

-

12

14

-

10

-

9

11

-

7

-

6

8

-

5

-

No. of returned
forms from
Acknowledgement
enumerators

-

-

No. of Declined No. of Blank
forms
forms

-

-

No. of
Annulled
forms

3

-

No. of
Incomplete
forms

4

Total

Extra form
used for large
families

-

No. of HHs
completed

Tehsil:

2

No. of forms
Handover

Revenue Village/ Locality:

District:

-

Enumerator Name

Union Council:

Province :

1

Sr.

Supervisor full name: __________________________________________

Form 2: Daily Log of Scorecards
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-

-

-

-

-

-

Focal Person Full Name:

Total No. of completed forms handover:

-

Date:

Date:

Remarks

Signature of the Focal Person

Signature of the Supervisor

-

-

7 No. of Blank forms
-

-

6 No. of Declined forms

Total

-

Total

5 No. of Annulled forms

Day 7

-

Day 6

4 No. of Incomplete forms

Day 5

-

Day 4

3 Extra form used for large families

Day 3

-

Day 2

Tehsil:

2 No. of HHs completed

Day 1

Revenue Village/ Locality:

District:

-

Descriptions/ Particulars

Union Council:

Province :

1 No. of forms Handovered

Sr.

Supervisor full name: __________________________________________

Form 3: Final Log of Scorecards by Village/ Locality
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100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

Focal Person Full Name:

Total No. of completed forms sent to Distt:

100%

4

-

100%

Total

100%

3

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

% of HHs to be Households to
Interviewed be Interviewed

2

Estimated
Households
(2008)
100%

Villages/ Localities

1

Sr.

Tehsil Team Leader full name: __________________________________________

Date:

Date:

-

No. of
Households
Completed

Province :

-

Extra form
used for large
families

Form 4: Final Log of Scorecards by Union Council

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Total No. of
Completed
Forms

District:

Remarks

Signature of the Focal Person

Signature of the Supervisor

#DIV/0!

#DIV/0!

#DIV/0!

#DIV/0!

#DIV/0!

#DIV/0!

#DIV/0!

#DIV/0!

#DIV/0!

#DIV/0!

#DIV/0!

#DIV/0!

#DIV/0!

#DIV/0!

#DIV/0!

#DIV/0!

% of HHs
Interviewed

Union Council:

Tehsil: __________________
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Description

12 Is s/he provided support to the supervisor for Daily Log Sheet compilation

11 Has s/he handed over all the completed, incomplete and annulled forms to the supervisor

10 Is s/he checked all the filled PSC forms and found complete and correct

9 Has s/he maintain daily diary to record the field experiences

8 Has s/he achieved the daily assigned individual targets

7 Is s/he marked properly the Application number on the doors/ walls of interviewed households

6 Has s/he consulted supervisor to resolve any enumeration issue or for support

5 Has s/he available provision of blank PSC forms for enumeration (as requirement)

4 Has s/he hold a poverty survey identity tag (issued by the concerned RSP) available with her/ him

3 Has the complete enumeration kit with him/ her

2 Is the supervisor arranged proper transport to cover the survey area

1 Is the supervisor provided her/ him a route plan as per planning

Sr.

Checklist for Enumerators
Tick the
Checklist

Remarks

Date: ___________ District: ___________________ Tehsil: ___________________ UC: ___________________ Village ___________________

Checklist for Field Staff

Pakistan Poverty Scorecard
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Has she/he prepared a route plan and shared it with the enumerators

Has she/he assigned equally the survey area amongst the enumerators

Is the incomplete forms of previous day assign to concerned enumerator/s

Has she/he the adequate stock of stationary (PSC forms, Enu. Kits, etc)

Has s/he hold a poverty survey identity tag available with her/ him

Has she/he conducted random spot checks during enumeration

Has s/he maintain daily diary to record the field experiences

Is s/he received all the complete, incomplete and annulled PSC forms from enumerators

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

19 Has s/he recorded common mistakes in filled forms by the enumerators

18 Is s/he rectified mistakes and discrepancies in filled forms (if any)

17 Is s/he verified all 10% filled forms by visiting households that interviewed by the enumerators

16 Has s/he randomlly selected 10% of the total filled forms for verifications

15 Has s/he submitted the final filled scorecard to the District Focal Person

14 Has s/he provided 10% randomly selected filled forms to monitor for rechecking

13 Has s/he prepared, compiled and filed the Daily Log Sheet

12 Has she/ he given the feedback to enumerators against the checklist prepared by the enumerators

11 Has she/ he received and filed the checklist prepared by the enumerators

10 Is s/he checked all the PSC forms filled by the enumerators

Is the vehicle is arranged by the Logistic Officer timely

Description

1

Sr.

Checklist for Supervisors/ Team leader
Tick the
Checklist
Remarks

Annex 2

Village Situation Analysis Form
Date of profile : _________________

Filled by : __________________

1. Basic information (from Secondary Source: Census Report)
District :_________________

Tehsil :

____________________

Field unit : __________________

Region :

____________________

Union council : _________________

Revenue Village:____________________

Location / settlement:_________________
Distance from tehsil headquarter: ____(km)

Distance from metalled road: ____________________ (km)

Distribution of population by age
No. of Male

No. of Female

Total

Under 18 years
18 to 35 years
36 to 45 years
46 years & above
Total

Total number of households
_________________ Average household size : _______________

2. Segregation of population employment wise (above 18 years upto 35 years)
No. of Male

No. of Female

Total

Reasons / Remarks

Unemployed
Under Employed
Employed
Total
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3. Biradaries (From Primary Source: Community)
Biradary
# of hhds.

Type of decision making institutions prevalent in the village: ________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________

Social trend, behaviour and past history of the area: ____________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________

4. Migration trends (from Primary Source: Community)
Do people migrate: Yes __________

No _________

If yes

No of
men

Type

No of
women

Total

Reason

Temporary
Permanent

5. Structure of the houses (from Secondary Source: Census Report)
Type
Katcha
Semi-pucca
Pucca
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Number

6. Major occupational groups (from Primary Source: Community)

Distribution of employed persons by major occupational groups:
Occupation

Agriculture

Salaried Self employed Skilled
labour

Unskilled
labour

Total

# of persons

______________________________________________________
Women’s economic activities (full time):
______________________________________________________________________________________

7. Credit And Savings (from Primary Source: Community)
Sources of available
credit

Interest rate /
Service charges

Conditions

Description about repayment
histories

A) Local money lender
B) Friends/relatives
C) Banks
D) ZTBL
E) Other sources

Total No. of persons borrowing loans _____

Men______ Women_____

Main purpose of borrowing loans in the area: by men______________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________

by women: _____________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________

8. Trade (from Primary Source: Community)
(Only mention those products that can be produced locally but presently are imported)

Imports

Exports
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NATURAL RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
9 a). Distribution of village land by type (acres)(From Secondary Source: Agri
Extension Deptt)
Land classification

(acres)

Total area of village
Cultivable area
a) rain fed
b) irrigated
Total cultivated area
a) rain fed
b) irrigated
Uncultivated area
Uncultivable area

9. b) Reasons for the land being uncultivated (from Primary Source: Community)
_________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________

9.c) Source of irrigation(from Primary Source: Community)
(Please tick the appropriate cell)
Canal (Perennial)

Canal (Non perennial)

Tubewell

Karez

Well

Any other

10. Distribution of land ownership by size (from Primary Source:community)

Land ownership
# of hhds
# of hhds having land in
the name of women
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Upto 5
Acres

5 –12.5
Acres

12.5 – 25
Acres

25 – 50
Acres

50 acres &
Above

Landless

Total

11. Agriculture machinery (from Primary Source: Community)
Machinery
Tractors

Number

No. of farmers using it

Threshers
Spray machine
Cultivator
Planter
Chiesel
Any other

12. . Livestock (secondary Source: Livestock Department)
(Write production of milk in litre per day )
Category

No. of animals

Type/ breeds

Common
diseases

Production

Cows
Buffaloes
Bulls
Goats
Sheep
Poultry

Veterinary facili ty/specialist available in the village (from Primary Source: Community)
:
Yes _____ No _____

13. Information on crops, vegetables and orchards (from Primary Source: Community)
Major agriculture
crops (including
vegetables & fodder)

Name of seed
variety

Per acre yield in
maunds

Area under
cultivation
(percentage)

Role of men and
women

Rabi

Kharif
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Fruits & orchards

Yield

Area (acres)

Role of men and
women

Problems / needs pe rtaining to agriculture/ horticulture/ livestock/poultry :
(from Primary Source: Community)
1 ) _____________________________________________________________________
2 ) _____________________________________________________________________
3 ) _____________________________________________________________________
4 ) _____________________________________________________________________

EDUCATION
14. Educational institutions within the village (from Primary Source: Community)
(Type of educational institutes means Girls Primary, Boys primary, middle, high, schools etc)
Type of educational
institution

Number of
institutes

No. of Students
M

F

No. of teachers
M

F

No. of children going to school (outside the village) __________ distance __________ (km)

15. School going age children (from Census Report And Primary Source : Community)
(Information for 1st and 2 nd column can be taken from Census Report and for 3 rd and 4 th column, includes
total number of students that are enrolled whether within or outside the village)
Total number of school going age children in the village

Boys
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Girls

Total number of school going age children enrolled
(in and outside the village)
Boys

Girls

16. Literacy ratio (from Secondary Source Census Report)

Male _________ Female_________
Problems pertaining to education : (from Primary Source : Community)
1 ) _______________________________________________________
_____
2 ) ____________________________________________________________
3 ) ____________________________________________________________
4 ) ____________________________________________________
________
5 ) ____________________________________________________________

HEALTH

17. Type of health facilities (from Primary Source: Community)
(List down those institutes where people of the village mostly go to when they fall ill along with its status)

Status (availability of )
Institutions

Number

Govt/
private

Male
Doctor

Lady
Doctor

Dispenser

Distance
(km)

Time
taken

Medicine

18. Common diseases/ mortality (from Primary Source: Community)

Common diseases in the village

Epidemic/seasonal/ occasional/
frequent
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19. Family planning services available:

Yes __________ No ___________

General problems related to health: (from Primary Source: Community)
1 ) ____________________________________________________________
2 ) ____________________________________________________________
3 ) ____________________________________________________________
4 ) ____________________________________________________________

Women specific health problems: (from Primary Source: Community)
1 ) ____________________________________________________________
2 ) ______________________________________________________
______
3 ) ____________________________________________________________

20. Govt/ non govt. / private organisations working in the area:
(from Primary Source: Community)
Type of organization

Type of services

Frequency of visits

21. Physical infrastructure (from Primary Source: Community)
No. of streets in the village:

Paved ________

Unpaved ___________

Telephone services available in the village: yes (No. of hhds) ______ if no, then distance from the
nearest facility _____ (km)
Electricity available in the village: yes (No. of hhds)_____________ none _________
Total number of watercourses in the village_____________ No. of lined water courses _____________
Number of tubewells ________ Water table _____
Source of drinking water ________Quality of underground water ________
Sanitation (detail about existing situation) ______________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
_____________
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Problems related to infrastructure: (from Primary Source: Community)
1 ) ____________________________________________________________
2 ) _________________________________________________________
___
3 ) ____________________________________________________________
4 ) ____________________________________________________________

22. Poverty profiling (from Secondry Source: Povery Scorcard Report)
Poverty profiling of the households
Poverty
Score

Poverty Band
Non Poor

(24 – 100)

Poor

(19 – 23)

No. of
households

%age

(0 – 18)

Very Poor
Total

23. Prioritisation of Needs/ Problems by Men (from Primary Source: Community)

Needs
Problems

Rank

Description

Possible Interventions
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24. Prioritisation of Needs/ Problems by Women (from Primary Source: Community)

Problems
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Needs
Rank

Description

Possible Interventions

Annex 2.1

UC Situation Analysis Form
Date of profile : _________________

Filled by : __________________

1. Basic information (from Secondary Source: Census Report)
District :_________________

Tehsil :

____________________

Field unit : __________________

Region :

____________________

Union council : _________________

Villages/ VDOs: ____________________

Location / settlement:_________________
Distance from tehsil headquarter: ____(km)

Distance from metalled road: ____________________ (km)

Distribution of population by age
No. of Male

No. of Female

Total

Under 18 years
18 to 35 years
36 to 45 years
46 years & above
Total

Total number of households:_________________ Average household size: _______________
__

2. Segregation of population employment wise (above 18 years upto 35 years)
No. of Male

No. of Female

Total

Reasons / Remarks

Unemployed
Under Employed
Employed
Total

3. Biradaries (from Primary Source: Community)
Biradary
# of hhds.
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Type of decision making institutions prevalent in the UC: ____________________________
_____________________________
_______________________________________________________
_____________
Social Trend, Behaviour and past history of the area:
____________________________________
_____________________________
_______________________________________________________
_____________

4. Migration trends
Do people migrate: Yes __________

No _________

If Yes

Type

No of
men

No of
women

Total

Reason

Temporary
Permanent
5. Structure of the hous es
Type

Number

Katcha
Semi-pucca
Pucca

6. Major occupational groups
Distribution of employed persons by major occupational groups:

Occupation

Agriculture

Salaried

Self employed

Skilled
labour

Unskilled
labour

Total

# of persons

Women’s economic activities (full time) ____________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
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7. Credit and savings
Sources of available
credit

Interest rate /
Service charges

Conditions

Description about repayment
histories

A) Local money lender
B) Friends/relatives
C) Banks
D) ZTBL
E) Other sources

Total no. of persons borrowing loans __________________
Main purpose of borrowing loans in the area by men: __________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________

by women: ___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________
8. Trade
(Only mention those products that can be produced locally but presently are imported)
Imports

Exports

NATURAL RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
9 a). Distribution of village land by type (acres)
Land classification

(acres)

Total area of village
Cultivable area
a) rain fed
b) irrigated
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Total cultivated area
a) rain fed
b) irrigated
Uncultivated area
Uncultivable area

9. b) Reasons for the land being uncultivated: ____________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________

9.c) Source of irrigation
(Please tick the appropriate cell)

Canal (Perennial)

Canal (Non perennial)

Tubewell

Karez

Well

Any other

10. Distribution of land ownership by size
Land ownership

Upto 5
Acres

5 –12.5
Acres

12.5 – 25
Acres

25 – 50
Acres

50 acres &
Above

# of hhds
# hhds having land in the
name of women

11. Agriculture machinery
Machinery
Tractors
Threshers
Spray machine
Cultivator
Planter
Chiesel
Any other
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Number

No. of farmers using it

Landless

Total

12. Livestock (write production of milk in litre per day )
Category

No. of animals

Type/ breeds

Common
diseases

Production

Cows
Buffaloes
Bulls
Goats
Sheep
Poultry

Veterinary facility/specialist available in the UC Yes _____ No _____

13. Information on crops, vegetables and orchards
Major agriculture
crops (including
vegetables & fodder)

Name of seed
variety

Per acre yield in
maunds

Area under
cultivation
(percentage)

Role of men and
women

Rabi

Kharif

Fruits & orchards

Yield

Area (acres)

Role of men and
women
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Problems / needs pertaining to agriculture/ horticulture/ livestock/poultry :
1 ) _____________________________________________________________________
2 ) __________________________________________________________
___________
3 ) _____________________________________________________________________
4 ) _____________________________________________________________________

EDUCATION
14. Educational institutions within the UC
(Type of educational institutes means Girls Primary, Boys primary, middle, high, schools etc)
Type of educational
institution

Number of
institutes

No. of Students
M

No. of teachers

F

M

F

No. of children going to school (outside their villages) __________distance __________ (km)

15. School going age children
(Information for 1st and 2 nd column can be taken from Census Report and for 3rd and 4 th Column,
includes total number of students that are enrolled whether within or outside the village)
Total number of school going age children in the UC

Boys

16. Literacy ratio:

Girls

Total number of school going age children enrolled
(in and outside the UC)
Boys

Male _________ Female_________

Problems pertaining to education:
1) ____________________________________________________________
2) ____________________________________________________________
3) _____________________________________________
_______________
4) ____________________________________________________________
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Girls

HEALTH
17. Type of health facilities
(List down those institutes where people of the villages in the UC mostly go to when they fell
ill along with its status)
Distance
(km)

Status (availability of )
Institutions

Number

Govt/
private

Male
Doctor

Lady
Doctor

Dispenser

Time
taken

Medicine

18. Common diseases/ mortality
Epidemic/seasonal/
occasional/ frequent

Common diseases in the
CU

19. Family planning services available:

Yes __________ No ___________

General problems related to health in the UC:
1) _______________________________________________
_____________
2) ____________________________________________________________
3) ____________________________________________________________
4) __________________________________________________
__________
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Women specific health problems in the UC:
1) ____________________________________________________________
2) ____________________________________________________________
3) ___________________________
_________________________________

20. Govt/ non govt. / private organisations working in the UC:
Type of organization

Type of services

Frequency of visits

21. Physical infrastructure
No. of streets in the UC:

Paved ________

Unpaved ___________

Telephone services available in the UC: yes (No. Of hhds) ______ if no, then distance from
the nearest facility _____ (km)
Electricity available in the UC: yes (No. of hhds) _____________ none _________
Total number of watercour ses in the UC _____________ No. of lined water courses _____________
Number of tubewells ________

Water table ________

Source of drinking water ________ Quality of underground water ________
Sanitation (detail about existing situation):_______
___________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________
Problems related to infrastructure:
1 ) ____________________________________________________________
2 ) ____________________________________________________________
3 ) ____________________________________________________________
4 ) ____________________________________________________________
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22. Poverty profiling
Poverty profiling of the households
Poverty
Score

Poverty Band
Non Poor

(24 – 100)

Poor

(19 – 23)

No. of
households

%age

(0 – 18)

Very Poor
Total

23. Prioritisation of needs/ problems by men

Needs
Problems

Rank

Description

Possible Interventions
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24. Prioritisation of needs/ problems by women

Needs
Problems

88

Rank

Description

Possible Interventions

Annex 3
Social Mobilisation Dialogues
RSPs Social Mobilization Programme has its own philosophy and methodology.Therefore it is
extremely important that RSP message is conveyed accurately, clearly and properly to the
communities. RSP social mobilisation has a set of conceptual and productive packages. The
conceptual packages (Organisation, Skill Development and Capital Formation) will remain
unchanged everywhere while the productive or programmatic packages will vary from place
to place.Therefore care must be taken first to differentiate between the two and explain them
separately and ensure that people have understood them properly.
The developmental philosophy of RSPs is based on two things; first the willingness of the
people to act for their own development; secondly, development programmes are supposed
to be planned around peoples' needs and such programmes and activities that can be carried
on by the people themselves.To realize these issues RSPs hold dialogue with the communities
instead of a monologue based on preaching of the hard and fast principles. Since dialogue is
based on equality and participation, the agreements concluded through a dialogue are through
mutual consensus, and hence they are effective, strong and sustainable.
As a follow-up of the project cycle RSPs Dialogues are completed in three stages: The first
dialogue is the programme introduction and seeking peoples' consent for accepting and
adopting the conceptual packages of RSP social mobilisation. They can also identify
development projects.The second dialogue is for planning and socio-economic and technical
feasibility of the project agreed between the community and RSP. The Third dialogue is to
endorse expenditure details, role clarification of both the parties and other terms and
conditions in between the community and the RSPs. At the completion of the third dialogue
both the parties sign an agreement with a consensus terms and conditions and then the
practical work starts on the project.
For the first dialogue a pre-scheduled meeting is called that is participated by all the people of
the area. RSP is represented by a team under the leadship of a senior person. The agenda
includes the following points:
1.

Introduction of RSP and its aims and objectives: Who we are and what we do
and what we don't and won't do. Why are we different from government and
other NGOs. Also explain that the principles and strategies recommended by
RSP are based on centuries old and tested methods world wide especially in
Germany, Japan and South Korea.Then gave success examples from AKRSP and
SERP where when the programme achieved a critical coverage poverty was
alleviated sustainably and hundreds of thousands of families came out of
poverty.

2.

Explain the Conceptual Packages of social mobilisation (Organisation, Skills
Development and Capital Generation through regular savings) and the terms
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and conditions of social mobilisation especially the roles and responsibilities of
the community.
3.

Explain the Productive Packages that RSP offers to the community and the
specific terms and conditions associated with them.

4.

Answer their queries and clarify their doubts and suspicions about the
programme if any.

5.

Then ask them if they agree with those terms and conditions or not. If they
agree then ask them to raise their hands.Then explain them the basics of CO
formation.

6.

Then identify the local leaders. Ask the ones who are ready to motivate and
help others to get organized into COs to come forward.Then ask the general
community members if they trust in them. If they agree then note down their
names and locations for future contact.These leaders will the be responsible to
accomplish the mission of CO formation.

At the time of first dialogue after the programme introduction the people are normally
divided into three groups:
1.

Those who are not agreeing upon the programme. RSP staff should not allocate
more time for them at this point in time. They will join the programme later
when they see the benefits if they are poor. However, if someone starts openly
opposing the programme, then in consultation with the supporters of the
programme efforts could be made to cool him down.

2.

Those who have agree with the programme and deem their participation in
their vested interest, hence, they are ready to participate in this programme.
They are the common members and they will join the CO.

3.

Those who are not only participating in the programme but are ready to
extend their cooperation for organizing others in the CO. Such types of people
are the leaders and active workers of the area and the organization.

RSP Staff should identify the people with leadership qualities during the introductory session
and seek cooperation to organize others. Such local workers are being trusted by the people.
That is why it is easy to bring others in the organizational framework with the help of such
people.
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Annex 4

RURAL SUPPORT PROGRAMMES NETWORK

Sample Bylaws

for

Community Organisation

By
Mohammad Ali Azizi
May 2009
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Preface
Bylaws are rules and regulations adopted by any organisation to govern its internal
administration and management. Bylaws generally outline the objectives of the organisation,
its administrative structure, its general and financial rules, the roles and responsibilities of its
leaders and members and rules for its dissolution. Community Organisation (CO) is a
participatory body of its member households. Each member household nominates one
member to the general assembly of the CO. The CO is governed by a set of rules and
regulations approved by its general assembly.The purpose of developing this sample bylaws is
to give ideas to the CO members about the basic requirements of their bylaws so that they can
develop their own version using this as an example.
Bylaws are an important document and therefore they must be developed with great care.
Care must be taken to incorporate the views of the beneficiary members as well as other
important stakeholders in the Bylaws.

The relevant RSP staff should support the CO to develop their bylaws. The CO assembly
should develop their bylaws in its meeting and formally approve it.
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1. Name of the CO: ___________________ 2.Village___________________

3. UC___________________________

4. District_________________________

5. Postal address _______________________________________________________

6. Introduction
A Community organisation is a participatory body of 15-25 likeminded men and women who
live altogether at a particular place, sharing common interests and objectives, and are willing to
pursue development programmes for their individual and collective poverty alleviation and
equitable development in an organised and integrated manner.At least 75% households of the
locality/sub-village shall become members of the CO.
The salient features of the CO shall be:
1.

Every household nominates at least one member into its General Assembly.

2.

There would be separate organizations for men and women in the same
community.This allows both men and women make independent decisions for
their developmental. If people agree, there can be a mix organisation of both
men and women.

3.

The system of the CO shall be fully democratic and based on justice. Every
member shall have one vote, and equal rights and responsibilities.

4.

A Community Organisation shall be non-political, non-religious, and nonracial/ethnical.

5.

The inclusion of 100% willing poorest men and women in the CO is
compulsory.

7. Objectives of Community Organisation
The main object of the Community Organisation is to facilitate the socio-economic
development of the members and poverty alleviation through their participation and
cooperation.The detailed aims and objectives of the community organisation are as under:


To hold regular meetings and get all decisions and rules and regulations passed
in the meetings.



To collect savings from the members and deposit it in the bank
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account of the organization and to maintain its record properly.


To nominate its activists and members for training and use the skills of these
trained persons in the vested interest of the community.



To conduct micro planning at household, group and Mohallah level for the
development of its members, implement the plans and properly maintain and
manage the completed schemes.



To arrange micro finance programmes (loan, health insurance etc) for its
members and ensure their record keeping.



Equitable and justified distribution of resources among the members in a
transparent manner.



To resolve all financial and non financial matters of the organisation on merit
through a transparent and democratic manner.



To resolve difference of opinion and internal conflicts through mutual
understanding or arbitration.



Resource mobilisation from government and non-government organisations
for the benefits of its members, and disseminate information to its members
about the services and facilities available with them.



To take steps in fulfilling its roles and responsibilities assigned in the Terms of
Partnership with its memberVDO, LSO and the RSP.

8. Organisational Structure of the community organisation:
The structure of the CO is simple to avoid distance and gap among its members and the
management. The supreme and the most powerful body of the CO is the General Assembly.
The president presides over the General Assembly meetings. Similarly the CO Manager plays
the role of secretary in the General Assembly meetings.
The CO may constitute temporary or permanent committees. Some of the important
committees are; Project Committee,Audit Committee, Project Maintenance Committee, and
Education Committee etc. These committees shall be accountable to the General Assembly
and can function through the powers given by the General Assembly. Each committee shall
work independently under its president who is responsible to present proposed
recommendations of the committee to the General Assembly meeting of the CO.
9. Roles and Responsibilities of the CO General Assembly:
1.
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It will approve the bylaws of the CO and will change and modify them on need
basis.

2.

It will approve the budget and the annual plan of the CO in the presence of two
third majority of the members.

3.

It will elect its president and manager.

4.

It can constitute special committees

5.

The decision of the general assembly shall be final in all matters.

6.

It will approve the CO audit report.

7.

It will formulate the rules and regulations to making the CO effective, efficient
and sustainable.

8.

It will carefully conduct hearing of the complaints against President, Manager
and other members for the appropriate measures to rectify the situation.

9.

It will approve membership of the new members and accepts resignation of the
old members.

10.

It will nominate its members toVDO and other organizations.

10. Roles and Responsibilities of the CO office bearers:
The CO will elect its president and manager through consensus or majority
votes.There roles and responsibilities will be as under:
The President:
1.

The president will be the constitutional head of the CO with a responsibility of
achieving the objectives.

2.

S/he will preside over the meeting and on completion of the quorum will give
order to take start of the meeting.

3.

Will be a co-signatory of the CO Bank account with the Manager or treasurer.

4.

The President is responsible to maintain harmony among all the members.

5.

S/he will coordinate with other organizations in the benefit of the CO.

6.

Will conduct all sort of constructive activities for achievements of the
organizational objectives.

7.

S/he is authorized to incur expenditures as per approval of the CO General
Assembly.

8.

S/he is authorized to sign all the agreements and other documents on behalf of
the CO.
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The Manager:
1.

S/he will call the meeting with approval of the President.

2.

Will preside over the meeting in the absence of the president.

3.

Will be the custodian of the assets and responsible for them.

4.

Responsible for implementation of the decisions made in the meetings.

5.

Will be a co-signatory for bank accounts with the president.

6.

Responsible to prepare agenda of the meeting and keep records of all the
proceedings

7.

S/he will be responsible for record keeping of the attendance and savings
register.

8.

Record keeper of all the loans given to the members.

9.

Record keeper of all the organizational documents.

10.

S/he will prepare the progress report of the CO in consultation with the
President.

11.

Will prepare annual budget and plan of the CO.

12.

Will be empowered to sign any document with the president and alone with
permission of the president on behalf of the CO.

11. Functions of the CO
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1.

The CO shall hold meetings on weekly or a biweekly basis at a fixed venue on
the consensus date and time. It would ensure attendance of the members and
make it effective as much as possible.

2.

The CO members shall do regular savings in its meetings. Every member shall
save do saving according to his/her capacity to enhancing their collective
capital.

3.

The CO shall conduct micro investment planning both at house hold level as
well as collectively and adapt such measures that cause improvement of every
member's economic conditions with special focus on the poorest members.

4.

The CO shall be responsible for the sustained supervision, maintenance and
repair of the completed project.

5.

The CO shall nominate its members for training in different disciplines and
shall utilize the services of its trained specialists by paying appropriate
remunerations so that a permanent service mechanism is evolved in the village.

6.

Each and every member has the right to take account of all the income and
expenditures of the CO and conduct surveillance on all the records at any time
and anywhere.

7.

The CO can arrange micro loans to its members. In that case the CO shall give
guarantee for its timely repayment from its members with the agreed service
charge. In case of delay in repayment of the loan by some members, the CO
shall use its peer pressure for its repayment.

8.

The CO shall extend its full cooperation to the development programmes
initiated by the RSP, government and other agencies in its area.

9.

The CO shall conduct a proper planning for marketing of the surplus
agricultural products of its members.

10.

The CO shall ensure inclusion of women in the development process. Hence,
woman shall be organized in separate or mix COs.

11.

The CO shall ensure inclusion of the poor families. It shall be the moral
obligation of the CO to extend development benefits even to those families
who due to their disability or some other reasons have not become the
members.

12.

The CO shall resolve conflicts or disputes amongst the community before
initiation of any development project.

13.

The CO shall ensure that any project sponsored by the RSP or any other
institution is not of any harm to anyone.

14.

The CO shall keep proper records of its meetings, savings and other financial
and non financial matters.The CO shall keep the following records:
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CO Record
S.No

Record

1

List of members

2

Karwai Register

3

Attendance and Savings Register

4
5

Cash Book
Ledger Register

6
7
8

Loan Register
Member Savings Pass Book
Member Loan Pass Book

9

Project Register

10

Master Roll

11

List of Trained Members

12
13
14

Poverty Scorecard of members
Micro Investment P lans
Copies of Terms of Partnership and
agreements with the RSP and other
support organisations
Copies of audit report and progress
reports

15

Objective
Verification of the membership and
succession Certificate
Note down Proceedin sg and
decisions of the meetings
For attendance and the Savings
Records
Income and Expenditure Record
For financial records of the
organization
Record keeping for the loans
Saving records for the members
Details of loan an d their repayment
installments records.
Income and Expenditur e Records of
the development schemes.
Attendance record of the workers
for the development schemes.
For record and taking work out of
them.
For Planning
For village development plans
For ready reference

For reference and witness.

We, the undersigned members of the Community Organisation ____________________
village __________________________ hereby approve the bylaws of the CO on this date
of __________________.
(List of members with their signatures/ thumb impressions as per attached)
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List of Members
S. No

Name

Father/Spouse

Signature/Thumb
Imression

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
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Name

Father/Spouse

Gender

Age

PSC No

Name of CO President_________________ Signature_________________
Name of CO Manager _________________ Signature_________________

S.No
C/NIC No

Education

Primary
Occupation

Name of CO______________ DOF_________ Village__________________ UC_____________________
List of CO Members

Annex 5

Annex 6
Responsibility Matrix of CRP, SMT and DM in Social
Mobilisation
Formation of new CO
S. No

Activity

Responsibility
CRP

SMT

DM

Identification of Union Councils
Poverty Scorecard Exercise
Data collection of the village/UC from secondary sources
Verification a nd on the spot checking of the filled forms
Supervise data entry into MIS, data cleansing and report generation
Check the PSC report and evaluate its accuracy level
Validation of the data by the community
Record keeping of PSC data
Distribute PSC data amongst the communities
Process monitor
Situation Analysis of Village/UC
Collect village wise basic data for the entire UC
Compile poverty scorecard data
Develop village wise UC Profile
Process monitor
Formation and capacity building of new CO:
Develop village wise CO formation plan for the UC
Develop village wise CO reactivation plan for the UC
Identify and recruit CRPs
Train CRPs
Develop social mobilization plan for CRPs
Ist dialogue with the village
Form new COs
Opening of bank account
Verify formation of new COs
Train CO President and Manager in record keeping
CMST for CO president and managers
Develop Micro Investment Plan - HH/CO
Facilitate submission of demand resolution for financial and training support to RSP
Attend regular CO meetings and ensure regular savings
Verify attendance of CRP in CO meetings
Process monitoring

Revival of dormant COs
Develop a UC wise CO revival plan
Visit the COs and contact key persons to find out causes of their dormancy
Share the reasons with SMT and prepare a plan for revival of the CO
Facilitate resolution for revival
Fix date and venue for revival dialogue
Hold Revival Dialogue with CO
Facilitate CO to develop new list of CO members
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Facilitate election of new office bearers or confirmation of the existing ones
Facilitate nomination of bank signatories in case of change of office bearers
Facilitate nomination of CMST trainers if required
Facilitate Poverty Ranking of CO members on need basis
Introduction of programme packages
Facilitate resolution for financial and training support
Attend regular meetings
Process monitoring
Process monitoring
Progress Reporting by CRP
Submit monthly report to RSP
Verify monthly progress report of CRP
VDO formation
Plan for VDO formation
Dialogues with COs for VDO formation
Facilitate resolution from CO's for formation of VDO and nomination of their
representatives in the VDO General Body
VDO formation workshop
Planning for VDO formation workshop
Facilitate VDO formation workshop to develop consensus on VDO Vision, objectives,
structure and system etc
Facilitate VDO for development of bylaws, election of office bearers, opening of bank
accounts etc.
Follow up and monitoring of implementation of workshop decisions
Provide support to the VDO in record keeping
Process monitoring
VDO management Training
Training need assessment
Plan VDO management training
Organise VDO management training
Monitor proper utilisation of management training
Process monitoring
Book keeping training for VDO Treasurer
Plan Book Keeping training
Organise Book Keeping training
Monitor Book Keeping by the trained treasurers
Process monitoring

Village Development Planning
Plan VDP Training
Organize VDP training for VDO/CO representatives
Facilitate data collection and village profiling
Organize workshop for village development planning
Facilitate development of 3 year Village Plan
Facilitate development of 1 year detailed plan and budget
Monitor implementation of annual plan
Process monitoring
VDO Resource Mobilisation
Arrange training for VDO leaders
Facilitate development of VDO Resource Mobilization Plan
Monitor implementation of VDO Resource Mob. Plan
Process monitoring
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Develop linkages with Govt/NGO agencies for resources mobilisation

Facilitate meetings of VDO with RSP and other organisations for resource mobilisation
Facilitate resource mobilisation planning from internal sources
Process monitoring

LSO formation
Planning for LSO formation
Dialogues with VDOs for LSO formation
Facilitate resolution from VDOs for LSO formation and nomination of their
representatives in the its General Body
Process monitoring
LSO formation workshop
Planning of LSO formation workshop
Facilitate LSO formation workshop to develop consensus on LSO Vision, objectives,
structure and system etc
Facilitate development of bylaws, election of office bearers, and opening of bank
accounts of LSO etc.
Follow up and monitoring of implementation of workshop decisions
Process monitoring
LSO Formation
Facilitate compilation of resolution from VDOs for formation of LSO and nomination of
their representatives in the LSO General Body
Facilitate LSO for development of its bylaws, election of office bearers, opening of bank
accounts etc.
Provide support to the LSO for office establishment and record keeping
Process monitoring

LSO management Training
Training need assessment
Plan LSO management training
Organise LSO management training
Monitor properutilisation of the training
Process monitoring
Book keeping training for LSO Treasurer
Plan Book Keeping training
Organise Book Keeping training
Monitor proper utilisation of Book Keeping training
Process monitoring
UC Development Plan
Plan UC planning training
Facilitate UC Planning training
Facilitate data collection and UC profiling
Facilitate UC development planning workshop
Facilitate development of 3 year UC Plan
Facilitate development of 1 year detailed UC plan and budget
Monitor implementation of annual UC plan
Process monitoring
LSO Resource Mobilisation
Arrange raining
t
for LSO leaders
Facilitate development of LSO Resource Mobilization Plan
Monitor implementation of LSO Resource Mob. Plan
Process monitoring
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

S. No.

Name of
HH head

Paran
tage

Gender

Poverty
Score

Poverty
Status

CO/WC
O
Member
(1=Yes,
2=No)
CO Member
name
Co Name

WCO
Member
name
WCO
Name

CO
Member 2
name
CO
name

WCO
Member
2 name

Social Mobilisation Mapping on (date)_________________

Village______________ UC_____________________ Tehsil _______________________Dist.____________________

Annex 7

WCO name

Annex 7.1
Status of HH coverage (men+women) on (date)______________

Village__________________ UC_______________ Tehsil____________Dist_______________

Poverty Status

Poverty Bands

Non Poor
Poor
Very Poor

No of HHs

Organised HHs
No
%age

Unorganised HHs
No
%age

(24-100)
(19-23)
(0-18)

Total
Status of HH coverage by women members on (date)______________
Village__________________ UC_______________ Tehsil____________Dist_______________
Poverty Status

Poverty Bands

Non Poor
Poor
Very Poor

Total of HHs

Organised HHs
No
%age

Unorganised HHs
No
%age

(24-100)
(19-23)
(0-18)

Total
HH Coverage Plan
Village__________________ UC_______________ Tehsil____________Dist_______________
Total

1st month

2nd month

3rd month

4th month

HH coverage in male COs
HH coverage in female COs
Total
Plan for Reactivation of COs
Village_________ UC_________ Tehsil________ Dist___________
S.
No

Name of CO

# Members

DOF

Date of CO
inactivity

Reasons for CO
inactivity

Date of
CO
reactivation
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Annex 8

Household Micro Investment Plan
Name of CO: _______________
Union Council_______________

Name of Village_________________
Tehsil/District___________________

A: Household Profile
Name of HH head __________Father/Spouse ____________ C/NIC No______________
Poverty Score No_______ Poverty Status____________
Economically active members: Men___ Women____ Total______

A.1 Profile of Family Members
S. No

Name

Age

Health
status

Education

Occupation

Average
Monthly Income

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

A.2 Current Household Income and Expenditure
Descriptions

Income
Animal husbandry
Agriculture
Labour
Salary
Others
Total Income

Expenditures
Food
Fuel
Clothes
Festivities
Education
Health
Others
Total Expenditures
Net surplus/(Deficit)
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Average
Monthly
Income

No of
months

Annual
Income

Responsibility
(Man/Woman)

Issues

B: New income generation plan
B.1 Description of the Plan (Describe the roles and responsibilities of men and
women separately)
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________
B.2 Resources required
Name of Resource

Quantity

Cost

From Own
sources

Support required
from CO

By men:

By women:

Total

B.3 Expected Income from the Plan
Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Total

By men
By women
Total
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C: Human Resource Development Plan
S.
No

Name

Gender

Age

Education
required

Skills req uired

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
* Formal Education for school aged and adult literacy for elder members

D: Asset Creation Plan for Men
S. No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Asset Type

Existing
No
Value

No

Year 1
Value

No

Year 2
Value

No

Year 3
Value

No

Year 1
Value

No

Year 2
Value

No

Year 3
Value

Land (Kanal/Acre)
Cow
Buffalo
Goat
Sheep
House
Agr. Machinery
Furniture
TV
Savings
Total

E: Asset Creation Plan for Women
S. No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Asse t Type

Existing
No
Value

Land (Kanal/Acre)
Cow
Buffalo
Goat
Sheep
House
Agr. Machinery
Furniture
TV
Savings
Total

Signature of CO Member____________
Signature of CO President___________

Signature of CO Manager__________

Date_________________
Note: Additional formats of section B can be used in case of more than one
Income Generation Plan
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CO Micro Investment Plan

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

S. No

Member Name

Father/Spouse

PSC
No

Income Generation Plan
Plan
RSP Support

Skills Development Plan
RSP Support
Plan

Asset Building Plan
Plan
RSP Support

Name of CO_____________________ # Members_____ CO formation date_________
Village/VDO____________________ UC/LSO____________________________ Field Unit___________________
Dist.______________ Date of MIP______________

Annex 8.1

Annex 9
Minimum Requirements for CO formation of (Men's and Women's Cos)

The following conditions need to be met for proper formation of a M/WCO:
1.

The CO members should preferably belong to the same locality so that they
can attend their regular meetings easily.
2.
Around 100% poorest families and at least 70% of the total households of the
locality should become CO members.
3.
The number of households in a M/WCO should preferably be in the range of
15 to 25.
4.
The CO receives the Karwai register, Attendance and Savings Register and
Savings Passbook.
5.
List of members with their name, parentage, C/NIC number, Poverty Score
Number, occupation and signature or thumb impression is prepared and noted
down in the CO Karwai Register.
6.
In case of WCO, the President and Manager should be women. In the case of
Mix CO, at least one of the President or Manager should be a woman.
7.
The CO holds its first meeting. In this meeting a resolution stating formation of
the CO under the terms and conditions set out by the RSP and confirming
election of CO President and Manager is passed by its members. Date, time and
venue are fixed for regular meeting and members agree for regular saving
according to their individual capacity. These decisions are noted down in the
Karwai Register of the CO and are signed by all members.
8.
A resolution is passed by the CO deciding to open an account on its name in
any scheduled bank and nominating at least two persons (preferably the CO
President and Manager) to operate the account with their joint signature and
this resolution is noted down in the Karwai Register and signed by all members.
In case of a woman CO, the bank signatories should be women. In case of Mix
CO at least one bank signatory should be a woman.
9.
The names of members are written down in the Attendance and Savings
Register and members' attendance and savings in the first meeting are also
noted down.
10.
Savings Passbooks are distributed amongst members; their names are
noted down on the passbooks and the amount of their first saving is entered
into them and signed by the CO Manager.
11.
All CO members sign the ToP with the RSP that describes the objectives of the
CO and roles and responsibilities of both parties to pursue their common
cause of Social Mobilisation for poverty reduction.
Note:The CO will officially be recognised only after it opens an account into a scheduled bank
except when the account opening process is delayed on some reasonable grounds.
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Annex 10

IIn case CRP is directly hired by RSP
Short Term Contract for Community Resource Person (CRP)
Dear Mr/Ms. _______________________S/ W/D/o___________________________
Address:____________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________
I am pleased to offer you to work as Community Resource Person (CRP) in union council
______________________ This is a temporary assignment.You will report to the SMT Incharge ____________________and perform the following duties:
1.

2.

Formation of new COs
-

Agree upon a formal plan for M/WCO formation in a specific
village/villages with your supervisor

-

Form new COs in the village/villages and register them with RSP to
bring at least 70% of all and 100% poorest households into organised
fold

-

Facilitate newly formed COs in opening their bank account

-

Provide Karawai register (minute book), savings register and savings
pass books to the newly formed COs from RSP

-

Motivate COs to holding regular meetings and to do regular savings

Attend meetings of the COs and using formats given by RSP train CO
presidents and managers in basic record keeping of their COs including
-

Agenda setting and conducting effective meeting

-

Minutes taking

-

Making entries in the savings register and members' pass book

-

Safe keeping of bank slips

-

How to develop Micro Investment Plan of member households
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3.

4.

Reactivation of non functioning M/WCOs
-

Agree upon a formal plan for V/WCO re-activation in a specific village/villages
with your supervisor

-

Resolve their disputes and reactivate the COs

-

Motivate the reactivated COs to hold meetings and savings regularly

-

Facilitate their president and manager in updating their Karwai Book, Savings
and Attendance Book and members' savings pass books

-

In case of non activation, give reasons in the NFR

Reporting
-

Agree on a monthly work plan with your supervisor

-

Submit monthly progress reports to the SMT In-charge against agreed targets
on the format attached with the agreement.

Honorarium and other terms and conditions
1.To perform the above mentioned duties, you are appointed in the following villages:
1. Village No 1:____________________2. Village No 2:___________________
3. Village No 3:____________________4. Village No 4:___________________
2. The total period of the contract will be for ___ months, starting from ___________
3. You will be paid an honorarium for your services according to the agreed monthly work
plan which include:
a)

Rs____ for formation of a new CO and their registration with RSP and for
training their President and Manager in basic record keeping.

b)

Rs_____ for reactivation of a dormant CO

c)

Rs____ per meeting attended according to the agreed monthly work plan

4. You will be given required training and guidance by your supervisor to perform your duties
properly and effectively
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5. The RSP has the full rights to discontinue the contract at any time in case of poor
performance and violation of the agreed terms of partnership from your side.

Yours sincerely

(XYZ)
District Manager ________________

RSP______ ________Region________________

I agree to the terms and conditions detailed in this agreement

Signature:

_______________

Date:________________________

Address: ____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________

Tel #:_______________________

Name & Address of Contact person:

Documents attached:
Format for monthly progress report
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Work Plan and Monthly Progress Report From Community Resource Person (CRP)

For the month of _________ Year__________

1. District_____________ 2. Field Unit_____________ 3.UC___________
S. No

Activities

Target
3/6
months

1
2
3
4
5
6

No of villages started working
No of new COs formed
Total members in new COs
Total HHs in new COs
No of poorest HHs in new COs
No of non-poor HHs in new COs

7

No of old COs reactivated

8
9
10

No of CO meetings attended
No of CO Pres. & Managers trained
No of MIPs developed

Achievements

This
month

Previuos

This
month

Total

Name of CRP_________________________________S/ W/D/O___________________
Signature__________________________ Date_____________________

I hereby verify that the CRP has accomplished the above stated tasks according to RSP
standards. I therefore, recommend to pay his/her monthly honorarium as per follows:
S. No
1
2
3
4

Activity
Formation of new COs
Reactivation of dormant COs
No of CO meetings attended and activists
trained
Others
Total

No

Rate

Amount

Name of Supervisor____________________ Signature____________ Date__________
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Annex 10.1
In case CRP is directly hired by VDO/LSO

Short Term Contract for Community Resource Person (CRP)
Dear Mr/Ms. _________________________S/ W/D/o___________________________
Address:___________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
____________
I am pleased to offer you to work as Community Resource Person (CRP) in union council
______________________ This is a temporary assignment. You will report to the
VDO/LSO President ____________________and perform the following duties:

1.

2.

Formation of new COs
Agree upon a formal plan for M/WCO formation in a specific
village/villages with your supervisor
-

Form new COs in the village/villages and register them with RSP to
bring at least 70% of all and 100% poorest households into organised
fold

-

Facilitate newly formed COs in opening their bank account

-

Provide Karawai register (minute book), savings register and savings
pass books to the newly formed COs from RSP

-

Motivate COs to holding regular meetings and to do regular savings

Attend meetings of the COs and using formats given by RSP and train CO
presidents and managers in basic record keeping of their COs including
-

Agenda setting and conducting effective meeting

-

Minutes taking
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3.

4.

-

Making entries in the savings register and members' pass book

-

Safe keeping of bank slips

-

How to develop Micro Investment Plan of member households

Reactivation of non functioning M/WCOs
-

Agree upon a formal plan for M/WCO re-activation in a specific
village/villages with your supervisor

-

Resolve their disputes and reactivate the COs

-

Motivate the reactivated COs to hold meetings and savings regularly

-

Facilitate their president and manager in updating their Karwai Book,
Savings and Attendance Book and members' savings pass books

Reporting
-

Agree on a monthly work plan with your supervisor

-

Submit monthly progress reports to your supervisor against agreed
targets on the format attached with the agreement.

Honorarium and other terms and conditions
1.To perform the above mentioned duties, you are appointed in the following villages:
1.Village No 1:_______________________ 2.Village No:___________________
3.Village No 3:______________________4.Village No4:___________________
2.The total period of the contract will be for ___ months, starting from ___________
3.You will be paid an honorarium for your services according to the agreed monthly work plan
which include:
a)

Rs____ for formation of a new CO and their registration with RSP and for
raining their President and Manager in basic record keeping.

b)

Rs_____ for reactivation of a dormant CO

c)

Rs____ per meeting attended according to the agreed monthly work
plan

4. You will be given required training and guidance by your supervisor to perform your
duties properly and effectively
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5. The VDO/LSO has the full rights to discontinue the contract at any time in case of poor
performance and violation of the agreed terms of partnership from your side.

Yours sincerely,

(XYZ)
PresidentVDO/LSO ___________
UC __________

I agree to the terms and conditions detailed in this agreement

Signature:_______________________
Date: _______________________
Address:_______________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
Tel #:_______________________
Name & Address of Contact person:
Documents attached:
Format for monthly progress report
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Work Plan and Monthly Progr ess Report from Community Resource Person
(CRP)
For the month of _________ Year__________

1. District_____________ 2. Field Unit_____________ 3.UC___________

S. No

Activities

Target
3/6
months

1
2
3
4
5
6

No of villages started working
No of new COs formed
Total members in new COs
Total HHs in new COs
No of poorest HHs in new COs
No of non-poor HHs in new COs

7

No of old COs reactivated

8
9
10

No of CO meetings attended
No of CO Pres. & Managers trained
No of MIPs developed

Achievements

This
month

Previ
uos

This
month

Total

Name of CRP_________________________________S/ W/D/O___________________
Signature__________________________ Date_____________________

I hereby verify that the CRP has accomplished the above stated tasks according to RSP
standards. I therefore, recommend to pay his/her monthly honorarium as per follows:
S. No
1
2
3
4

Activity
Formation of new COs
Reactivation of dormant COs
No of CO meetings attended and activists
trained
Others
Total

No

Rate

Name of Supervisor____________________ Signature____________
Date__________
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Amount

Annex 11

Monitoring of CRP activities by the SMT
CO formation, regular meeting and savings
S.No

Check list

A
1
2

CO formation:
Opening of CO bank account
The CO has passed a resolution to form the
CO and nominate two people for operation of
their joint account into a bank and signature or
thumb impression of each and every member is
present on it
Attend CO meeting

3

4
B
1
2

The CO develops HH MIPs and takes
development initiatives
Regular meeting and savings
Minutes of the meeting contains some tangible
decisions and signed by all members
1. All or majority of members have deposited
their savings
2. Members save according to their capacity
instead of equal amounts

C

Reactivation of dormant CO

1

The CO resumes its regular meetings and
savings

2

The CO develops HHs MIPs and plans and
takes development initiates

D
1

CRP’s attendance in the CO meeting
CRP’s note and signature on the CO minutes
book
Verification from CO members

2
E
1

CRP trained CO Manager in record
keeping
Manager writes the books independently

Means of verification
Bank Deposit slip
1.The original resolution
when it is brought to the SMT
incharge for verification
2. CO minutes book
Members’ presence in the
meeting and that they
conduct a meaningful meeting
1. Copy of HH MIPs
2. Minutes of meetings

Minutes of the meeting
1. Attendance register
2. Savings Passbook of
members
3. Bank deposit slip

1. Minutes of the meeting
2. Savings register and
members saving passbooks
1. Copy of HH MIPs
2. Minutes of meetings

Minutes book

Minutes book and Savings and
Attendance Register
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Annex 12

Sample of CO resolution for joining a VDO and nom ination of its
members into VDO General Body:
Name of CO____________________ Village_____________________
Union Council___________________ Tehsil/District___________________
Date of Meeting__________________ Time____________ Venue____________
Total Co members________________ Members participated ___________
Past Savings Total Rs______ Current meeting savings Rs____ Total Savings Rs______

Resolution
The members of the CO in its meeting held on ________ unanimously resolved to join
the Village Developm ent Organisation________________.The following members
were elected to represent the CO in the General Body of the VDO.
S.
No

Name

Name of
Father/Spouse

Status in
the CO

Poverty
Score

Signature

Name of
Father/Spouse

Status in
the CO

Poverty
Score

Signature

Signature of members
S.
No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
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Name
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Name

Father/Spouse

Gender PSC
No

CO name

Name of VDO President_________________ Signature____________________
Name of VDO Secretary ________________ Sig nature____________________

S. No

Status
in CO

Education

Training
Received

Name of VDO____________ __ DoF__________ Village__________________ UC___________________
List of VDO General Body Members

Annex 13

Annex 14

RURAL SUPPORT PROGRAMMES NETWORK

SAMPLE BYLAWS
FOR

VILLAGE DEVELOPMENT ORGANISATION

BY

MOHAMMAD ALI AZIZI
SPECIALIST SOCIAL MOBILISATION
SEPTEMBER 2008
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Preface
Bylaws are rules and regulations adopted by any organisation to govern its internal
administration and management. Bylaws generally outline the vision, mission and objectives of
the organisation, its administrative structure, its general and financial rules, the roles and
responsibilities of its leaders and members and rules for its dissolution.Village Development
Organisation (VDO) is a representative body of its member COs. It can register itself as an
independent legal body under any legal act. Therefore, it needs to be governed by formal
Bylaws.Without a set of written Bylaws, the VDO would have no clear direction and focused
objectives; hence would have end up operating on haphazard lines.Thus theVDO would not be
able to manage its undertakings to the satisfaction of its members and other important
stakeholders.
Bylaws are an important document and therefore they must be developed with great care.
Care must be taken to incorporate the views of the beneficiary members as well as other
important stakeholders in the Bylaws.
The relevant RSP staff should support the VDO to develop their bylaws. The VDO General
Body should hold a workshop and develop the vision and objectives through a visioning
exercise.The relevant SMT should facilitate this workshop.The VDO President and Secretary
should then develop the draft Bylaws and share it with member COs for their feedback.The
final draft should be developed by VDO Management Committee incorporating the feedback
received from the member organisations.The VDO should formally approve the Bylaws in its
General Body meeting.
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1. Full name of theVDO: ________________________________

2. Complete Office Address of theVDO: _________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
Phone number_____________________ E-mail address:____________________

3. Jurisdiction of theVDO
This organization will work for the collective and individual welfare and development of the
members of all the existing man and woman COs of the Village___________ union council
___________Tehsil___________________ District__________________________.

4.TheVision of theVDO (To be developed by theVDO members)
5.The Objectives
Note: EachVDO should develop its vision and objectives through a visioning exercise.

6.The Guiding Principles
Following will be the guiding principles of theVDO.
1.

Self help.

2.

To provide equal opportunities of development to everyone.

3.

Transparency i.e. the entire decisions and record of the VDO will be
transparent.

4.

Sense of responsibility i.e. all the members and the departments of the VDO
will be fully accountable to its men and women members.

5.

Impartial i.e. non political, non-religious and non-ethnical

7. Organisational Structure.
The VDO will consist of a General Body and a Management Committee. More over, the VDO
can form special committees on need basis.
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8.The General Body.


Every member man and woman CO shall elect through majority resolution at
least two members for the General Body of theVDO. In mixVDOs, at least 33%
members must be women that would be increased to 50% in due time. If the
number of WCOs are less than 33% then the existing WCOs shall nominate
additional members to make up for the 33% membership criteria.



The General Body shall convene an Annual General Meeting and at least one
meeting monthly. In addition it can call its meeting any time on need basis.



The quorum for every meeting of the General Body shall be 51% of its
members. In case of lack of quorum the meeting shall be again convened with a
notice of 3 days.

9. Roles and Responsibilities of General Body.


It shall approve the proceedings of the last meeting after due consideration and
shall consider and decide the current matters on the agenda.



It shall debate on the resolutions presented by the members and approve or
reject the same.



It shall formulate and approve the Bylaws of theVDO



It shall amend or cancel the amendments according to requirement in the
Bylaws of theVDO.



It shall elect the members of its Management Committee.



It shall accept resignation of members of General Body and Management
Committee and re-elect positions vacated due to resignation or any other
reason in consultation with the concerned member CO/COs.



It shall consider and decide the no confidence motion against any office bearer
of the Management Committee.



It shall approve the Annual Plan and Annual Budget of the VDO with emphasis
on self-help and cash less activities and agree upon a fund raising plan to finance
the approved activities.



It shall approve the Annual Progress Report and Audit Report of theVDO.



It shall approve procedures for implementation of the annual plan and budget
and also monitor their implementation. More over it shall consider and
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approve the progress reports submitted by the Management Committee and
special committees and amend the annual plan and budget if needed.


It shall approve the annual progress report, financial reports and audit report
and approve auditors for the next year.



It shall decide to join the LSO in the UC and nominate its members in
to LSO General Body.



It shall decide membership fee and review it time to time



In conformity with the aims and objectives of the VDO, it shall formulate
procedures for cooperation with other likeminded institutions and become
their member or resign from their membership.

10. Meetings of General Body
As mentioned earlier, there shall be two kinds of meetings of the General Body i.e. Annual
General Meeting and Ordinary Meeting.The procedures of these meetings shall be as per
following:
Annual General Meeting (AGM):
TheVDO Secretary in consultation with the President shall decide of the Date,Time, and Place
of the Annual General Meeting and shall inform all the members at least one week before the
actual date of the Annual General Meeting. Following matters shall be considered in the Annual
General Meeting;
1.

To approve the Annual Progress Report and Financial Report for the previous
year presented by the Management Committee.

2.

To approve the Annual Work plan and Budget of theVDO for the next year

3.

To approve the audit report of theVDO

4.

To approve the auditor of theVDO for the next year

5.

To elect the members of Management Committee

6.

To approve the Bylaws ofVDO and amendments in it

Ordinary Meetings:
Apart from the Annual General Meeting the VDO shall hold at least one meeting per month.
The date, time and venue of the monthly meetings shall be pre-determined. Other wise the
VDO Secretary shall decide them in consultation of the President and inform the members at
least 3 days earlier. More meetings can also be called on need basis. The quorum shall be
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presence of 51% of the members. The following matters shall be discussed in the Ordinary
Meetings:
1.

Change in the Bylaws of theVDO

2.

Election of new members of the Management Committee

3.

Approval of the resignation of the member of the General Body and
Management Committee

4.

Amendments in the Annual Work plan and Budget exceeding 10%

5.

Investigation of malpractices in the administrative and financial matters of the
VDO and decision on them

6.

Review monthly/quarterly progress report and financial reports

7.

Develop fund raising measures

8.

Any other matter of importance in the line of theVDO objectives

11.The Management Committee
To execute the decisions made by the General Body and to deal with the administrative
matters of the VDO, at least a three member Management Committee shall be formed for a
period of one year.Their offices shall be President, Secretary and Treasurer.The number of the
Management Committee may be increased with the approval of the General Body if needed.
12. Election of the Management Committee
On the occasion of Annual General Meeting or in any other ordinary meeting the General
Body shall elect all members of Management Committee with consensus or through elections.
13.The resignation of member of General Body or Management Committee
If any member of the Management Committee wants to resign he/she shall submit his/her
resignation with the President. In case the office of the President he/she shall submit the
resignation to the Secretary. In both the cases, the Secretary in consultation with the President
shall convene a meeting of the General Body with a notice of one week. In this meeting
decision shall be taken for acceptance or rejection of resignation of the member. In case of
acceptance of the resignation a new member can be elected in the same meeting or it shall be
elected in any other meeting.
Where as in case of vacation of a General Body position due to resignation or any other
reason, the concerned CO shall be asked to nominate another member through a jointly
approved resolution to the VDO President or Secretary.The resolution will be discussed and
decided in the next General Body meeting.
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14. Meetings of Management Committee
1.

The Committee shall hold at least one meeting each month. More meetings can
be called on need basis.

2.

The Committee shall maintain the minutes of its meetings in written form.

3.

The President of the VDO shall preside over the meeting. In the absence of the
President the Secretary shall preside over the meeting.

4.

In monthly meetings every sort of programmatic, administrative, financial and
social matters shall be discussed and decided upon. Quarterly and monthly
targets shall be set out to execute the Annual Work plan and responsibilities
shall be fixed. Then progress and monitoring reports about the planned
activities shall be discussed and revisions will be made in them as and when
required.

5.

Presence of any one of the President and Secretary shall be compulsory in the
meeting.

15.The Roles and Responsibilities of the Management Committee
Following shall be the roles and responsibilities of the Management Committee


Propose appropriate actions to implement the Annual Plan and utilize the
approved budget.



Fund raising from internal and external sources



Submit to the General Body, the Annual Progress Report and the Audit Report
of theVDO and obtain their approval.



Manage the office of the VDO, keep VDO financial records and safe keep VDO's
all movable or immovable assets and property.

16.The Roles and Responsibilities of the Office Bearers of the Management
The President:
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1)

Shall be the Constitutional Head of the VDO and president of both
the General Body and Management Committee.

2)

Shall be responsible to call for the meeting directly or through the
Secretary.

3)

Shall preside over the meetings of General Body and Management
Committee

4)

Approve the minutes of the last meeting of the General Body and
management Committee

5)

After ensuring to have the quorum, order to start meeting
proceedings.

6)

Together with the treasurer shall sign the cheques of theVDO and shall
approve the income and expenditures

7)

Can sanction up to Rs 1,000/-, as emergency expenditures which shall
afterwards be got approved from the General Body.

8)

Shall ensure the supremacy of the Bylaws of theVDO and shall watch all
its matters.

9)

Shall issue instructions to the other Office Bearers related to their
official duties

10)

Shall be accountable to General Body and the Management
Committee

11)
12)

Shall take all actions in consultation with the Secretary
Shall raise funds for theVDO

The Secretary:
1)

Shall be the Secretary of both the General Body and Management
Committee of theVDO

2)

Shall preside over the meetings in the absence of the President

3)

On the advice of the President, shall call for the meetings of General
Body and Management Committee and issue agenda for the meetings.

4)

Shall note down the proceedings of the meetings of General Body and
Management Committee and submit to the relevant body for approval
in its next meeting.

5)

Prepare the annual report and submit it to the Management
Committee and after approval of the Management Committee submit
it to the General Body for approval

6)

With the permission of the Management Committee shall coordinate
with government, non-government and private sector organisations
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and individuals to promote the causes of theVDO
7)

Shall keep records of theVDO in his/her custody

8)

Shall be guardian of the property of theVDO

9)

Shall be responsible for the financial management of theVDO.

10)

Shall be responsible to keep the Management Committee and General
Body informed on all financial matters.

11)

Shall be fully responsible for office matters and shall keep all
takeholders informed about them

12)

Shall perform any function assigned by the President or Management
Committee and General Body

TheTreasurer:
1)

Shall be responsible for receiving income and making payments on
behalf of theVDO and keep financial records of theVDO.

2)

Shall prepare financial reports ofVDO on monthly, quarterly and annual
basis and report to the Management Committee and General Body.

3)

Shall be responsible for financial audit of the VDO accounts and submit
the audit report to the Management Committee and General Body for
approval.

4)

Shall prepare the annual budget in consultation with the President and
the Secretary and obtain its approval from the General Body

5)

Shall be bound to consult the President and the Secretary in financial
matters and shall get approval of the President or his/her
representative for all income and expenditures of theVDO.

6)

With the approval of the General Body, shall open bank account/s in
the name of the VDO in any commercial bank and operate this account
jointly with the President or his/her representative.

7)

Shall be allowed to keep a petty cash of Rs 1,000/- for urgent
expenditures.

8)

Shall deposit all cash in the bank account latest by the next working day.

17. Special Committees
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1.

The VDO may appoint Special Committees on need basis, to perform
special functions assigned to them by the General Body.

2.

Such committee shall be created by a resolution that outlines their
duties and powers.
3.

The committee expires on completion of its assigned duties unless it is a
permanent committee.

4.

The committee shall submit its recommendations to the General Body. The
General Body shall have the power to take decision on these
recommendations.

18. Sources of funds
1)

For the achievement of its aims and objectives the VDO may raise funds and
earn income from all legal sources

2)

The main sources of income of the VDO shall be membership fee, monthly
contribution from members, donations and fee on services rendered.

3)

The VDO can take money, goods and services from government, nongovernment and private organizations

4)

The VDO can undertake for profit activities, like doing a business and
investment in stocks etc. However, the income thereof shall never be
distributed amongst its members but be spend for the attainment of aims and
objective of theVDO.

19. Expenditure of theVDO
TheVDO shall spend its earnings on following matters.
1)

For the attainment of its stated aims and objectives

2)

With the approval of its General Body for any noble and just cause
ompatible with its aims and objectives

20. Financial Management
1)

The entire financial income of the VDO shall be deposited in its
bank/post office account which shall be operated by any two
nominated Management Committee members of the VDO with their
joint signatures.

2)

The expenditure of the VDO shall be made on the basis of annual
approved budget. In case of additional expenditure up to 10% approval
of the Management Committee shall be required. Beyond that the
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approval of the General Body shall be necessary.
3)

No expenditure shall be made without the approval signature of the
President or his/her nominee and the Secretary or the Treasurer.

4)
The VDO shall maintain its financial records under a standard
ccounting manner and keep intact all kinds of agreements, receipts, bills and
their related documents in original.
5)

TheVDO shall get its annual accounts audited from the LSO.

21.The Assets of theVDO
All transferable and non transferable assets of the VDO shall be owned by its member male
and female COs. In case of termination of the VDO, they shall be transferred to its member
COs, and on termination of all member COs these assets shall be transferred to an institution
whose aims and objectives shall conform the aims and objectives of theVDO.
22.The terms and conditions for becoming member ofVDO
Following shall be the terms and conditions for the membership of theVDO:

1)

Only male and female COs of the same village can become member of theVDO
on the condition that it agrees with the aims and objectives of theVDO

2)

It pays the agreed membership fee and is willing to fulfill its responsibilities as a
member

3)

Accepts the decisions of the General Body and Management Committee of the
VDO

4)

Submit an application for membership and nominate its representatives in the
VDO via a resolution signed by majority of its members.

23.Termination of the Membership.
The membership of theVDO can be terminated on following grounds.
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1)

On the choice of the member organisation. For this the member organisation
shall submit a written resolution signed by majority of the members to the
VDO

2)

In case of clear violation of rules and regulations and Bylaws of the VDO, willful
default ofVDO dues and purposely harming theVDO or its aims and objectives.
In that case the VDO General Body shall verify such violation and shall approve
the termination order.

24. Discipline.
1)

It shall be binding on the members to pay regularly the agreed membership fee
etc. Otherwise their membership shall be suspended and finally be terminated.

2)

It shall be binding on every member to attend the VDO meetings regularly. In
case of emergency, permission can be obtained from the President or
Secretary; otherwise the membership shall be terminated for absence from
three consecutive meetings. In that case the member shall be informed in
writing and in the absence of receipt of satisfactory explanation from the
member or total refusal to submit the explanation its membership shall be
terminated with the approval of the General Body and the concerned CO shall
be informed about the decision.

25. Monitoring and Control.
1)

The President shall be responsible for the overall performance of the VDO and
to ensure that the VDO operations are fair and are fully governed by its Bylaws.
He/she shall closely watch the performance of the VDO and in case of noticing
any irregularity he/she shall call a meeting of the General Body and brief its
members about it and take corrective measures or disciplinary actions. If
required, he/she shall formulate an investigation committee to deal with the
matter in question.

2)

The President shall be responsible for maintaining order in the meetings of the
General Body and Management Committee of the VDO. In order to ensure
achieving the aims and objectives of the VDO, the President shall ensure that
each member of the Management Committee and General Body performs
their roles and responsibilities in proper order at a minimum standard.

3)

The President shall be fully accountable to the General Body and the
Management Committee. He/she shall not be allowed to take any decision that
is not supported by a simple majority of the concerned body.

4)

The Management Committee shall be responsible for monitoring and
evaluation of the programmes and projects of the VDO and to submit progress
and monitoring reports to the General Body and other stake holders.

5)

Each member of the Management Committee shall report official matters to
the President in the monthly meetings as well as through special reports and
briefings as and when required.

6)

The General Body shall be the supreme and sovereign organ of the VDO. All
other organs of theVDO shall be answerable to it.
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7)

In case of complaint against the President minimum three members of the
General Body shall submit a written complaint to the Secretary under their
signatures. The Secretary shall call a meeting of the General Body within 15
days after receiving the written complaint. The President shall leave the
meeting to ensure consideration of the complaint impartially.The presence of
¾th members shall be necessary to attend the meetings convened for the
consideration of complain against the President. The decision about such
complains shall be through consensus or through majority votes. The same
process shall be adopted in case of complains against any other member of the
General Body or the Management Committee.

8)

In case of complain of financial irregularity against any responsible person
investigation shall be made according to point 7 above. An investigation
committee could be formed which shall submit its report to the General Body
who shall take the final decision.

9)

No appeal shall be filed against the decisions of the General Body. However in
view of new facts coming to the notice the application can be submitted for reconsideration of the decision.

Annex 15

Terms of Partnership Formats
Between Community Organisation (CO) and Rural Support
Programme (RSP)

Whereas the _________Rural Support Programme is a registered body under Section 42 of
the Companies Ordinance of1984 as a non-profit company. The main object of the Rural
Support Programme (RSP) is to reduce poverty and improve the quality of life of the rural
poor women and men by harnessing their potential to help themselves.The RSP approach is
based on organizing willing communities and supporting them in development activities which
the women and men themselves identify and can undertake.The RSP also acts as a facilitator
between government, other development organisations and organized communities in order
to improve service delivery to the grassroots.
And whereas the CO__________of village_______________ UC_________________
is a grassroots organisation having household level membership from its jurisdiction.The main
objective of the CO is poverty alleviation and socio economic development of its members,
especially the poorest women and men through a combined strategy of organisation, skill
development and capital generation through regular savings and by developing and managing
household and group level micro investment plans.
This agreement is signed between the two parties on this date of ___________to work
towards their common objectives.The roles and responsibilities of the two parties shall be as
follows:
A: Roles and responsibilities of the CO
1.

Elect its President and Manager through majority votes or consensus. The
elected representatives shall operate the CO bank account and shall transact
other businesses on behalf of the CO.

2.

Agreement by CO members to pay an annual membership fee and set the
amount.

3.

Hold regular meetings on monthly basis or as per the decided schedule on a set
date, time and place and ensure participation of majority of its members in the
meting. All CO matters shall be decided in meetings through consensus or
majority votes. Each member shall have the right to caste one vote.

4.

Collect savings from all members and deposit it in the bank account of the CO.
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5.

Maintain proper record of minutes of its meetings, members' savings and other
financial and non financial matters.

6.

Nominate its activists and members for training and use the skills of these
trained persons in the interest of the organization and the community.

7.

Carry out development planning at household, group and Mohallah level in a
participatory manner and support its members specially the poorest and
destitute women and men to implement their plans and take responsibility for
maintenance of the completed schemes.

8.

Include non-members especially the poorest and women headed households
into the CO.

9.

In case of credit programme, fully comply with the terms and partnership
agreed with the RSP or the relevant credit providing agency.

10.

Ensure equitable distribution of resources among the women and men
members in a transparent manner.

11.

Resolve all financial and non financial matters of the organization on merit
through a transparent and democratic manner.

12.

Resolve difference of opinion and internal conflicts through mutual
understanding or arbitration.

13.

Carry out resource mobilization both from internal and external sources.

14.

Fulfill its responsibilities and contribute its agreed share (in cash, labour and
material) in programmes and projects jointly implemented with an outside
agency.

15.

Submit timely progress report on joint projects to the donor and the RSP on
the specified format.

16.

Upon becoming a member of the VDO , fulfill its roles and responsibilities
according to the agreed terms of partnership.

17.

Take steps in fulfilling its roles and responsibilities assigned in the Terms of
Partnership with the RSP.

A: Roles and responsibilities of the RSP
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1.

Provide technical support to the CO to improve its management capacity to
run its operations smoothly and cost effectively

2.

Monitor and give feedback to the CO on proper inclusion and participation of
its women and men members in the CO matters

3.

Monitor and provide feedback to the CO on inclusion of the poorest families
into COs and that their development needs is properly taken care of.

4.

Ensure that the CO keeps up to date records of its minutes of meetings, and
financial records

5.

Depending upon available resources, to provide support to all men and women
COs in human resource development and income generation activities, etc.

We, the undersigned members of CO__________________ Village ____________
UC_________________ hereby declare that we have read/listened to the terms of
partnership and have understood them properly and that we fully agree with them:
S. Name/ Parentage
No

Signature/
Thumb
Impression

S.
Name/ Parentage
No

Signature/
Thumb
Impression

Name of CO President:______________________ Signature:_________________
Name of CO Manager:______________________ Signature:_________________
For and on behalf of the RSP:
Name: _____________________ Position_______________
Signature___________
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Annex: 15.1
Terms of Partnership
Between Village Development Organisation (VDO) and its
member CO
Whereas the VDO___________________ is a membership organisation of the male and
female COs of village____________________ UC_____________________
Dist._____________.The VDO has been formed by its member COs to plan and implement
development programmes at village level in a coordinated manner.The overarching objective
of the VDO is poverty alleviation and socio economic development of its members with a
special focus on the poorest members of the community by organizing them into grassroots
organisations owned and managed by them and planning and implementing such development
programmes that are identified, planned and managed by them in close coordination and
cooperation with its member COs.
And whereas the CO__________of village_______________ UC_________________
is a grassroots organisation having household level membership from its jurisdiction.The main
objective of the CO is poverty alleviation and socio economic development of its members,
especially the poorest members through a combined strategy of organisation, skill
development and capital generation through regular savings and by developing and managing
household and group level micro investment plans.
This agreement is made between VDO_________________ and its member
CO_____________ on this date of________________ for implementation and
management of programmes and activities of common interest in a coordinated manner.The
roles and responsibilities of the two parties shall be as follows:
A: Roles and responsibilities of the CO
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1.

Paying an agreed annual membership fee toVDO

2.

Submit its development plans and needs to the VDO via a resolution signed by
majority members

3.

Keep up to date financial records and get them audited by the VDO at least
once in a year by paying the mutually agreed audit fee

4.

Regularly attend theVDO meeting through its nominated representatives

5.

Discuss and decide matters sent by the VDO for consideration and submit its
opinion to theVDO on time in written form

6.

Contribute its agreed share (in cash, labour and material) in programmes and
projects that the CO may access viaVDO

7.

Submit timely progress report on joint projects to the VDO on the specified
format

B: Roles and responsibilities of theVDO
1.

Support COs to include the poorest members into COs

2.

Support COs to develop MIPs on need basis

3.

Conduct village development planning and budgeting in consultation of the CO

4.

Monitoring/supervising CO and their records, attendance and savings

5.

Provide assistance to CO in implementation of development activities like CPIs

6.

Mobilise local resources and ensure their fair distribution across its COs

7.

Check the loan and grant applications submitted by the CO and make sure that
they comply with the set procedures before providing the requested fund to
the CO for onward payment to its members.

8.

Receive timely progress report from the CO on the prescribed formats and
submit relevant reports to the LSO

9.

Conduct audit of all financial records of the CO on annual or need basis

10.

Train nominated members of CO on credit, internal lending and CIF operation
on need basis

For and on behalf of CO______________________
Name of President:____________________ Signature:___________ Date:_________
Name of Manager:____________________Signature:____________ Date:__________
For and on behalf ofVDO_____________________
Name of President:____________________ Signature:___________ Date:_________
Name of Secretary:________________ Signature:____________ Date:________
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Annex: 15.2
Terms of Partnership
Between Local Support Organisation (LSO) and its member Village
Development Organisation (VDO)
Whereas the LSO_________________________ UC_________________________
Dist._____________________ is a federated body of the VDOs of the UC. The main
responsibility of the LSO is to plan and implement development programmes at UC level and
coordinate amongst its member COs (through its VDOs). Secondly, the LSO is also a
monitoring body, where it supervises its VDOs in terms of their record-keeping and
implementation of its activities.The LSO would also be able to support its VDOs in increasing
their household coverage or coverage of specific groups such as women and the poorest. Key
to its role, the LSO is an organisation which enables its owners (community members) to
interact with external organisations such as local government, donors, NGOs and the private
sector.

And whereas the VDO___________________ is a membership organisation of the male
and female COs of village____________________ UC_____________________
Dist._____________ The VDO has been formed by its member COs to plan and implement
development programmes at village level in a coordinated manner.The overarching objective
of the VDO is poverty alleviation and socio economic development of its members with a
special focus on the poorest members of the community in close coordination and
cooperation with its member COs and the LSO.
This agreement is made between LSO _________________ and its member
VDO_________________ on this date of________________ to work towards their
common objectives in a coordinated manner.The roles and responsibilities of the two parties
shall be as follows:
A: Roles and responsibilities of theVDO
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1.

Identification of members for trainings by LSO and ensure its utilization

2.

Submit its development plans and needs to the LSO via a resolution signed by
majority members

3.

Keep up to date financial records and get them audited by the LSO at least once
in a year by paying the agreed audit fee

4.

Regularly attend the LSO meeting through its nominated representatives

5.

Discuss and decide matters sent by the LSO for consideration and submit its
opinion to the LSO on time in writing

6.

Contribute its agreed share (in cash, labour and material) in programmes and
projects given by the LSO

7.

Conduct village development planning and share it with the LSO

8.

Submit timely progress report to the LSO on its operation highlighting issues
and concerns regarding implementation of its annual plan

9.

Transfer membership fee, service charge or other funds to the LSO after
deducting its share as per the agreed terms and conditions.

B: Roles and responsibilities of the LSO
1.

Consider development plans and needs submitted by the VDO and decide
them on merit

2.

SupportVDO in village profiling and development planning on need basis

3.

Conduct UC development planning and budgeting in consultation with the
VDO

4.

Monitoring/supervising VDO programmes and their records, attendance in
their meetings and management of village fund

5.

Provide assistance to VDO in implementation of development activities on
need basis

6.

Share its progress reports and minutes of meetings with theVDO

7.

Conduct audit of all financial records of theVDO on annual or need basis

8.

Train VDO leaders in VDO management and execution of projects and
programmes

9.

Transfer donations and other funds to the VDO after deducting its share or
management as per the agreed terms and conditions

10.

Foster partnerships with other service providers in the government, civil
society and private sectors.

For and on behalf of VDO______________________

Name of President:____________________ Signature:___________
Date:_________
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Name of Secretar y:____________________ Signature:____________
Date:__________

For and on behalf of LSO_____________________
Name of President:____________________ Signature:__________
Date:_________
Name of Secretary:___________________Signature:____________
Date:__________
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Annex 15.3
Terms of Partnership
Between Rural Support Programme (RSP) and Village Development
Organisation (VDO)
Whereas the _________Rural Support Programme is a registered body under Section 42 of
the Companies Ordinance of1984 as a non-profit company. The main object of the Rural
Support Programme (RSP) is to reduce poverty and improve the quality of life of the rural
poor by harnessing their potential to help themselves. The RSP approach is based on
organizing willing communities and supporting them in development activities which the
people themselves identify and can undertake. The RSP supports the Community
Organisations (COs) to federate themselves at village level into Village Development
Organisation (VDO) and later at Union Council level in Local Support Organisation(LSO)
which make it possible for rural communities to mobilise their village, as well as their entire
Union Council. The RSP also acts as a facilitator between government, other development
organisations and organized communities in order to improve service delivery to the
grassroots.
And whereas the VDO___________________ is a membership organisation of the male
and female COs of village____________________ UC_____________________
Dist._____________ The VDO has been formed by its member COs to plan and implement
development programmes at village level in a coordinated manner.The overarching objective
of the VDO is poverty alleviation and socio economic development of its members with a
special focus on the poorest members of the community in close coordination and
cooperation with its member COs and the LSO.
This agreement is made between Rural Support Programme ___________________
and VDO_________________ on this date of________________ to work towards their
common objectives in a coordinated manner.The roles and responsibilities of the two parties
shall be as follows:
A: Roles and responsibilities of theVDO
1.

Regular meeting of General Body and Executive Committee as per the agreed
schedule

2.

Ensure inclusion of non-members especially the poorest ones into its member
COs

3.

Ensure inclusion of women in female COs and equal participation of female
representatives in its General Body and Management Committee

4.

Identification of its members for trainings by RSP and ensure its utilization
Keep up to date financial records and get them audited by the LSO at least once
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in a year
6.

Conduct Village Development planning and budgeting in consultation with
member COs

7.

Monitoring/supervising CO programmes and their records, attendance in their
meetings and management of savings and CO fund

8.

Provide assistance to COs in implementation of their MIPs on need basis

9.

Mobilise local and external resources and ensure their fair distribution across
its member COs

10.

Share its progress reports and minutes of meetings with member COs and the
LSO

11.

Submit timely progress report to the RSP on its operation highlighting issues
and concerns regarding implementation of its annual plan

12.

Transfer donations and other funds to the COs after deducting its share or
management as per the agreed terms and conditions

13.

Foster partnerships with other service providers in the government, civil
society and private sectors.

B: Roles and responsibilities of RSP
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1.

Provide technical support to the VDO to develop its bylaws and to improve its
management capacity to run its operations smoothly and cost effectively

2.

Monitor and give feedback to theVDO on proper inclusion and participation of
female representatives in its General Body and Management Committee

3.

Monitor and provide feedback to the VDO on inclusion of the poorest families
into its member COs and that their development needs are properly taken
care of

4.

Ensure that the VDO keeps up to date financial records and get them audited
on annual basis

5.

Support the VDO to develop its long-term and annual plan and budget on need
basis

6.

Monitor VDO financial and non-financial records on need basis and give
suggestions for their improvement

7.

Provide technical support to the VDO to mobilise local and external
resources and ensure their fair distribution across its members

8.

In case of CIF grant from RSP, monitor its proper operation and utilization

9.

Depending upon available resources, to provide support to the VDO in human
resource development and income generation activities, etc.

For and on behalf ofVDO ____________________

Name of President:____________________ Signature:___________ Date:_________

Name of Secretar y:____________________ Signature:____________
Date:__________

For and on behalf of RSP______________________

Name:____________________ Designation____________ Signature:___________
Date:_________
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Annex 15.4
Terms of Partnership
Between Rural Support Programme (RSP) and Local Support Organisation
(LSO)
Whereas the _________Rural Support Programme is a registered body under Section 42 of
the Companies Ordinance of1984 as a non-profit company. The main object of the Rural
Support Programme (RSP) is to reduce poverty and improve the quality of life of the rural
poor by harnessing their potential to help themselves. The RSP approach is based on
organizing willing communities and supporting them in development activities which the
people themselves identify and can undertake. The RSP supports the Community
Organisations (COs) to federate themselves at village level into Village Development
Organisation (VDO) and later at Union Council level in Local Support Organisation(LSO)
which make it possible for rural communities to mobilise their village, as well as their entire
Union Council. The RSP also acts as a facilitator between government, other development
organisations and organized communities in order to improve service delivery to the
grassroots.
And whereas the LSO___________UC_________________________
Dist._____________________ is a federated body of the VDOs of the UC. The main
responsibility of the LSO is to plan and implement development programmes at UC level and
coordinate amongst its member COs (through its VDOs). Secondly, the LSO is also a
monitoring body, where it supervises its VDOs in terms of their record-keeping and
implementation of its activities.The LSO would also be able to support its VDOs in increasing
their household coverage or coverage of specific groups such as women and the poorest. Key
to its role, the LSO is an organisation which enables its owners (community members) to
interact with external organisations such as local government, donors, NGOs and the private
sector.
This agreement is made between Rural Support Programme ___________________
and LSO_________________ on this date of________________ to work towards their
common objectives in a coordinated manner.The roles and responsibilities of the two parties
shall be as follows:
A: Roles and responsibilities of the LSO
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1.

Regular meeting of General Body and Executive Committee as per the agreed
schedule

2.

Ensure proper inclusion and participation of female representatives in its
General Body and Executive Committee

3.

Ensure inclusion of the poorest families into COs and that their development
needs are properly taken care of

4.

Keep up to date financial records and get them audited by an approved auditing
firm at least once in a year

5.

Conduct LSO development planning and budgeting in consultation with
memberVDOs

6.

Monitoring/supervising VDO programmes and their records, attendance in
their meetings and management of village fund

7.

Mobilise local and external resources and ensure their fair distribution across
its members

8.

Submit timely progress report to the RSP on its operation highlighting issues
and concerns regarding implementation of its annual plan

9.

Foster partnerships with other service providers in the government, civil
society and private sectors.

B: Roles and responsibilities of RSP
1.

Provide technical support to the LSO to develop its bylaws and to improve its
management capacity to run its operations smoothly and cost effectively

2.

Provide technical support to the LSO for its registration under Societies Act or
any other suitable act

3.

Monitor and give feedback to the LSO on proper inclusion and participation of
female representatives in the General Body and Executive Committee of the
LSO and its memberVDOs

4.

Monitor and provide feedback to the LSO on inclusion of the poorest families
into COs and that their development needs are properly taken care of

5.

Ensure that the LSO and its member VDOs and COs keep up to date financial
records and get them audited on annual basis

6.

Support the LSO to develop its long-term and annual plan and budget on need
basis

7.

Monitor LSO financial and non-financial records on need basis and give
suggestions for their improvement

8.

Provide technical support to the LSO to mobilise local and external resources
and ensure their fair distribution across its members

9.

Depending upon available resources, to provide support to the LSO in human
resource development and income generation activities, etc.
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For and on behalf of LSO_____________________

Name of President:____________________ Signature:___________ Date:_________

Name of Secretary:___________________Signature:____________
Date:__________

For and on behalf of RSP______________________

Name:____________________ Designation____________ Signature:___________
Date:_________
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Main causes

Required Activities

S.
No

Grant Total

Sub total Issue
NO 2

Sub total Issue
NO 1

Issue

Solution

Activity

Beneficiary
Members

Period

First Year Village Development Plan

Solution

Annual Plan and Budget for the period ---------------

Issues

Total

Cost
Selfhelp

Responsibility Completion
date

Village Development Plan (VDP)

Three year Village Development Plan 2009 - 2011

Annex 16

External
support

Required
Resources

Annex 17

VDO Resource Mobilisation Plan
After developing the three year development plan, the VDO leaders
shouldsit together and develop resource mobilisation plan to finance their
development plan using the following or any other suitable framework.
VDO_______________________ UC________________________
3 Year Planning for Expenditures and Sources of Funds from (Year)_____ to_____

S. No

Descriptions
Capital Expenditures

1
2
3
A

Furniture for office
Computers and Printers
Equipments
Total Furniture and Equipment

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
B

Office Rent
Meeting Expenses
Travel
Stationary
Telephone Charges
Electricity Bills
Salary/Honorarium
Miscellaneous Expenses
Total Operational Cost

C

Programme Cost (from 3 year plan)

D

Total Cost (A+B+C)

Operational Cost

Potential Sources of Funds
Internal : In Cash
1
2
3
4
5
6
E
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Membership Fee
Service Charge income from internal lending
Service Charge from other operations
(Specify)
Donation from members
Fitrana
Others (Specify)
Total Cash Income from Internal Sources

Year1 Year 2 Year 3 Total
Budget Budget Budget Budget

Internal : In Kind
1

Local Material

2
3
4
5
F

Free Labour
Qurbani hide
Wheat at harvest
Others (Specify)
Total Internal Funds in Kind

1
2
3
4
5
G

External : In Cash
RSP
Local Government
Donors/NGOs
Companies/Factories in the area
Other sources (Specify)
Total External Donations in Cash

1
2
3
4
5
H

External : In Kind
RSP
Local Government
Donors/NGOs
Companies/Private
Other sources (Specify)
Total External Donations in Kind

I

Total Resources (E+F+G+H)
Net Surplus/(Deficit) – (D-I)

After carefully developing the above matrix, the VDO should develop a fund
raising plan using the following format:
VDO_______________________ UC________________________
Fund Raising Plan for the years ______ to ______
S.
Source of
Action Plan
Remarks
No
Fund
Date
Activity
Responsibility

Name of VDO President ____________________ Signature_________
Date________

Name of VDO Secretary____________________ Signature_____________
Date______
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LSO Resource Mobilisation Plan
After developing the three year development plan, the LSO leaders should
sit together and develop resource mobilisation plan to finance their
development plan using the following or any other suitable framework
LSO_______________________ UC________________________
3 Year Planning for Expenditures and Sources of Funds from (Year)_____ to
S. No

Descriptions
Capital Expenditures

1
2
3
A

Furniture for office
Computers and Printers
Equipments
Total Furniture and Equipment

Operational Cost
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
B

Office Rent
Meeting Expenses
Travel
Stationary
Telephone Charges
Electricity Bills
Salary/Honorarium
Miscellaneous Expenses
Total Operational Cost

C

Programme Cost (from 3 year plan)

D

Total Cost (A+B+C)

Potential Sources of Funds
Internal : In Cash
1
2
3
4
5
6
E

Membership Fee
Service Charge income from internal lending
Service Charge from other operations
(Specify)
Donation from members
Fitrana
Others (Specify)
Total Cash Income from Internal Sources

Internal : In Kind
1
2
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Local Material
Free Labour

Year1 Year 2 Year 3 Total
Budget Budget Budget Budget

3
4
5
F

Qurbani hide
Wheat at harvest
Others (Specify)
Total Internal Funds in Kind

1
2
3
4
5
G

External : In Cash
RSP
Local Government
Donors/NGOs
Companies/Factories in the area
Other sources (Specify)
Total External Donations in Cash

1
2
3
4
5
H

External : In Kind
RSP
Local Government
Donors/NGOs
Companies/Private
Other sources (Specify)
Total External Donations in Kind

I

Total Resources (E+F+G+H)
Net Surplus/(Deficit) – (D-I)

After carefully developing the above matrix, the LSO should develop a fund
raising plan using the following format:
LSO_______________________ UC________________________
Fund Raising Plan for the years ______ to ______
Action Plan
S. No Source of
Fund
Date
Activity

Remarks
Responsibility

Name of VDO President ____________________ Signature_________
Date________

Name of VDO Secretary____________________ Signature_____________
Date______
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Activity

Budget
Actual
Qty/No Amount Qty/No Amount

Variance
Qty/No Amount

Reasons/Remarks

VDO_________________ UC____________________ Dist_____________________
Progress Reporting Format for VDO Annual Plan for the Month/Quarter_______

___________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________

Notes:_______________________________________________________________________________________

S. No

Annex 18
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Activity

Budget
Actual
Qty/No Amount Qty/No Amount

Variance
Qty/No Amount

Reasons/Remarks

___________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________

Notes:_______________________________________________________________________________________

S. No

LSO____________________ Dist____________________________
Progress Reporting Format for LSO Annual Plan for the Month/Quarter_______

Annex: 18.1

Annex 19

Sample of VDO resolution for joining LSO and nomination of
its members into LSO General Body:
Name of VDO____________________ Village_____________________
Union Council____________________ Tehs il/District___________________
Date of Meeting____________________ Time__________ Venue__________
Total VDO GB embers_______________ Members participated ___________

Resolution
The General Body members of the VDO in its meeting held on ________ unanimous ly
resolved to join Local Support Organisation ________________. The following
members were elected to represent the VDO in the General Body of the LSO.
S. No

Name

Name of
Father/Spouse

Status in
the VDO

Poverty
Score

Signature

Name of
Father/Spouse

Status in
the VDO

Poverty
Score

Signature

Signature of members
S. No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
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Name
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Name

Father/Spouse

Gender

PSC
No

VDO
name

Status in
VDO

Education

Name of LSO General Secretary ________________ Signature____________________

Name of LSO President_______________________ Signature____________________

S. No

Training
Received

Name of LSO______________ DOF__________ UC__________________ Dist_______________
List of LSO General Body Members

Annex 20

Annex 21

RURAL SUPPORT PROGRAMMES NETWORK

SAMPLE BYLAWS
FOR
LOCAL SUPPORT ORGANISATION

BY
Mohammad Ali Azizi
Specialist Social Mobilisation
September 2008
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Preface
Bylaws are rules and regulations adopted by any organisation to govern its internal
administration and management. Bylaws generally outline the vision, mission and objectives of
the organisation, its administrative structure, its general and financial rules, the roles and
responsibilities of its leaders and members and rules for its dissolution. Local Support
Organisation (LSO) is a formal and legal entity. Therefore, it must be governed by formal
Bylaws.Without a set of written Bylaws, the LSO would have no clear direction and focused
objectives; they would end up operating on haphazard lines.Thus the LSO would not be able to
manage its undertakings to the satisfaction of its members and other important stakeholders.
Bylaws are an important document and therefore they must be developed with great care.
Care must be taken to incorporate the views of the beneficiary members as well as other
important stakeholders in the Bylaws.
For registration of the LSO, the Bylaws must be drawn in line with the legal requirement of a
registration act. Most LSOs are registered under the Social Welfare or Societies Act 1925.The
legal formats designed for these acts are outdated. Therefore, a new format was needed for
LSOs andVDOs but on similar lines.That is the rationale for developing this format.The format
can be used both by LSOs and VDOs to develop their Bylaws in a coherent manner. Some
general points have been made under the Objectives part of the Sample Bylaws. However, the
LSOs should develop their own sets of vision and objectives instead of blindly copying from
here.
The LSO should first select a team of experts to develop its Bylaws. The team should hold a
workshop and develop the vision and objectives of the LSO through a visioning exercise.The
relevant SMT should facilitate this workshop.The team should then develop the draft Bylaws
and share it with member VDOs who then should share it with their member COs and give
their feedback. The final draft should be developed by the team incorporating the feedback
received from the member organisations.The LSO should formally approve the Bylaws in its
General Body meeting. Similar steps should be followed by the VDO to develop its Bylaws in
consultation with its member COs both male and female.
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1. Full name of the LSO
The name of the LSO will be______________________________________ with its
abbreviation_____________.
2. Complete Address of the LSO, phone number & E-mail address:
Head office of the LSO will be at _______________________ and the sources of contact
with Head office and complete address will be ______________________________
__________________________________________________________________
________ (Give full postal address, telephone number and E-mail addresses).
2. 1 Jurisdiction of the LSO
This organization will work for the collective and individual welfare and development of the
members of all the existing male and female COs of the union council _____________
Tehsil___________________ District___________________________.
3.The Guiding Principles
Following will be the guiding principles of the LSO.
1.
Self help.
2.
To provide equal opportunities of development to everyone especially the
poorest men and women.
3.
Transparency i.e. the entire decisions and record of the LSO will be
transparent.
4.
Sense of responsibility i.e. all the members and the departments of the LSO will
be fully accountable to its members.
5.

Impartial i.e. non-political, non non-religious and non-ethnical

4. TheVision of the LSO
(To be developed by the LSO members)
5. The Objectives
To achieve its vision, the following shall be the objectives of the LSO:
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1.

Scaling up social mobilisation through low cost measures

2.

Foster male and female COs and VDOs and nurture their serviceability and
sustainability.

3.

Find ways and means to do development planning in accordance with the needs
and priorities of the community men and women and ensuring their proper
implementation in close coordination with member VDOs and COs and other
stakeholders

4.

Foster development linkages between the local community and governmental
and non governmental institutions

5.

Promote equitable development at local level on the basis of equality between
men and women and rich and poor.

Note: Each LSO should develop its vision and objectives through a visioning exercise.
6. Organisational Structure.
The organisational structure of the LSO shall be as follows:

General Body

Executive
Committee

Special
Committees

Voluntary/
Paid Staff

7.The General Body.


Every member VDO shall elect through majority resolution at least two
members for the General Body of the LSO. At least 33% members must be
women.



The President and the General Secretary of the Executive Committee shall
also be the President and General Secretary of the General Body.



The General Body shall convene at least one meeting annually which shall be
called Annual General Meeting. More over it may convene as many meetings as
required which shall be called a Meeting.
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The quorum for every meeting of the General Body shall be 51% of its
members. In case of lack of quorum the meeting shall be again convened with a
notice of 15 days.

8. Roles and Responsibilities of General Body.


It shall approve the proceedings of the last meeting after due consideration.



It shall consider and decide the current matters on the agenda.



It shall formulate and approve the Bylaws of the LSO.



It shall amend or cancel the amendments according to requirement in the
Bylaws of the LSO.



It shall approve the Annual Plan and Annual Budget of the LSO.



It shall approve changes exceeding 10% in the annual plan and budget of the
LSO.



It shall approve the Annual Progress Report and Audit Report of the LSO.



It shall elect the members of Executive Committee and accept their
resignation.



It shall consider and decide the no confidence motion against any office bearer
of the Executive Committee.



It shall elect new member of Executive Committee vacated due to resignation
or any other reason.



In conformity with the aims and objectives of the LSO, it shall formulate the
methodology for cooperation with other institutions and shall approve the
membership of these institutions.



It shall debate on the resolutions presented by the members and approve or
reject the same.

9. Meetings of General Body
As mentioned earlier, there shall be two kinds of meetings of the General Body i.e. Annual
General Meeting and Ordinary Meeting. The procedures of these meetings shall be as per
following:
Annual General Meeting (AGM):
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The General Secretary in consultation with the President shall decide of the Date,Time, and
Place of the Annual General Meeting and shall inform all the members at least one week before
the actual date of the Annual General Meeting. Following matters shall be considered in the
Annual General Meeting;
1.

To approve the Annual Progress Report and Financial Report for the previous
year presented by the Executive Committee.

2.

To approve the Annual Work plan and Budget of the LSO

3.

To approve the audit report of the LSO

4.

To approve the auditor of the LSO for the next year

5.

To elect the members of General Body and Executive Committee

6.

To approve the Bylaws of LSO and amendments in it

Ordinary Meetings:
Apart from the Annual General Meeting the General Body can decide to hold quarterly or
monthly meetings on regular basis or any time on need basis. The General Secretary in
consultation with the President shall inform all the members at least a week earlier. The
quorum shall be participation and presence of 51% of the members. The following matters
shall be discussed in the Ordinary Meetings:
1.

Change in the Bylaws of the LSO

2.

Election of new members of the Executive Committee

3.

Approval of the resignation of the member of the General Body and Executive
Committee

4.

Amendments in the Annual Work plan and Budget exceeding 10%

5.

Investigation of malpractices in the administrative and financial matters of the
LSO and decision on them

6.

Any other matter of importance in the line of the LSO objectives

10.The Executive Committee
To execute the decisions made by the General Body and to deal with the administrative
matters of the LSO, an Executive Committee shall be formed for a period of _____ year/years
with ____members. The Executive Committee shall choose its office bearers according to
their requirements.Their offices shall be President,Vice President, General Secretary, Finance
Secretary, and Joint Secretary, while others shall be ordinary members. The LSO can have as
many office bearers as is required to execute specific jobs. The Executive Committee shall
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remain functional till the election of new members.
11. Election of the Executive Committee
On the occasion of Annual General Meeting or in any other ordinary meeting the General
Body shall elect all members of Executive Body with consensus or through elections. In case of
equality of votes the President shall have an additional vote.
12. The resignation of any member of Executive Committee or Office Bearer
If any member of the Executive Committee or Office Bearer wants to resign he/she shall
submit his/her resignation with the President. In case the office of the President is vacant due
to resignation the member shall submit the resignation to the Vice President or General
Secretary. In both the cases, General Secretary in consultation with the President shall
convene a meeting of the General Body with a notice of one week.Wherein decision shall be
taken for acceptance or rejection of resignation of the member. In case of acceptance of their
resignation the new member can be elected in the same meeting or it shall be elected in any
other meeting. Where as in case of resignation of any member of the Executive Body the
decision shall be taken in the next meeting of General Body and a new member shall be
elected.
13. Meetings of Executive Committee


The Executive Committee shall hold its meetings each month.



The Committee shall maintain the minutes of its meetings in written form.



The President of the LSO shall preside over the meeting. In the absence of the
President the Vice President and in the absence of Vice President the General
Secretary shall preside over the meeting.



In monthly meetings every sort of programmatic, administrative, financial and
social matters shall be discussed and decided upon. Quarterly and monthly
targets shall be set out to execute the Annual Work plan and responsibilities
shall be fixed. Then progress and monitoring reports about the planned
activities shall be discussed and revisions will be made in them as and when
equired.



Presence of 51% members shall be compulsory for the quorum. More over,
presence of any one of the President, Vice President and General Secretary
shall be compulsory in the meeting.

14. The Roles and Responsibilities of the Executive Committee
Following shall be the roles and responsibilities of the Executive Committee
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Elect its Office Bearers from among its members



Approve the minutes of the last meeting.



Create Special Committees for the promotion of aims and objectives of the
LSO.



Frame rules for the good governance of the LSO



Propose appropriate actions to implement the Annual Plan and utilize the
approved budget.



Submit to the General Body, the Annual Progress Report and the Audit Report
of the LSO and obtain their approval.



Appoint paid staff to run the projects of the LSO on need basis.



Monitor the performance of paid staff, arrange training for them, accept their
resignation and terminate them

15. The Roles and Responsibilities of the Office Bearers of the Executive
Committee
The President:
1)

Shall be the Constitutional Head of the LSO.

2)

Shall be responsible to call for the meeting directly or through the General
Secretary.

3)

Shall preside over the meetings of General Body and Executive Committee

4)

Approve the minutes of the last meeting

5)

After ensuring to have the quorum, order to start meeting proceedings.

6)

Together with Secretary Finance shall sign the cheques of the LSO and shall
approve the income and expenditures

7)

Can sanction up to Rs 5,000/-, as emergency expenditures which shall
afterwards be got approved from the Executive Committee

8)

Shall ensure the supremacy of the Bylaws of the LSO and shall watch all its
matters.

9)

Shall issue instructions to the other Office Bearers related to their official
duties
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10)

Shall be accountable to General Body and the Executive Committee

11)

Shall appoint and discharge staff for the projects of the LSO in consultation
with the Executive Committee

12)

Shall take steps to raise funds for the LSO

TheVice President:
1)

Shall assist the President in his/her duties.

2)

Shall exercise the powers of the President during his/her absence.

General Secretary:
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1)

Shall preside over the meetings in the absence of the President and the Vice
President

2)

On the advice of the President, shall call for the meetings of General Body and
Executive Committee and issue agenda for the meetings.

3)

Shall note down the proceedings of the meetings of General Body and
Executive Committee and submit to the relevant body for approval in its next
meeting.

4)

Prepare the annual report and submit it to the Executive Committee
and after approval of the Executive Committee submit it to the General Body
for their approval

5)

With the permission of the Executive Committee shall coordinate with
government, non-government and private sector organisations and individuals
to promote the causes of the LSO

6)

Shall be the spokesperson of the LSO and shall issue written or verbal policy
statements on behalf of the LSO

7)

Shall keep records of the LSO in his/her custody

8)

Shall be guardian of the property of the LSO

9)

Shall be responsible for the financial management of the LSO.

10)

Shall be responsible to keep the Executive Committee informed on all financial
matters.

11)

Shall be fully responsible for office matters and shall keep all stakeholders
informed about them

12)

Shall perform any function assigned by the President or Executive Committee
and General Body

Secretary Finance.
1)

Shall be responsible for receiving income and making payments on behalf of the
LSO and keep financial records of the LSO.

2)

Shall prepare financial reports of LSO on monthly, quarterly and annual basis
and report to the Executive Committee.

3)

Shall be responsible for financial audit of the LSO accounts and submit the audit
report to the Executive Committee and General Body for approval.

4)

Shall prepare the annual budget in consultation with the President and the
General Secretary and obtain its approval from both the Executive Committee
and the General Body

5)

Shall be bound to consult the President and General Secretary in financial
matters and shall get approval of the President or his/her representative for all
income and expenditures of the LSO.

6)

With the approval of the Executive Committee, shall open bank account/s in
the name of the LSO in any commercial bank and operate this account jointly
with the President or his/her representative.

7)

Shall be allowed to keep a petty cash of Rs 1,000/- for urgent expenditures.

8)

Shall deposit all cash in the bank account latest by the next working day.

Joint Secretary.
1)

Shall assist the General Secretary in office matters and in holdings of the
meetings of the LSO

2)

Perform all duties in the absence of General Secretary.

3)

Shall perform any function assigned to him/her by the President or Executive
Committee

16. Paid Staff


The LSO can hire permanent or temporary paid staff to run its administrative
and financial matters on accepted professional standards.



The positions of the paid staff shall be approved by the General Body on the
recommendation of the Executive Committee.
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A transparent procedure shall be followed to recruit the paid staff and all
decisions shall be taken on merit.



Policies and procedures for their promotion and salary raise based on their
performance shall be prepared in written form.

17. Special Committees


The LSO may appoint Special Committees on need basis, to perform special
functions assigned to them by the Executive Committee.



Such committee shall be created by a resolution that outlines their duties and
powers.



The committee expires on completion of its assigned duties unless it is a
permanent committee.



The committee shall submit its recommendations to the Executive
Committee. The Executive Committee shall have the power to take decision
on these recommendations.



If the special committee has been formed on the recommendations of General
Body the findings and recommendations of that committee shall be
represented to General Body who shall take the final decision on the
recommendations.

18. Sources of funds
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For the achievement of its aims and objectives the LSO may raise funds and
earn income from all legal sources



The main sources of income of the LSO shall be membership fee, monthly
contribution from members, donations and fee on services rendered.



The LSO can take money, goods and services from government, nongovernment and private organizations



The LSO can undertake for profit activities, like doing a business and
investment in stocks etc. However, the income thereof shall be spend only for
the attainment of aims and objective of the LSO and never be distributed as
dividend among its members

19. Expenditure of the LSO
The LSO shall spend its earnings on following matters.
1)

For the attainment of its stated aims and objectives

2)

With the approval of its General Body for any noble and just cause compatible
with its aims and objectives

20. Financial Management


The entire financial income of the LSO shall be deposited in its bank account
which shall be operated by nominated members of the LSO with their joint
signatures.



The expenditure of the LSO shall be made on the basis of annual approved
budget. In case of additional expenditure up to 10% approval of the Executive
Committee shall be required. Beyond that the approval of the General Body
shall be necessary.



No expenditure shall be made without the approval signature of the President
or his/her nominee and the General Secretary or the Finance Secretary



The LSO shall maintain its financial records under a standard accounting
manner and keep intact all kinds of agreements, receipts, bills and their related
documents in original.



The LSO shall get its annual accounts audited from any approved auditing fir
The approval of the auditor shall be given by the General Body

21.The Assets of the LSO
All transferable and non transferable assets of the LSO shall be owned by its member male and
female COs. In case of termination of the LSO, they will be transferred to its member COs, and
on termination of all member COs these assets shall be transferred to an institution whose
aims and objectives shall conform the aims and objectives of the LSO.
22.The terms and conditions for becoming member of LSO
Following shall be the terms and conditions for the membership of the LSO:
1)

A Village Development Organization (VDO) that represents majority of male
and female COs in its jurisdiction on the condition that it agrees with the aims
and objectives of the LSO

2)

It pays the agreed membership fee and is willing to fulfill its responsibilities as a
member
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3)

Accepts the decisions of the General Body and Executive Committee of the
LSO

4)

Submit an application for membership and nominate its representatives in the
LSO via a resolution signed by majority of its members.

23.Termination of the Membership.
The membership of the LSO can be terminated on following grounds.
1)

On the choice of the member organisation. For this the member organisation
LSO shall submit a written resolution signed by majority of the members to the
LSO

2)

In case of clear violation of rules and regulations and Bylaws of the LSO, willful
default of LSO dues and purposely harming the LSO or its aims and objectives.
In that case the Executive Committee should verify such violation via a written
statement to the General Body who shall approve the termination order.

24. Discipline.


It shall be binding on the members to pay regularly the agreed membership fee
etc. Otherwise their membership shall be suspended and finally be terminated.



It shall be binding on every member to attend the LSO meetings regularly. In
case of emergency, permission can be obtained from the President or General
Secretary; otherwise the membership shall be terminated for absence from
three consecutive meetings. In that case the member shall be informed in
writing and in the absence of receipt of satisfactory explanation from the
member or total refusal to submit the explanation its membership shall be
terminated with the approval of the General Body.

25. Monitoring and Control.
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The President shall be responsible for the overall performance of the LSO and
to ensure that the LSO operations are fair and are fully governed by its Bylaws.
He/she shall closely watch the performance of the LSO and in case of noticing
any irregularity he/she shall call a meeting of the Executive Committee or the
General Body, as the case may be, and brief the concerned body about it and
take corrective measures or disciplinary actions. If required, he/she shall
formulate an investigation committee to deal with the matter in question.



The President shall be responsible for maintaining order in the meetings of the
General and Executive body of the LSO. In order to ensure achieving the aims
and objectives of the LSO, the President shall ensure that each member of the
Executive Committee and General Body and paid staff performs their roles and

responsibilities in proper order at a minimum standard.


The President shall be fully accountable to the General Body and the Executive
Committee. He/she shall not be allowed to take any decision that is not
supported by a simple majority of the concerned body.



The Executive Committee shall be responsible for monitoring and evaluation
of the programmes and projects of the LSO and to submit progress and
monitoring reports to the General Body and other stake holders.



Each member of the Executive Committee shall report official matters to the
President and the Executive Committee in the monthly meetings as well as
through special reports and briefings as and when required.



The General Body shall be the supreme and sovereign organ of the LSO. All
other organs of the LSO shall be answerable to it.



In case of complaint against the President minimum three members of the
Executive Committee shall submit a written complaint to the General
Secretary under their signatures.The General Secretary shall call a meeting of
the General Body within 15 days after receiving the written complaint. The
President shall leave the meeting to ensure consideration of the complaint
impartially. The presence of ¾th members shall be necessary to attend the
meetings convened for the consideration of complain against the President.
The decision about such complains shall be through consensus or through
majority votes. The same process shall be adopted in case of complains against
any other member of the General Body or the Executive Committee.



In case of complain of financial irregularity against any responsible person
investigation shall be made according to point 7 above. An investigation
committee could be formed which shall submit its report to the Executive
Committee.The final decision shall be that of the Executive Committee.



Appeals can be lodged against the decisions of the Executive Committee in the
General Body. For the purpose written complains shall be submitted to
General Body signed by at least three members.To consider the complaint the
General Body shall convene an special meeting on 15days notice and decide the
matter after due discussion. No appeal shall be filed against the decisions of the
General Body. However in view of new facts coming to the notice the
application can be submitted for re-consideration of the decision.
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Annex 22

CO Monitoring Formats
Name of RSP

Region

District

UC

Name of VDO

Name of CO

Date of formation

Male/Female/Mix

Total Members

Men

Women

Savings Rs:

Date of Visit to

CO : _________

Check list (to be verified fromCO records)
S. No
Indicators
Around 100% poorest households in the sub-village/muhallah are organised into the
CO:
1
Total Poorest HHs: _____ Organised HHs: No: ____ %age: ____

Answer

Yes/No

Comments:__________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
The CO has a fixed a date, time and venue for its meetings and holds them regularly.
2

# Planned meetings in
last 6 month

# Meetings held in
last 6 month

% age of attendance of
members

Comments:__________________________________________________________
The CO members deposit their savings in each meeting.
Average total savings per CO meeting over past 6 months Rs._________

Yes/No

3
Comments:__________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________

The CO has develop HH level MIPs and CO level collective plan
4

No of HHs having MIP:_________
CO level development Plan_________
Comments:__________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
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Yes/No

The CO properly maintains the following records
Yes/No

5

Minutes Book

Attendance/
Savings Register

Loan Register

Members’ Loan
Passbook

Members’
Savings Passbook

Paid bills

Receipt
Book

Comments:__________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________

The CO receives the agreed fee from its members
6

Amount of membership fee due in last six months Rs_______
Amount of membership fee received in last six months Rs_______

Yes/No

Comments___________________________________________________________
________
If the CO is a member of a VDO
7

Regularly attends the VDO meeting through its nominated representatives

Yes/No

Comments:__________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
Regularly pays its membership fee to the VDO
8

Amount of membership fee due in last six months Rs_______
Amount of membership fee paid in last six months Rs_______

Name of CO President______________________ Signature___________________
Name of CO Manager_______________________ Signature__________________
Name of Monitor_________________ Designation____________ Signature__________
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Annex 22.1

VDO Monitoring Format
Name of RSP

Region

District

UC

Name of LSO

Name of VDO

Date of formation

Total HHs in the village

Organised HHs

%age Organised HHs

Total Member COs

Men

Women

Mix

VDO Fund: Total

Internal Sources

External Sources

Date of VDO Visit

Check list (to be verified from VDO records)
S.
Indicators
No
70% households in the village are organised into COs and are member of VDO:
Total HHs in the village: ________
Organised HHs in the village on the date of formation of VDO:
By Men
%age of
By Women %age of
By Total
members
men
members
women
members
members
members

No of COs on the date of formation of VDO
Men COs
Women COs

Mix COs

Answer

%age of
total
members

Total COs

1
Yes/No
Organised HHs in the village on the reporting date:
By Men
%age of
By Women %age of
members
men
members
women
members
members

No of COs on the reporting date
Men COs
Women COs

By Total
members

Mix COs

%age of
total
members

Total COs

Comments:__________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
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Identified poorest HHs through Poverty Scorecard and around 100% poorest
households in the village are organised into COs and are member of VDO:
2

# Poorest HHs

# organized Poorest HHs

%age

Yes/No

Comments:__________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
At least 33% women represent in the VDO General Body:
On the date of formation of the VDO:
Total
Men

Women

%age of Women
Yes/No

3

On the reporting date:
Total

Men

Women

%age of Women

Comments:__________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
At least 33% women represent in the VDO Management Committee:

4

On the date of formation of the VDO:
Total
Men

Women

%age of Women

On the reporting date:
Total

Women

%age of Women

Yes/No
Men

Comments:__________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
The VDO has written by laws approved by its General Body
5

Date of approval of the by laws__________

Yes/No

Comments:__________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
The VDO bank/post office account has at least one women signatory:
- No of women signatories: _____
6

Yes/No
Comments:__________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
The VDO properly maintains the following records:

7

Cash Book

Receipt Book

Paid bills

General
Ledger

Bank
Reconciliation

Profit & Loss
A/C

Balance Sheet

Minutes Book

Agreements

Loan appraisal

Yes/No

Loan Register
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Comments:__________________________________________________________
The General Body and Management Committee of the VDO meet regularly on
scheduled meetings with full quorum :
# General Body Meetings
# Management Committee Meetings
%age of Men’s Attendance

%age of Men’s Attendance

%age of Women’s attendance

%age of Women’s attendance

8

9

Yes/No

Comments:__________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
The VDO has developed the following documents:
1. A 3 year Village Development Plan
2. An annual plan and budget
Comments:__________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
The VDO has planned and implemented activities on self-help basis
Activity
Date
Cost
# Beneficiary

10

Yes/No

Yes/No

Comments:__________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
The VDO has raised funds through internal and external sources:
From Internal Sources
Membership
Service
fee
Charge

Cash
Donation

From external sources:
Name of Donor

Donation
in kind

Cash
Donation

Others

Donation
in kind

Total

Total
Yes/No

11

Total
Total VDO fund Rs. __________________

Comments:__________________________________________________________
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12

The VDO has developed linkages with organisations other than the RSP
Donor
Activity
Cost
Beneficiary
Donor Community Total

Yes/No

Comments:__________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
The VDO monitors the activities of its member COs
13

Yes/No
Comments:__________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
The VDO supports member COs in their capacity building
Activity
1. Increase membership
2. Improve record keeping
3. Enhance savings
4. Improve transparency

14

5. Improve accountability

Indicator
1.Increase in member HHs
2.Increase in member COs
1. Perception about quality of
record keeping improved
2. Record keeping improved
1. Increase in total savings
2. Increase in average savings
per member
1. Awareness about CO
increased locally
2. Increased visitors to COs,
and VDO
1. CO records presented in CO
meetings
2. CO records are shared with
VDO
3. VDO decisions and records
are shared with COs through
their GB members

Yes//No

The VDO supports the COs to implement their activities
15
16

Comments:__________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
The VDO is actively engaged with the LSO and helps implement LSO activities

Yes
Yes/No
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Comments:__________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
The VDO regularly pays its dues to the LSO
17

Yes/No

Name of VDO President______________________ Signature___________________
Name of VDO Secretary_______________________ Signature__________________
Name of Monitor_________________ Designation____________ Signature__________
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Annex 22.2

LSO Monitoring Format
Name of RSP

Region

District

UC

Name of LSO

Formation date

Total HHs in UC

Organised HHs

Total member COs

Men

Women

Mix

Total member VDOs

Men

Women

Mix

LSO Fund: Total

Internal Sources

External Sources

Date of LSO Visit

Check list (to be verified from LSO records)
S.
Indicators
No

Answer

Around 70% households in the UC are organised into COs and are member of LSO:
Total HHs in the UC: ________
1

Organised HHs in the UC on the date of formation of LSO:
By Men
%age of
By Women %age of
By Total
members
men
members
women
members
members
members
No of COs on the date of formation of LSO
Men COs
Women COs

Mix COs

%age of
total
members

Total COs
Yes/No

Organised HHs in the UC on the reporting date:
By Men
%age of
By Women %age of
members
men
members
women
members
members

No of COs on the reporting date
Men COs
Women COs

By Total
members

Mix COs

%age of
total
members

Total COs

Comments:__________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
Identified poorest HHs through Poverty Scorecard and around 100% poorest
households in the UC are organised into COs and are member of LSO:
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Poverty Status

Poverty Bands

Non Poor
Poor
Very Poor

2

No of HHs

Organised HHs
No
%age

Yes/No

(24-100)
(19-23)
(0-18)

Total

At least 33% women represent in the LSO General Body:
On the date of formation of the LSO:
Total
Men

Women

%age of Women

3

Yes/No
On the reporting date:
Total

Men

Women

%age of Women

Comments:__________________________________________________________
At least 33% women represent in the LSO Executive Committee:

4

On the date of formation of the LSO:
Total
Men

Women

%age of Women

On the reporting date:
Total

Women

%age of Women

Yes/No
Men

Comments:__________________________________________________________
The LSO has written by laws approved by its General Body
5

6

7

Date of approval of the bylaws____________
Comments:__________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
The LSO bank account has at least one women signatory:
- No of women signatories: _____
Comments:__________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
The LSO properly maintains the following records
Cash Book

Receipt Book

Paid bills

General
Ledger

Bank
Reconciliation

Profit & Loss
A/C

Balance Sheet

Minutes Book

Agreements

Loan appraisal

Loan Register

Comments:__________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
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Yes/No

Yes/No

Yes/No

The General Body and Executive Committee/BoD of the LSO meet regularly on
scheduled meetings with full quorum :
# General Body Meetings

# Exe. Committee Meetings

%age of Men’s Attendance

%age of Men’s Attendance

%age of Women’s attendance

%age of Women’s attendance

8

Yes/No

Comments:__________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
The LSO has developed a 3 year UDP and an annual plan and budget in a
participatory manner
9

Yes/No
Comments:__________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
The LSO has planned and implemented activities on self-help basis
Activity
Date
Cost
# Beneficiary
Yes/No

10

Comments:__________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
The LSO has raised funds through internal and external sources:
From Internal Sources
Membership
Service
fee
Charge

From external sources:
Name of Donor

Cash
Donation

Donation
in kind

Cash
Donation

Others

Donation
in kind

Total

Total
Yes/No

11

Total
Total LSO fund Rs__________________
Comments:__________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
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The LSO has developed linkages with organisations other than the RSP

Donor

Activity

Cost
Donor Community Total

Beneficiary
Yes/No

12

Comments:__________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
The LSO monitors the activities of its member VDO/COs
Yes/No
13

Comments:__________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
The LSO supports the VDO/COs in their capacity building
Activity
1. Increase membership
2. Improve record keeping

3. Enhance savings
14
4. Improved transparency

5. Improved accountability

15

Indicator
Yes//No
1.Increase in member HHs
2.Increase in member COs
1. Perception about quality of
record keeping in CO/VDOs
improved
2. Record keeping of CO/VDOs
improved
1. Increase in total savings
2. Increase in average savings
per member
1. Awareness about CO
increased locally
2. Increased visitors to COs,
VDOs and LSO
1. CO records presented in CO
meetings
2. CO records are shared with
VDO
3. VDO records are presented
into VDO meetings
4. VDO records are shared with
LSO

Comments:
The LSO supports the VDO/COs to implement their activities
Yes/No
Comments:__________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
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The LSO pays the VDO/CO their share of funds (if any) on time
16

Yes/No
Comments:__________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________

Name of LSO President______________________ Signature___________________
Name of LSO General Secretary__________________ Signature________________
Name of Monitor_________________ Designation____________ Signature__________
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Main causes

S.
No

Grant Total

Sub total Issue
NO 2

Sub total Issue
NO 1

Issue

Solution

Required
Activities

Activity

Beneficiary
Members

Period
Total

Responsibility

First Year LSO Development Plan

Solution

Cost
Self-help

Completion
date

Three year LSO Development Plan 2009-2011

LSO Development Plan (LSODP)

Annual Plan and Budget for the period ---------------

Issues

Annex 23

External
support

Required
Resources

